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this, fur the one

simple reason that
tile "general purpose cow,” the cow that
is lirst-class for every thing, has not yet
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Weather

Injurious

to

.Plants?

study works on horticulture
by diflerent writers, will discovt-i many
opposing views m respect to the modes
"f eat mg for, and the treatment oi plants,
Those who

ti.c proper temperature for water when
to plants has been li <•<jlienily

applied

discuosed by different wi iters; some court-nd that cool water, just bom a well oi
clsiern. should never nr showed d 11 [ion
pamis, but that il should lirst he heated
in tue temperature ol tin room in which
the [limits ale standing.
Others, with
eijiial zeal, claim that mid water will not

injure the plants m the least, contending
that the water will assume the riyht temperature before injur) is done tiie plant.
Now which is i._iht
We have experi
mciited in this matter to a considerable
order in satisfy ourselves as to
which ol tla-si two views is correct.
In
the month ol December we took from our
m

eoliei lion

twelve

large geraniums,

and
ol

these we watered with cold water, drawn

hydrant pipe at the temperature
lorty-livi decrees, and the other six
were supplied with water from a barrel
standing m the conservator), and was ol
l he same temperature of the house, that
is from sixty degrees to eight) degrees,
l lie plants watered with the cold w atet
gave very little if any bloom throughout
the winter, while the six geraniums
watered from the barrel grew linely, and
bloomed profusely.
Always water your plants in wintei
iron) a

ol

lime with hike-warm water, il you would
have a prolusion of dowers, ami thrill)
plants. The water should be ol the sam*
temperature as the room or place in
which the plants aie kept.
There is no
theory about it- this is a practical fact.
[Cor. American Agriculturist.
To

Prepare

Vegetable

Muuld

Quickly.

Ullll
1 :11
it "ki us— 10a

■

season.

Swine—Western Fat Hogs are costing butchers
from aa.'.V- per ih live weight, but lower prices
have been noticed for sometime past. There were
none of tnem offered on ttie market for sale, ail being owned by butchers. In our number we include
all the Western Fat Hogs brought in lor the week
over the several railroads.
A severe shock of earthquake accompanied
by a terrific report, occurred recently, at
< litheroe, about 2a miles
from Manchester,
Ei.gland. The shock threw down horses and
wagons in the streets ami caused great consternation among the inhabitants.

early as the leaves of trees can be
collected, let them be brought id a considerable quantity, into a close place, and
As

dressed up there in the form of a hot-bed.
Let tliis be well saturated with the
drainings from tin* dung heap, with suds
from the wash house, with urine from the
stable and cow house, where this latter
article can he procured. Let this bed or
heap be covered and lined with fresh
stable dung, to make it heat.
'Mien the heating is sufficiently subsided, let the leaves be uncovered and
turned over to mix the dry and the wet
well together, and if moisture be required,
let them have it of the same description,
repealing the process till all be reduced
This will be ready for
to line mould.
use in two months from the time of collecting the leaves, and to prevent any
waste of the liquid recommended, a layer
of maiden earth, of two feet thick, should
be made the substratum, which would
receive any of the valuable liquid that
would otherwise run to waste.
Leaves of slow decomposition should
be avoided, as those of the oak, etc..,
which, however, are the best for retainThe
ing heat in hot-beds and pits.
leaves of fir should also be avoided, but
those of the sycamore, elm, aider, maple,
and all the soft kinds are better suited
for the purpose.
This compost should be
kept dry, in an airy place, and ridged up,
so that the rain cannot wash out the salts'
with which it abounds.
[Gardener’s

Record.

A druggist in New Richmond, O., Mr. E. J. Donham, writes us the following: “I consider Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup one of the very best tilings
made. I use it altogether in my own family and
can therefore recommend it.”
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in;

a

shaded

I

legacy,

iiy tne ii-mii train oil l uesday,
with a friend whom he had invited to
dine with him.
I lie Captain's housekeeper was ti widow, with a "disposition
like a cross-cut saw and hair tin- color ot
a wisp nf straw," and a universal suffrager, who had driven her husband into an
grave, which was the first quiet
In- found after his marriage day. If
no wood was brought into the kitchen
there was no lire. If the Captain neglected to whittle shavings to start the

early
place

morning tire, there

breakfast, as
he found out on several occasions.
She
would slave for no man. she said, and
the Captain was heard to remark that
she would starve before she would help
herself. She was "powerful strong" in a
meeting of suffrage cranks, and could
stick more pins into a defenceless man
when his back was turned, than any
other debater.

street

was no

Theretorc, as the time wore on, Thursday morning, and no turkey came for the
entertainment of the Captain's appetite

she was not troubled in tinShe sat by the lire in an easyquietly knitting, with an air of indifference that said, “I'm not agoin' to
race arouti’ for a turkey : ef he wants a
dinner he must get it : 1 can't cook what
1 haven't got.
lie'll hev ter go to the
hotel : it'il save me a heap of trouble,”
and adopting this solution of the dinner
problem, prepared no pudding, and did
nothing but rock and knit in her easy\bout one o’clock she was
going chair.
very much surprised to receive, a visit
from Miss Uudd. whom the housekeeper
held in abhorrence as an “abject critter."
Miss lludd was pale, tremulous, and had
been in tears, evidently.

at

noon,

least.
ehair

times a day in legat'd to his precious
health, and by other acts and actions
that spoke her mind to great perfection,
and madi it as easy to read as the big
lettered sentences in the primer.
it was said and proved afterwards also
that the Captain was at, once smitten
with the charms of the designing spinster. hilt lie was so pleased with the fair
onslaught, and derived so much chuckle
and amusement from it, which relieved

i Ik.'

Hull, sum .miss
ltudd, “a gieat blunder has been made.
Pin; regular butcher boy went away to a
Phanksgiving dinner, and hired another
\ ttllkey was
boy to work in his stead.
left on my table last night, and I suppos-

the tedium of a life somewhat
monotonous, tn.it ho sought to prolong
it.
But wlion another designing -•<illi
maiden." .Iisrespi a*i!1111\ so-called, whispered to Miss Build that the Captain
made sport of her. and jeered and laughed
at the Bachelor's cluli ahout her, her
wrath was unhounded, anil haul, titi\%i 11
014 hate took the place of soft and u ill-

great!.

111 ,U

supported

a

Mum

said a fid proved afterward that .Miss
Hudd had design’s upon the eaptain’s affections and bis money, or his money and
W hen the captain returnIns alfections.
ed ironi Ins wanderings tn take possession of his ancestral double house, Cynthia Hudd ‘uylaid him at odd intervals,
in order to ensnare him to a declaration
of his unbounded love for her—by offering to teed his chickens tor him on
stormy mornings, enquiring thirty-seven

of .-access can come unless he

been heard of.

re-

lie

in the town, in a double house of antique
pattern. The captain lived on the west
side, and (Antbin Build on the east side.
Cynthia Blind was a cornel) person ot
tort) odd t ears, and had remained in the
hud as far as matrimony w as concerned
tor that drear) length of time.
It was

ptdefences and his location as to a market and put in all his thought and labor
iin-asure

they

i-js) to uraw me line netweeu Itii genuine ;iml tin* counterfeit
mm
captains who settled in Kleinhof, and
there, by decrees, to the gloat- delight ot
the inhabitants who had not retired on
a11\ thin-, emptied their money hugs.
A
rumor, however, to the slight disparagement ol the captain's sea-going qualities,
had been started on a pleasure sailing
■ xettrsion when in a
squall Captain Silas,
in his x'-ilenieiit, shouted, "11,mi in the
spanker boom, and take a reef in the
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comprehensive of the three. One breed centre-board."
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and plowed tile main with it from his
childhood to his latter days. But wheth-

we are

large igi.iutity
think we have a line

mode of judging,

The ehiet

beiiinil him iii lie. shape of board

mice

gle object is butter, or cheese, or milk,
there are other things to be considered
in the above estimate
The term aver-

*i

a

to

but the hoik of cream is no
criterion as to the amount of butter there
is in it.
By weight alone is the propel
butter eow

.t

1

Some imlk gives

pays.

m.

.-lr< «•;,
il In.a.

the sen,

hie, and Cynthia liudd,
spinster, also retiied to private iite.
Captain Silas was fulled a retired sea
captain, because, as the story ran. he had

We are all of us depending too
much upon guess work. W e ought to
W e o :ght also
use the steelyards mole.
to figure closer on cost of feed, and if we
give extra rations ■ f meal the scales
ought to lie made to tell us whether it

-•ian.al7p.iu.
an

below il than

are

and kept in
but it was so slemiei
that it allowed her only the, necessities
of life.
\t anniversary times, such as
rhanksgiviug. Chiisttuus ami Now Y-ats
some of her bcltcr-lo-do flieuds left at
her door a fat turkey. goose, or plump
brace of chickens. This was not a reguiar custom on the part ol her fiiehds.
but it happened so oiten that she always
waited until the last minute lief re least
days, hoping that the generosity of a
liiend would saw her the trouble oi go
ing ti market with her scant purse.
M hat was Cynthia's delight late oil the
attorn ion .1 (he day liefore I'hunksgivI a riiiuliiing
ing t note the arrival
wagon at the front door, and directly atterwaid a package was piaec.i on he
sable in her chalked hall.
Removing it
into her kitchen, she fumd it contained
tt latge turkey, yellow ami rich from accumulated tailless. When Mss lludd
had mi outside oil’, t logs, she dined alone;
but on this occasion, as oil others similar,
site intited her intimate and similarly
conditioned friend Mi" Spatks.
i’here
lore she put on her shawl and bonnet
and hurried away to inform Miss Sparks
and to liiing hei liaek with ln-i to share
in the labor of prepaia'ion
Hy Id
o'clock that t ight, after seven horns oeliberation and discussion, they came to a
decision in regard to the matmer of rooking. hasting and serving.
The Captain had made full populations for a full Thanksgiving dinner. lie
oidered a twelve-pound turkey on \Y> dttesday morning, and then went away to
Boston, telling his housekeeper that luhad urgent business and that he would
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lbs. of milk.'
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Though you may I.i-p no brother's hand.
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Though, wilh no friend nor lover nigh.
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'I hank lied to; f rieuils your life has known,
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Y"ii see the father's reverend head.
Or mother’s patient, loving face,
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o k t.o.l that these are left
y ou still.

ti e al:,i\e test will show that the cost of
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'it beside the hearth again
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remember that the men in whose interest
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Taste the ripe fruit of orchard boughs,
I M ink from the mossy well once more,
Hreathc fragrance from the crowded mows.
W ith fre>h, sweet clover running o’er.
And
.count the treasures at your feet
< >f silver
rye and golden wheat.
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And all you dreamed of life was sweet;
And let loud memory lead you back
OYi youthful love's enchanted track.
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W hen all y on knew of life was good:
Walk

herd has since yielded over do
of butter in seven days, but the
feed was not stated.
We farmers down
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I'lie amount produced was tin
days.
lbs. and Idi oz. The feed consisted of :c*
quarts of bran, meal, and oil cake pci
day for the first three days, 40 quarts fin
the fourth and fifth, and -16 quarts for the

t.-diiuglon M., Boston.
U ashington Street,
and
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Follow again the winding rills,
(do to the plan s where you went
When, climbing tip the summer bills,
in lln ir gre. n lap you sat content.
And softly leaned your head to rest
Uu nature's calm and peaceful breast.

en

w

s,.

men! grown sick with toil and care.
Leave for a while the crowded mart:
women! sinking with despair.
Weary of limb and faint of heart.
Forget your years, today, and come
As children hack to childhood's home.
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I have before tue a record of
test of a Jersey cow. for it
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in mind and

submissively sue for pardon)
l)r.”
When the Captain read this he roared
marked that as he was short of money, with laughter, and springing to his feet
it would he a great accommodation if thus addressed the
blushing maid :
she would pay every week. The next
“The fart is, Miss 15udd, 1 am not
Mis.
receipt came in these scotching words, captain of this household ship.
“Cynthia liudd (deceived) to M. Silas (tali', not content with being steward, is
of
miscalled
me—
all the other otlieers from commander
(short
money,
Captain,
an. stingy, and otherwise despicable),
down, and not relishing a forecastle life
I)r.”
Thus the battle went on, the on my own ship, I—I—propose—I—
space between
“Cynthia liudd” and would life to— ef—make—er—that is, 1
“Debtor” growing wider with every re- —well—if you would—er—shiver my timceipt, ami tilled with a greater variety bers, inarm, I mean to say that if you
of epithets and imaginary eharaeteristies would -er—Do you
suppose ?—that-of the Captain, until the week before h'm
I mean—do you think—er—you
Thanksgiving (this was last year) the re- would like—er—to—er—er—yes, inarm,
ceipt was worded after this manner: would y ou—er—er”—”
“Cynthia Hudd (indignant and basely
"Yes," responded Misslhuld, "I—er—
deceived) to Monster Silas (Haims to he think I -would.”
a captain, and ordered the spanker boom
“It's a bargain !" shouted the Captain :
hauled in and the centra board reeled, “we'll be married at Christmas
as they did on liis
ship amid the raging
They were; and a Christmas pudding
billows, always short of money every was made moie delicious by a Thanksweek—is supposed to lose at cards and giving turkey.
to be on the way
to the almshouse—
smokes a dirty pipe, pugb! -disreputable
Of Interest to Mariners.
every way ; aw—ful urea—n, sti—n
gy
Til F. AN NT AI. REPORT OF THE U. S. IIYDROoid tiling. Ugh !) Dr.'
ORA PH 10 OFFICE.
The grocer, baker and hotelier man
The work of the United States Hydrographic
recognized the state of the siege, and
governed themselves by it. It is said Office, made more prominent lately by the
that ii one, or all of them, had a pack- establishment of Branch Offices in the Maritime
age for each side of the double bouse, be Kxchungt s of tb principal sea-hoard cities, has
went in one side, deposited the bundle ju-1 1m n outlin' d by the Hvdrographer, Comand then came out for the other, not mander J. B. Bar'lett. L S. Navy, in his annucrossing the hull chalk line, and keeping al re| <u i. The Office had not been able to exthe bundles as far apart its p>issible. Hut tend the full benefit of its
co-operation to the
all this unpleasantness came to a pleasMerchant Marine owing to its remoteness from
ant termination hy means of .. Thankstin-class of people it was intended to benefit,
giving turkey, as the eonclusion of this and to the natural hesitation of the latter to
true and veracious tale shows.
take advantage of its resource.
Naval officers
.Miss Build was

0

Dairying.

V. .,r.

appeared with a receipt in these, words,
“Cynthia Uudd to M. Silas (erroneously
called Captain), 1 >r.” The Captain re-

l’lKKHK CARRY.
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Written for the Republican Journal.
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year,

Thanksgiving.
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[For ibis department brief suggestions, facts
and experiences arc solicited from housekeepers, farmers and gardeners.
Address Agricultural editor. Journal < mice. Belfast .Maine.]
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tnitu

is.

.Mrs.

ed it was for me, and the boy has just
been in to tell me that he made a mistake,
and the turkey was for Captain Silas.
Now,” continued Miss ISudd, “the turkey
is nearly
done, and when the Captain

love.

sent, therefore, to establish Branches in
Boston, New York. Philadelphia, Baltimore.
New <»: e aii' and San Francisco to bring the
main office into closer relations with sea-faring
men. the liberality of the Maritime Exchanges
of these cities providing rooms for the purpose.
i: 'hould be remembered that the naval officers ami Hie outfit of the hydrographic publications of these Branches an* entirely at t lie.service of the community without cost, while all
money transactions of the 11}drogntphic Office
are conducted In specially appointed civilian
agents to b found in all seaboard cities.
I'he'ix Braiieh < Mfiees have more than realize d all that \\ as c\pccted. and the most gratifying a-suram-es of their increasing value are
continually received from all interested, either
wci'-

directly

in the sea-faring public.
Idle billowing summary i> presented <>t some
"t tic advantages that have already accrued to
t he Merchant Marine :
B ha*, been found, in response to the invitations to ail ship captains to bring their charts
lm verification ami correction, that many use
old editions fin one instance 50 years old.) and
I.icy iiayc been surprised I" find that neyv editions shoyving quite ditb rent by drographic conditions have long since siipplaiitc.i them.
idle Notices to Mariners, which had failed to
reach the class most interested, have been most
thoroughly disseminated, and tin ir usefulness
d* nioiisl rated so that the demand for th< ill has
be.'ii ir real' v inert aseil.
Tin- number of official correspondents, inor

indirectly,

eludmg

Hydrographic Offices, Light-hoiist*
Boar■«!.", ( olonial ami Port Deparlimuts. has
r. increased.
From I best-2.400 printed Notices in ten differ* ni language* have been received, all of
which ha\e been translated by officers.
From
this aid other sources .‘}S7 Notices to .Mariners,
containing 1,070 announcements, were issued,
and olu.ooo copies wci'r distributed gratuitously all over tb*' world.
Tie* Pilot etiarl of the North Atlantic Ocean
through tic same channel has obtained a still
wider circulation.
The reception of this graphic bulletin of what
has occurred on the sea during tin* month past,
and what may reasonably be expected during
tic- coming month, lias been most flattering.
The demand for it among sea-faring men lias
steadily increased as it has become more widely known, and the in'erest it lias avvakcin-il
among ship-mastt rs is indicated by the fact
that several line telegraphed from Europe at
their own expense any interesting information
they may have encountered during the voyage
b*

<

across.

Tin*

drift of tin* various derelicts has been

es-

pecially interesting as showing tile general set
and velocity of the principal ocean currents.
The publication of the position of these floating
wrecks undoubtedly lias been the means of
guarding against collision with them. It has
known that vessels have taken the safe
indicated during the prevalence of icebergs, when they would otherwise have taken
been
route

publication of
thi- chart has also facilitated the study of the
trade wiinF. the general location of water
spouts, and will be tin- means of defining eventually tin* approximate limits of fogs off the
a more

dangerous

course.

The

of the Fnited States and Banks of Newfoundland. Tile sailing routes laid down have
been followed with satisfactory results.
The importance of a Central Office which
gathers this information having been thus practically shown. a> was expected, the Voluntary
coast

contribution of information has been largely
inereasetl. The interest of ship captains has
been aroused under the stimulus of an immedi-

practical acktiowlilgemeiit of their
-»uch examinations as they can of
reported dangers of all kinds, to call attention

ate

ami

work
to

to

make

inaccuracies in the charts, and

to

report Im-

mediately and definitely all new matters relating to hydrography and cartography which
their observation.
come under
Many ship

masters go to the Branch Offices for information in regard to tin* prices of tin* publications
of the Hydrographic Office, and in numberless
instance.' it has been found that they have been
in the habit of paying more than the price authorized by the catalogue. This often deters
mem iium

uimng late coitions 10 me mamie.si
"f til* ir ow ners ami lo the prejudice of
1 he doing away of this abuse has
been an important factor in tin* increase of the
sale of charts, which has been 57 per cent.; and
through the same influence, acting in various
wavs, the general issue of charts has increased
lid per cent.
The agents, who are in most instances the agents also of the Coast and Geodetie Survey, report that for similar reasons
the sale of the Coa»t and Geodetic Mtrvey publications has increased materially.
1 he collection of data for tin4 study of the
meteorology of he ocean has been facilitated in
a remarkable degree.
Many journals that have
long been lost sight of, as the masters frequently transfer them without notifying tin* Office,
have been traced and recovered, aud valuable
data which has been withheld fora variety of
reasons has been secured.
The officers, by explaining he pi act ieal Value of obsei vat ions and
the common benefit that will ensue, have induced many who were indillcrent to contribute
to this work.
IU careful comparisons or adjustment of instruments by means of the standaids, with which all the offices are furnished,
and a patient explanation of whai is required,
great interest has been aroused, and the distribution of blank meteorological journals to
.limitary observers Inis increased one hundred
per cent., while the increase in the accuracy of
the observations cannot be estimated.
The services of the officers have been called
into use to determine all kinds of questions of
a nautical nature by all branches of
he community. and the presence of professional men,
lo
investigate any subject, has
always ready
Ic cii of great value to marine insurance com-

injury
!

lie

Office.

At the ancestral double house a new
order of things was introduced.
It was comes I will bring it in."
“Lor, sakes," exclaimed Mrs. Half, who
a divided
house in more th an one featto be very much disappointed
ure.
1’he
only access from the i appeared
street was
;
‘•front door” in the cen- that a turkey had been discovered, •■!
baiti’t no puddin' nor nothin’ cooked,
tre, that acioinmodaied both tenants.
Inside was a large hall, from which the cause as there want no turkey, I didn't
dtllcrent parts of bom parts were reach- cook nothin’. Why didn't he find it out
ed.
There were two staircases and two sooner, it'll give me a drutile sight of
doors here and there, making the two trouble.’’
“Never mind." sum .Miss Itndd, “you
parts ol the house independent of each
other, except the front door accommoda- set tile table and I'll provide turkey. pud
tion.
\ line rag mat of Miss Build's ding, pies and everything, adding in a
handiwork itad been in use before the soliloquy, “I’ll heap awful hot coals ot
lioor.
This was drawn to the east side
lire on his head."
panies, shipping agents, admiralty lawyers, and
at once.
The Captain supplied a bnttgluPhis an alignment suited Mrs. (fall', and in fact to every branch of business connected
either directly or indirectly
with maritime
11 mat, but it was
quickly thrust to his she hustled about, mutteiiug to the cll'cct affairs.
side, latter, Miss Build drew a chalk that that woman could he kinder respect
The number of vessels hoarded by the officers
line from the centre of tile door to the
hht like when she tried. The table was attach'd to the Branch Offices during the year
was 4.25(5, barometers corrected or compared
side
ot
the
hall.
The
laid
and
the
and
dinnei
awaited
opposite
Captain
Captain
2.0(52, austraets of logs made S73, wrecks reunderstood this, and was careful to keep his guest.
Soon they came, and wit!
potted, 1,171. ice report'd by 242 vessels, aud
mi the west side of it.
It was said that appetites sharp and keen, sat down at
information given to 2.28(5 different individwhen Miss Build entered the house she once. The Captain ordered in the mu key
uals
During the year a set of new meteorological
So contrary was the
threw wide the door, and gathering iter and its retinue.
!
has been issued
skirls care full} around her, tripped in on disposition of Mrs. O df. that site must charts of the North Atlantic
and has been very favorably received. These
the east half ot the door, and any and all play a part to harass the Captain.
charts present the principal meteorological
times observed the chalk line to a bait’s
“Turkey,” exclaimed Mrs. Half in ap- phenomena of the ocean in a graphic lot in for
each month in the year. The method is so
breadth. The Captain kept two dogs, parent surprise, ••What turkey, sir?"
comprehensible that a mere inspection shows
“What turkey' f"
and Miss Build supported a half dozen
what meteorological conditions the mariner
seen
no
what
I've
sir!
mute
or
which
were
lessened
less,
“Yes,
turkey?
eats,
may expect in each five degree square of the
a
If
can’t
the
when
she
a
to
made
ocean
suit ace. The data for these charts has
yer
provide
turkey to-day.
yearly
journey
been deduced from over two million hours of
So there!"
river with a (irmly tied bag. The dogs turkey, I can't cook it.
“Where’s the turkey I ordered sent obsei vatioiis, extending over a period of forty
learned to creep timidly on tlie west side
\ears.
The compilation of a similar set for the
ol the entrance and hall, and the cats here ? Marin I'd"
South Atlantic has been commenced and is
“Here it is, Captain.” and there behind well advaiici d.
clung to the east side in their ins and
Light-lists, numbering six volumes ami emouts, as tuough they expected to oe the Captain's back in the. doorway came
of the world, were
The Cynthia liudd, carrying the twelve poun- bracing the light-houses
assaulted from the other side.
corrected to July 1st, sent to the printer and
hot.
and
brown
The
on
one
side.
all
was
steaming
der,
beautifully
siege, however,
mailed to the ships-of-war. and to the agents
Captain only chuckled the more and Behind her walked Miss Sparks with the for sale by the ‘20th of the month. The changes
and often so radical he
pudding, which was to go into the Cap in lights are so frequent
laughed himself sore.
late edition will be fully apMiss Bond had paid the Captain the tain's oven until its turn came. Deposit- value of a very
mariners.
preciated by
rent money once in three months, before ing the edibles in their proper places the
For the publications of the Hydrographic
hostilities began.
She came, at that two maidens walked out.
Office a system of showing true bearings in dethe
As
the
time of aspiring love, to conquer with a
grees lias been adopted, instead of magnetic
Captain himself declared,
wind was taken clean out of his sails, he bearings ill points as was previously the cusmost smiling mein. She wrote her own retom.
ceipts, and the Captain had nothing to do was thrown upon his beam ends, and in
The held for collecting information lias been
except sign them. At that time of pleas- short, was as good as scuttled. After the. extended by establishing exchanges with every
engaged in hydrographic
antness the receipt began :
“Cynthia facts in the case were made known to the office In the world
attention of everyone who has
Budd to Capt. Mark Silas, (retired, Captain by .Mrs. Call', be walked boldly work, and the
in the examination of charts or in
interest
any
wealthy ami respected mariner), 1 >r ,” into Miss Budd’s kitchen, and there, with the discussion of matters regarding hydroand so forth.
On pay day alter the the help of many nautical phrases, de- graphy or cartography is called to the fact that
livered himself of an address, to the effect this Office possesses a complete tile of the
war began, the receipt began “Cynthia
by all nations, and is always at
Budd to M. Silas, Ur.” Then they had a that unless Miss Budd and her l'rieml charts issued the
the service of
public for the determination
pleasant chat over the payment of the Miss Sparks consented to dine with him, of any questions relating to them.
come
should
and
pudding
The information gathered through the Branch
rent, hut now not a word. Miss Budd the turkey
laid down the money with a very em- back. They consented, and around the Offices in regard to ffim iug dangers has been
the
means of the destruction by torpedoes of
and
two
old
hoys
phatic movement, and appeared to he Captain's table two
five wrecks, dangerous to navigation, which
m haste.
But the Captain was in no rather elderly girls, presided over by a have been blown up by vessels actiug under
hurry, lie counted carefully, examining universal sull'rager, enjoyed a Thanks- orders from the Navy Department.
as they had not for many
The primary work of the Hydrographic
every piece, holding it to the light as giving dinner
Office should be the publication of the results
though he could see through it, and in years.
of
original surveys bv American officers. A
Miss Build's first act after dinner was
the meanwhile growing very red in the
few small steamers should be placed at the disin
the
ball.
On
line
chalk
the
erase
to
while
face from suppressed laughter,
posal of this Office to enable it to do its share
Miss Budd glared at him and seemed to the following Saturday Miss Budd came of the hydrographic service demanded by the
interests of the country. The only
he ready to spring upon him. All this to pay her rent money, and very smiling shipping
engaged making surveys during the year
The receipt had changed its vessel
was the Ranger, on the west coast of Mexico
gave the Captain so much pleasure that was she.
“Cynthia Budd to and Central America.
he asked Miss Budd if it would he con- tune and read thus :
The work done there, which extended from
She worthy Capt. Silas, (a real captain and
venient to pay him once a month.
the Gulf of Fonseca to San Juan del Sur, has
made no reply, but snatched her receipt bravest of sea lighters heretofore malignjustified the outlay, and i» is hoped that
fully
ed and treated with great disrespect, for she will
and went out like a rocket.
be kept in sen ice indefinitely as asuiOn the first of the month, Miss Budd which the perpetrators are much grieved veying vessel.

j

I

27,
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It cannot be loo emphatically stated that this
Government should take a share of the general
hydrographic work of the wTorld commensurate
with its maritime interests and importance.
Charts are issued continually which, from the
nature of their origin, are'known to be only
indifferent approximations to what should be
represented. Good hydrographic recounaisances can be made in a short time at comparatively slight expense, and when the danger to
life and properly is considered there seems to
be no excuse why many parts of the earth
visited by our merchant marine, or in the general track of trading vessels, should be left in
their present doubtful condition as regards

hydrography.

The recommendation of previous hydrographwith regard to a survey of the Caroline and
Marshall groupes in the Pacific should be imThe consul of the
mediately carried out.
United States at Hong Kong, under date of July
*-1. 1884, reports to the Department of State the
**lo>> of the American ship Kanier on the Marshall Islands, mroaj tu defer tire charts, and urges
that a survey be made of the Marshall. Caroline
and Pel lew islands.” This has been repeatedly
advocated by the Hydrographic Office, anil
when the position of these islands is considered,
lying a> they do in the trade wind and westerly
current belt of the North Pacific, the natural
highway of vessels hound to Japan, China, the
ers

muppines ana me r„u>i inuies, me conviction
to what should be done becomes irresistible.
In the North Pacific alone there are more than
3,000 reported dangers which do not exist or are
as

incorrectly located.

In many cases the same
half dozen different positions asas
signed
by
many authorities, the maximum difference often amounting to fifty miles.
This is a source of continual uncertainty to
mariners in these waters which ought to be
eliminated, now that the science of deep-sea
sounding is so well developed. 80 little time is
necessary to sound in great depths that an examination of any locality where a danger is
supposed to exist could be very quickly made
and llie contour of the bed of the ocean absolutely determined.
Every vessel of the Navy should be provided
with an apparatus, and be required to sound
wherever the charts show no depths at distances of at least twenty miles.
The method of
examination by posting a lookout aloft while a
vessel is in the vicinity of a danger is no longer
of sufficient value to be accepted as final. The
Hawaiian government is carrying on a hydrographic survey, to extend to a depth of 100
fathoms, 'flic government of the I'nited States
should continue the soundings to the other
principal groupes of the Pacific.
New surveys of the north coast of Soutli
America and the West Indies are most urgently required. Our commercial interests absolutely demand better charts of this general locality. A vessel should he sent to the Spanish
Main this winter to collect data for the revision
of the charts of that region which are mostly
based oil old Spanish surveys dating back to
1714. The coast of South America eastward of
Trii.iuaU. and the outlying islands, should also
he examined immediately, and a vessel should
he sect there this winter to commence the
island has
to

a

it

work.

Watson’s rock, lying in latitude 4<» deg. 17
min. N.. longitude 53 deg. 22 min. W., in the
path ot North Atlantic traders, has been report’d <0 many times that its existence ought
to be settled definitely.
A ship provided with
a deep-st a apparatus should be sent next summer to sound out this locality and to develop
the subm trine mountain ridge that probably
exists between the Azores aud t he Flemish Cap.
as indicated by Millie Bank and the numerous
reported dangers lying between the two ex*
fellies.

La*t winter the l mted States r t*h Commission Steamer Albatross, with a party composed
entirely of naval officers working under the direct ion of tie
Bureau of Navigation, showed
how efficiently this could be done. This puny,
among many other things, determined the position of a ridge between Santa Cruz and Puerto
Rico which was known to exist from the investigations made into the temperatures of the
Caribbean Sea by Commander Bartlett during
the years 1870 and 1880.
Thi* work, so eminently within the province
of ih< Navy, ami performed with so much >ucc»
bv naval officers, should he continued, and
a ship should be fitted out expressly to make
investigations into ocean temperatures at all
depth*, and thus obtain the data necessary to
determine the actual circulation of the ocean.
**
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PAPERS SAY OF ST. JOHN.

Kx-tiov. St. John, it is announced, will take
the field again, after he gets rested, for the temIf he does the temperance
perance cause.
cause is greatly to be pitied.
[Portland Pres*.
The Argus is very frank in declaring that the
Xt vv
prohibitionists defeated Air. Blaine.
what are the democrats going to do for the
for
the
aid
in
return
of
the
latter
prohibitionists
towards electing Cleveland? [Kennebec Journal.

John's candidacy appears to have drawn
least *20,000 votes from Air. Blaine in New
York. This fact is not likely to help the cause
of prohibition with the only party that ever
did anything practical for its benefit. [AroosSt.
off at

took

Republican.

Another cause of the closeness of the vote is
the St. John movement, which, under the guise
of national prohibition, has contributed it*
worst to put in power a party championed
everywhere by the grog-shop and the whiskey
ring. [Lewiston Journal.
be interesting to

St. John
party
prohibitionists depending on the
democratic party for aid to the temperance
Its ears will he deaf to pleas for legislacause.
tion, and its pockets as closely *hut as the shell
of an oyster.
[Rockland Free Press.
It

will
of

see

the

In posting the books in New York our wellmeaning but misguided Republican friends who

voted fot St. John will notice that lie stole 20,000 votes from Blaine and Logan and thereby
jeopardized if he did not defeat the only true

temperance party in the land. Are they proud
hi* success? [Biddoford Journal.
We fear it will fare hard for the cause of
temperance throughout the land, for a season
of years at least. The Tribune says the cau>e
has received a set-hack of half a century. The
Tribune of course would be apt to exaggerate
the matter, but there is an element of truth in
vvliat it says.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette.
of

It is pleasing to see the Republicans hoisted
by their own petard. For years they have
prostituted the prohibition movement to their
own political
The prohibitionists
purposes.
have finally discovered the base uses to which
they were put, and in honest resentment have
defeated Maine. [Portland Argus. Of course

the

Democrats

will
hereafter
advocate
reward to these active and
effective workers for their party.
| Ox ford
I >emocrat.
Looking at the present aspect of the case, it
seems apparent that if the result proves to be
what we have indicated it will be due to the effect of the Independent and Prohibitory votes.
We suppose that seven-eighths of these were
given by those who are otherwise Republicans.
Put them into the Republican ranks, and Mr.
Cleveland would lack many thousands of a majority, even making all proper allowance for
the votes that Gen. Butler drew away from
the Democratic part). [Christian Mirror.
If Mr. Blaine is defeated, as it will be self
evident by the votes for St. .John, what can
Prohibitionists hereafter xj.ect at the hands of
Republicans? They have entered the battle as

prohibition

as

a

independent par y—have antagonized the
only party from which they could hope for help,
and they will imw probably, have to tight for

an

themselves.
More laws are to be asked this
winter of Maine. We apprehend—whipped or
not whipped—the Republicans will shv, -You
deserted vour best friends for naught; now depend on your own resources.”
[Waterville
SeutineJ.
The St. John vote has been a potent factor in
the election of Cleveland, if he is elected. In
Connecticut, the Republicans defeated the
Democratic candidate for Governor by over
1.200: Blaine is beaten by over 1,200; St. John
has over 2,000 votes. As plainly as one and one
make two, the above figures prove that the St.
John vote gave Connecticut to Cleveland. New
York is disputed over on the point of less than
1,000 votes: St. John has over 20,000; if the
State goes for Cleveland, the St. John men have
done it, and what have they accomplished hut
the defeat of the only party which has done or
ever will do anything for the temperance cause.
[Oxford Democrat.
A**

have

a

temperance

no

mar.

doubt that the

and

prohibitionist wp
of a few of the

course

prohibitionists in forming an independent prohibitory party and voting for St. John, will
prove a serious injury to the temperance cause.

time we wish to remind those who
inclined to cast the responsibility upon
temperance men, that not three out of a hundred
prohibitionists in New York or any other state
have joined the St. John movement. Ninetyseven per cent, of the temperance men of the
country have done all that they could to prevent
what they regard as a movement damaging to
prohibition; and the temperance and prohibitory cause is to be judged by the 97 per cent,
rather than by the 3 per cent. Less than 2,000
of the 70,000 men who voted forthe prohibitory
amendment m Maine in September, voted for
St. John." [Hon. Nelson Diugley, Jr.

At the
may be

same

Clippings.
The election just held ought to satisfy all.
Each side expressed themselves perfectly satisfied with the other’s candidate before election
and each side were equally confident of vicThe election has been held, both sides
tory
have celebrated and both papers displayed
their roosters. What more do you want—the
earth? [Eastport Sentinel.
Maine is a great State, and preseuts the world
with the most notable man in the whole sisterhood of states—James G. Blaine. The next
most notable products of Maine are the twin
humorists—W. O. Fuller of the Rockland
Courier-Gazette and “Our George” of the Bidfast
“Our
Journal—George A Quimby.
George” is now contributing a series of letters
to the Belfast Journal, the last of which recounts his experience iu Kingston, Ontario.

[Dexter

Gazette.

Gov. Robie with extreme liberality and partiality has sent to the Independent a sensational
hit of late news. *n a nutshell it appoints Nov.
27 as a day of Thanksgiviug and Praise and
turkey gobbling. The proclamation bears a cut
of two pirates on each side of a sick lookiug
pine tree, beneath which, a horned gray hound
It abounds in biblical quotations,
is resting.
and as it is signed by Joseph O. Smith, we think
it is genuine. [Bath Independent.

Mr.

Blame’s

Speech

WHEN SERENADED BY THE CITIZENS OF AUGUSTA.

Friends and Neighbors:
The national contest is over ami by the narrowest of margins we have lost.
1 thank you
for your call which if not one of joyous congratulation is one I am sure of confidence and
sanguine hopes for the future. I thank you

speet, pride, protection for person, safety for
the country, all cry out against it. The'very
thought of it stirs the blood of men who inherit
inequality from the pilgrims who tir-t landed
on Plymouth rocks, and from liberty-loving
patriots who came to the Delaware with William Penn.
It becomes the primal question of

American manhood. It demands a hearing and
a settlement, and that settlement will vindicate
the equality of the American citizen in ail personal and civil right-. It will at least establish
the equality of white men under the National
Government and will give to the Northern man
who fought to preserve the Union as large a
voice in its government a- may be exercised bv
the Southern man who fought to destroy the
Union.
The contest .just closed utterly dwarfs flu*
fortunes of candidates whether successful or
unsuccessful. Purposely, I may say in-ti ctively, I have discussed the issues and consequences of that contest wit hout reference to my
own defeat, without the remote-t reference to
the gentleman who is elevated to the Presidency.
Towards him personally I have no cause for
the slightest, ill will, and it is with cordiality i
express the wish that his official career may
prove gratify ing to himself and beneficial to the
country, and that his administration may overcome the embarrassment, which tin* peculiar
source of its power imposes upon it from the
hour of its birth.

public opportunity you give me to express my sense of obligation not only to you
but to all the Republicans of Maine. They
responded to my nomination with genuine
enthusiasm and ratified it by a superb vote. 1
count it as one of the liouors and gratifications
of my public career that the party iu Maine
after struggling hard for the last six years, and
twice within that period losing the State, has
come back in this campaign to an old fashioned twenty thousand plurality. No other expression of public confidence and esteem could
equal that of the people among whom l have
lived for thirty years, and to whom I am attached by all the ties that ennoble human nature, ami give joy and dignity to life. After
Maine Matters.
Maine, indeed, along with Maine, my first
thought is always of Pennsylvania. How can NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.
I fittingly express my thanks for that unparEASTERN MAINE AT THE N. O. EXPOSITION.
alleled majority of more than eighty thousand
The Eastern Maine exhibits for the New Orvotes—a popular endorsement which has deeply touched my heart and which has. if possible, leans’ Exposition were shipped from Bangor
increased my affection for the grand old com- recently, three large cars being used for that,
monwealth— an affection which 1 inherited
purpo-e. The following is a list of the exhibits
from
and which I shall
for the

transmit to
my ancestry
my children.
I
But do not limit my thanks to the State of
my residence and the State of my birth, I owe
much to the true and zealous friends in New
England who stood so nobly by the Republican
party and its candidates and to the eminent
scholars and diviues, who, stepping aside from
their ordinary vocations, made my cause their
cause, and to loyalty, to principle, added the
special compliment of standing as my personal
representatives in tin* struggle. But the achievements for the Republican cause in tin* East
are even surpassed by the splendid victories in
the West. In that magnificent cordon of States
that stretches front the foot hills of tin* Alleghanies to the Golden Gate of the Pacific—beginning wdi Ohio and ending with California,
the Reproilcan banner was borne so loftily
that but a single State failed to join in the wide
acclaim of triumph. Nor should I do justice to
my feelings if 1 tailed to thank the* Republicans
of tin* Empire State who encountered so many
discouragements and obstacles, who fought
against foes from within and foes from without and who waged so strong a battle that a

change

of

one

vote

in

every

two thousand

would have given us the victory in the nation.
Indeed a change of little more than five thousand votes would have transferred New York,
Indiana. New -Je
y and (J- nnecticut to the
Republican standard, and have made the
North as soiid as the >outh. Me thanks would
still be incomplete if l should fail to recognize
with special gratitude that great body of working-men—both native and fore ton born who
gave me their earnest support—breaking from
old personal and party ties and finding in the
principles which 1 represented in the canvass
the safeguard and protection of their own tireside interests.
lie re>uu or 'tie election, m\ menus, \v;i,
be regarded in the fuiure, l think, as t'.Mraordinary. The Northern States, leaving out
the cities of New York and Brooklyn from the
count, sustained the Republican cause by a
majority of more than four hundred thousand
—almost half a million indeed—of the popular vote. The cities of New York and Brooklyn threw their great strength and mtluene.
with the Solid South, and were the d«ci-iv<
element which gave to that section the control
of the National (Vox eminent.
Speaking now.
not at all a> a defeated candidate, but simplx
as a loyal ami devoted American, 1 think the
transfer of the political power of the government to the South is a great national mi-fortune.
It is a misfortune because it introduce.an element which cannot insure harmony and
prosperity to the people, hi cause t! introduces
into a Reputdic the rule of a minority.
'flic first instinct of an American is equalitx

—equalitx ot right, equality of privilege,
that equalitx
equality of political p» xver
which sax s to every citizen, ••your vote is just
a> good, just as potential as the vote of anx
other citizen.” That cannot be said to-day in

l.'niled States, l'lie course of affairs in
South
has cru-hed out the power ot
more than six million American citizens ami
lias transferred it b\ violence to other-. Then
arc forty-txvo l*rc-idential elector- asigned to
the South on account of the colored population,
and yet the colored population xxith more than
eleven hundred thousand loyal \ ov- have bet u
unable to choose a single elect, r. Kven m
those States xvhere thex have a decided majority of more than a hundred thousand thex an
deprived of free suffrage, and their right- acitizeiis scornfully trodden under foot, file
eleven Slates that comprised the Rebel Confederacy had by the census of 1**0-even anil a
half million xvhite population, and live million
tnree hundred thousand colored
population.
The eolored population almost to a man desire
to support tin* Republican party, bu> by a system ot cruel intimidation, and bv violence and
murder, whenever violence and murder are
the
the

required, they
political poxver.

are

absolutely deprived

of all

If the outrage stopped then
would be bad enough. But it does not stop
there, for not only i> the negro population disfranchised but the power which rigbtlx and
constitutionally belongs to them is tr m.-ferred
to the white; population, enabling the xvhite
population of the Smith to exert an electoral
influence far beyond that exerted by the-ante
number of xvhite people in the North. To illustrate just ho xv that works to the destruction
of all fair elections, let me present to you live
States in the late Confederacy and five loyal
States in the North, posses-ing in each section
ihe same number of electoral votes.
In the
><>uui lIk Mates or Louisiana. .Mississippi, Alabama. Georgia ami South Carolina, have, in the
aggregate, forty-eight electoral votes.
They
have two million fight hundred thousand \v Idle
people and c»ver three million colored people.
In the North the St at« s of Wisconsin. Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas and California, have likewise
in the aggregate forty-eight electoral votes,and
they have a white population of rive million
-ix hundred thousand, or just double the live
Southern States which I have named.
These
Northern have practical!) no colored population.
It i> therefore evident that the white
men in those .Southern States, by usurping and
absorbing the rights of the colored im-n are exerting just double the political power of the
white men in the Northern Slates. 1 submit,
my friends, that such a condition of the affairs
is extraordinary unjust and derogatory b> the
manhood of the North. Lven those who are
it

vindictively opposed to negro suffrage will not
deny ill it if Presidential electors are assigned
to the South by reason of the negro population,
that population ought to he permitted free suffrage in the e eetion. To deny that clear prop-

osition is

to aftirm that a Southern white man
in the Gulf Stales is entitled todouhh the political power of a Northern white man in the
Lake Slates. It is t<> aflirm that a ( onfedcrate
soldier shall wield twice the influence in the
nation that a Union soldier can, and that a perpetual and constantly increasing superiority
shall he conceded to the Southern white man in
the Government of the National Cnion.
If
that he quietly conceded in this generation, it
will be hardened into custom, until the badge
of inferiority will.attach to the Northern white
man as odiously as ever Norman noble stamped it upon Saxon chm « h.
This subject is of deep interest to the laboring men of the North. With the Southern
democracy, triumphant in their States and in
lUe nation, the negro will he compelled to work
tor just Midi wages as the whites may decree
wage*, which will amount, as did the supplies
of the slaves, to a hare subsist nee, equated ill
cash, perhaps at tli rty-tive cents per day, if
averaged over the entire South. The while laborer will soon feel the destructive fleet of this
upon his own wages. The repub'iean party has
eleaily seen from the earliest days of reconstruction, that wages in the South must he raised to a juM recompense of the laborer, or wages
in the North ruinously 1-wered. and it has
steadily worked for the former result. Tim reverse influence will now he set in motion and
that condition of a flairs reproduced which
years ago Mr. Lincoln warned the free laboring
men of tne North will pvove hostile to their independence and will inevitably lead to a ruinous reduction of wages
A mere difference in
the color of the skin will not suffice to maintain
an entirely different standard of wages in contiguous and adjacent States, and the voluntary
will be compelled to yield to the involuntary.

So

completely

have

the

colored

men

ill

the

South been already deprived by the democratic
party of their constitution'll and legal rights as
citizens of the United States, that they regard
the advent of that party to national power as
the signal of their re-enslavement, and arc affrighted because they think all legal protection
for them is gone.
rcw persons in the .Norm realize now nunpletely the chiefs of tin* rehellion wield the
political power which has triumphed in the late
election. It. is a portentous tact that the democratic senators who come from the States of
the late C onfederacy, all, and I mean all without

a

and exhibitors: E. S. Bowler, bird* and animals; W. F. Blanding, minerals; 11. B. Maynard, battean; Dexter Atid-eu
two paiis of
oars and two paddles; L. A* 1
II. Strickland,
John Morison A Co., James Walker A Co., B.
B. Thatcher, John L. Cutler, and W. 1'. Pearson, short lumber; Swett A Co., and Treat A:
Co., cooperage,- T. J. Stewart A Co., fruit boxes; Yaticeboro Wooden Ware Co., articles of
wooden ware; Bangor Edge l'ool ( o., cantdogs and axes; R. \V. Kimball, cant dog*; E.
A’ l. K. Stetson, ship **Eeon Martel:” Bangor
Stone Ware Co.,articles of earthern ware; City

Bangor, photograph'of

of

by

vv

ay of lv wist on.

Ed.J

Mr. li. W. Soule i> pn paring

the
the

and

products

of tin

an

<*\11iI>it of

llo-pea

liisam-

farm fa

New Orleans Exposition. It will cml>ra.-e
a collection of plains, seeds, vtg. tables, etc.,
such a> are not perishable. The :u tteles v\ i, I..
forwarded at <*m •.
Commissioner Ham lias reeei\a sketch ot
the space assign' 'lit. Maim* in tin* N w >iuean>
“Xhilntion building. It is located het w< t-n le*
l
S. government xhibit on the south, Massachusetts on the east, \ rmont
low it on the west.
The area
feet.

tie- north and
assigned is duo.;

on

ruHLic

iti^t iists to maim socikoi.s.
The will of Hollis Moore, late of Boston, ti
ed in the SiitloIk county proi.ait* com i. con ains
the following pubiit In qtiesi ;
Jo the (. n ial
duo f.-r free i>»*tl- : ;!iHospital at I’ort land.
Maim* Congregaiionai Mi"i nun S ..-a-iy
duu; tin* Methodist aired md mlinu minisiei in
Maine. $1,01)0; Maim Ilulli
Missj,.n, So.OnO;
s

Maim* (d nerai Hospital. Bor'lai .1. M*
si...
Did Ladies Hone
B'.rllaiid. M**., shun; ( ..ngr- national church at l.tewe, Yn a. ••. Me., si,
hOO; ( one.reoalit.nal elinreh >.mili Bail-. M
$ 1 .Odd; Mi thoilist eh111'eli. Soti:|i Bari'. M«*..
$1,300, subject to tin e olid it ton that Irom that
amount shall be placed oil ’lie steeple of I tit
church a town clock ami whatever surplus liter Unit shall go to the society; >,.uth
Bali'
cemetery, sluOO; Cong r»-i*a; nm u .1 m h ai
Mills.
M<
(»\toni
ssou;
M-thCraigs
county.
odi't church, same place, sduu ;
njouai
church at Norway Ydiage. M
>"ju : MaimHome Missionary society. >- ."(in.
Large sum*
arc given to other charitable ami it ligmus soeities.
These ami other legacies an* to In-paid
after the iutlivi.iual legacies an* pa d in full. In
case there should not be suttieient prop**rty to
pay ihc public bequests in full they are to
share the pro lata, and in ase there should be
a surplus alter pay ing the above it gaei'-s jt j„ to
be paid to li- v. E. K. Alden at tie < oitgregaliolial House in Boston, to be appm*d to haritable purposes in any way In* deems besd
..
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the northeas* corner <d Franklin
counts, in the plantation of Fustm, is
po-totfice known as si ration. Here is a | n ils it11«
Methodist church located, tin only on** 'or miles
around in any direction.
FI if eiti/*-ns, with
slight help from the M' tliodi-t ( »»nf- iemasupport preaching regularly .the preacher being
liev. William Condon. I: some <*i our fity
clergymen bad to perform 1 he tasks ot t hi- man
they would feel as though they needed a vaca( ontion as often -s every oiler Sunday. M
i I*
don preaches three tim* severs > ,l»bal it.
:ngs
eond tie ting a Sabbath school, and hold- lie
iu the adjacent neighborhood every evening iu

Way up

in

~

■

s

■'

the

sveek.

Then

of

course

lie has

to

attend

funerals, not to speak of svddiugs and
pastoral ealis. II* also has a loan where tr
II* is an
um-st, foi.-inuts in ills spar* time.
ble speaker, am! very naturally is very popular.
A ssveet-toiled bell, tin- gift ol (.m.J Mam- In*
many

ter Hay lies, calls the
erset Reporter.
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people

IN

svm-h

to

Som-
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The Kennebec Journal of tin

llith say*
i'll*
st* rquestion was often ask* <1 on tb* street
sve
day “what are we i-oinitig tor" A
*ing
back into barbarism'! Here svitlnn a sveek
over two months there have been thr»-e minders in Ken mine e..unts.
Fir*’. Mr*. Tuck
<>«.**i* r
was strangled by Baker on > pt
•"»?i
ss
d*
*1 at I'og.ls ill a.
Otlieer
:ls
shot
bill,
Malloy
most cold blooded manner, and now polio man
I ra
Fisliness falls before lb a*>;i"in's Inilb t.
'*>
two latter were committed in i'isiam<
lasv, and svcrc perpetrated by lass a-'s m*n.
*'•
Tlicy were both indirectly called
.iqttoi.
m Kenm-li.-e
To-dav there arc three murder*
jail, ami then* will undoubtedly be thr*•*■ murder trials b»‘for»* tin* December term **I *-ourt.
Swell cold-blooded tragedies can but base a bad
So
effect on tin* morals »f tin* .-ommuniiy.
many murders sviibin so -ho;a a tim*- have
arou.sol tIn* community, and threats of lynch
lasv are frequently heard.
s
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Mis- B anelie Willis Howard, formerly of
this city, nosv in St tilt gar I. or many. ha- dramtim nn" ami it svili
atized her latest novei
probably be presented in N*-sv York ibi- sviliter. She has had tin as-i-lano of a N**sv York
dramatist as to stage settings but tin* great
It
work and thought of tin* drama is her osvn.
svili differ of course, in details from tin- book
“(iuenn*’, but will h«* essenti illy the same,
“(iuenn” svas a strong, «-arnest. original lmvel,
free from cant, rich m its aphorisms ami sententious wisdom, elevating ami inspiring in it'
tone and indirect teachings, one ot the mo t intellectual romances of its time. Tin-re is little
doubt but that tin- drama “(iuenn” svili he of
equal posvers. Mis- Howard has tin* profoumi
respect of Hit- intelleerual poriion « f her old
home. Bangor, as svell as of shat of Hermans
and America in general and her success in In
Sin*
also svriting a
new field is undoubted.
nesv book.
She is svorthy of :JI honor for tIn
success she has earned.
[Bangor Commercial.
■
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'Hie Wilton Record a^cribi
me aiit.lior^tiip
of flu- followin'; verses to a ten years old hoy,
named Herrick, in Poland:
Oli. life, il i* a burden.
And ha* always been to me,
1 wish 1 was strung up
To \ onder maple tree.
>

age is but
And 1 love

My

eighteen
a girl so fair

With red, such red cheeks
And pretty flaxen hair.
Oh. when Pm out late nights
Then father he is mail,
ItecaUM* 1 go to see my girl.
I say it is too had.
So I'll go and load a gun
With thirty pounds of shot.
And after all is over
1 will be numbered not.

single exception, personally participated

in the rebellion against the National GovernIt is a still more significant fact that in
ment.
those States no man who was loyal to the
Union, no matter how strong a democrat he
may he today, has the slightest chance of political promotion. The one great avenue to honor
in that section is the record of zealous service
in the war against the Government. It is certainly astounding that the section in which
friendship for the Union in the day of its trial
and agony is still a political disqualification,
should be called now to rule over the Union.
All this takes place during the life time of the
generation that fought the war and elevates i.ito practical command of the American government, the identical men who organized for its
destruction and plunged us into the bloodiest
contest of modern times.
I have spoken of the South as placed by the
late election in posses>ion of the government,
and I mean all that my words imply. The South
furnished nearly three-fourths of the electoral
votes that defeated the republican party, and
they will step to the command of the democratic party us unchallenged and as unrestrained as
they held the same position for thirty years before the civil war.
Gentlemen, there cannot
be political inequality among the citizens of a
free republic, there* cannot be a minority of
white men in the South ruling a majority of
white men in the North. Patriotism, self-re-

buildings

school

Water Works; Frank Hawes, cra\ou sketches;
E. A. Buck, moccasins; Connors Brothel's,
driving boots: Robert Perkins, boar knee-;
Mrs. S. T. Hoskins, photographs of tin* IVnob>eot Indians; Mrs. H. E. Prentiss, drawing;
Jewell Granite Company, polished and dressed
granite; Green Mountain Railway Company,
views of scenery along the line of the road;
Col. James Dunning, watchman's register and
au arrangement for preserving ice; E. Gerrish,
canvas canoe.
The above are all Bangor « xhibitors. Below are others outside of that city :
Hunt A Morrison, Uldtown. birch canoes, baskets, bead work, moccasins, and oile r articleof Indian workmanship: M. Currier A Sun-,
Abbott, bale of excelsior: Peiiohseot Chemical
Fibre Company, Great Works, appearauc- of
wood in its variou* stage- from the login pulp;
Four siate companies, Munson, eighteen targe
boxes of rooting slate: William* >;ai- Company. Brownvilie, rooting slate-. E. 11. Dwe Ie\ A Co.. Foxeroft, .-pool* and spool work: i>
W. Brockway, 1 Ewer. extension sample ease-.
Johnson A- ( lough. Bt uwnvilie, match -1• Iii»t-:
u. niaiK'iiurUtV soils. i--.t-ip»n r, sardines :
iie>let- W. Cottrell, Belfast, miniatnrt* ship: .1. H
Dresser, Castine, tidiing lino: li. bimw A l i»„
Bucksport, sheepskin mats ami rugs: («v-oigil. llathorn A C<>.. Chester, driving •••ilk-;
Whitcomb. Haines A: < o., Ellsworth Kail.-. excelsior ami barrel staves; \\
II. and II. H.
Davis. Ellsworth, an elegant buekboard. Besides the above there an* forty tim* sp.-<• mens
of Maim* forest woods situated m ar Ka ahdin
Iron Works I*v Mr. Blanding and prepared
with great “arc under tin* direction of ( •mtni»iomT Ham.
[This list d c> m»i include all
ilie Belfast exhibits. heretofore noticed hi the
doiirnal, and the utln r> wen* probal>iy shipped

RIXp KST H> N( LK SAM.
time ago the Secretary of the Treasury
received a communication from Miss Nancy
Gould, of Portland, Me., enclosing a copy of
her will, duly certified amt attested, in which
she devised property, consisting of a house and
lot in Portland, valued at about $3,000 to the
Government, to lie used in the payment of the
National debt. Since, information has been received of the death of Miss Gould, and the matter has been referred to the Solicitor of the
Treasury for such action as may he necessary
The propto secure the property in question.
erty will he sold and the proceeds used for the
purpose indicated in the will.
A

PORTLAND LADY'S
Some

The residence of John Foord, editor of the
Brooklyn Union, at Sea ClitV, R. I., and a log
cabin adjoining, built in memory of General
Garfield, were burned to the ground Friday

night.

Literary

News

and

48.
Notes.

Hon. J. K. Upton’s volume on Money in
Polities is announced by D. Lotbrop Az Co. as

nearly ready.
The December Century will contain a contribution from Mark Twain, "An Account of
the Famous Grangerford-Shepherdsoii Feud,*
with illustrations.
Mrs. Mary B. Dodge, whose short poems,
contributed to various periodicals, have been
read with pleasure by so many thousands, lias
in the press of I). Lotbrop & Co., a da nty volume of her collected poems which is to appear
under the title of The Gray Masque.
Arthur Gilman of Cambridge. Mass., whose
of the American People” has won for
him such high reputation as an historical
writer, is the author of a new work relating to
early American history, entitled Tales of the
Pathfinders. I>. Lotbrop A Co., Publishers.

‘•Jlistoiy

Mr. Wilbur F. Crafts, the author of ‘‘Successful Men of To-day,” formerly lived in Farmington when his father was a circuit preacher
in the Methodist church. Camp-meeting
•John Allen well remembers him as a lad and
says the family once lived at his house at
Backus* Corner.
Peterson's Magazine for December conies to
ahead of all others. There are more than a
bumired paves of reading-matter; two superb
>teei-plates; a i-olored pattern; a colored fashion, double size, printed from steel; and more
than half a hundred wood-cuts of fashions,
work-table patt’-rus, etc., etc. The stories are
us

xceptionally good; though

<

••Peterson*’

always

the very best. This number ends the year
and now i> the time to subscribe. Address
Charles J. Peterson. 30b Chestnut Street, Philhas

adelphia.
Mr. Blaine will soon go to Washington with
family and will devote himselt to his second
volume of his history, which by agreement

his

with the publishers is to be ready on or before
June next. The second volume will be more
interesting to many than the first, and will
deal with affairs'at the National Capital at a
time when tin author took a conspicuous part
iu them. The profits of “Twenty Years of

Congress’* to the publishing company promise
to be larger than those of any new book of this
generation. The book has already made the
fortune of a former Maine man. Mr. C. C.
Ha-kell, who is chief of the Henry Bill Publishing Company. Mr. llaskeli, b; the way, is
said to have first suggested the preparation of
this volume to Mr. Blaine.
Tim story-writers of the Christmas Number
Harper’s Magazine will be a good y company. The author of “Called Back.'* otherwise “Hugh Conway.” otheiwise Mr.
I. J.
Fargus. has a ghost story with the sutl eienlly

of

thrilling title

of “A Dead Man’s Pace.* which
illiam .Small illustrates; (ieorge H. Houghton. A. K. A., i-. as la>t year, both author and
artist in his »• ml ri but ion, “William (irobbyus,”
an out-door sketch of a curious character in the
W

S uith of

Kngiand;

“>a.v

Holm” appears

again

with a story ot “Parmer Worrall's Case,’’ illustrated b\ Frost; p. I). Millet, like lis felow-artist, tells and illustrates the studio story
of

“A

Cooke
ettc.”
t

Capillary Crime;* and John Psten
gives a sketch of Southern life, “Toinfor which Howard Pyle makes an illu>-

rat ion.

Tim Century's War series was begun by a
roiilnbuti.tr, (.hueral Braineganl.
In the December number (ieiicrnl Lew W
iaee, oi tin Federal army, will write of Fort
ontederale

(

hum Im.u.
wiil

January, Rear-Admiral Walkr
of the “Kugage-

In
his

ve

g

remini-eences

of the We-tcrn Flotilla."
Admiral
Waikr, it will In* relic•inhered, win Comniandrr of thar-mdelet. which fought at Be mont,
F«»rt II nr;
Fort Donelson. ami el-ew here,
uirnt>

r;n tin- batteries at
Maud Nuinltr- Ten.
(.'apt.* allies B. Lad.- who built the gull-boat >
will contribute to the same number a paper on
“Recollection- of Foote ami th (lun-boats."
(«r 1 »ci a I (I rant's ••Shiloh” will appear in the

ami

Februi.r\ number, with
■

a
biographical -keleli
Sidney Johnston, commamt-

•I (ieimral Albert

he Confederate forces

at Shiloh, who
engagement, written by his
*11• 1 William Pre-mu Johnston.
son.CThis
article nclude- an account, of the battle from a
Coiitt derate point of view

of

r

killed in tliai

w.

.•

The -Ianger of incidental harm to the com*
inanity, or to certain claves of people, front
the im reased use of maehinery, the extrusion
of publir work-, elr., i- greatly diminished
when those who make the law-, and e-peeially
those whose duty i; i> to. interpret them,
recognize that law i- a progressive -eenee;
end: that when a
there is no prect dent, a
lirw precedent nili-t be made.
How
the most eiiIiglitened jurists hold this principle
constantly in view, and now the eominon as
well as tin statute law i-thus mailt* to keep
are w i ll the
general adva nee of civilizai oil. is
admirably set forth in the leading article n the
North American Review for December, “Libor and Capital before the Law.* by Judge T.
M. Cooley, of Michigan.
I’o he same number,
that

it

i-

means, not

a

state of

things

William

K.

Aekermaii

gestive “Null's
s.

an

arises for wl mh

on

e-mlributes

soim

sug-

Railway .Management.”

li irmum tells what

h-

humd in hi>

In-,

excava-

tions of the

ruins of Tinas, in Southern
and Pritieipa! Sliairp supplements his
seholarly article on “Friendship in Ancient
(i

ret c<*.

Poetry” with

one on “Friendship in Fi glisli
The other articles in the number
are. “TIi** British II >u-e of Lords.** by Heorge
l -ektiur t urtis. and
Responsibility for state
Roguery. by John F. Hume

Poeii>.‘

Tlie Tripje L. By Mrs. S. R. (ir iham Clark.
I>. Lothrop A Co. Price, sl.50. Mrs.
Clark i< kn--wn a- tin author of V« iisie Walton,
Boston:

of tlm mttst popular Sunday-school hooks
hich has In en published for many seasons,
and tin* qualities which attracted attention in
that woik predominate .strongly in this. The
one
w

••Triple

K” is tie

friends

t,o

name

girl

a

ot

playfully given by her
eightee i. whose three

names begun with that letter
and who is left
with a younger sister to make her way in the
world after the death of her parents. She has
promised hi r mother on her deathbed to not

only

e;tr»

uncle, and

tor
a

her sister, hut also for at: insane
little girl waif who came into their

the most my sterious manner. Much
interest ot the story centres in this
latter character, and the my stery in which her
parentage is involved lends it a strong fascination.
The two sisters are compelled to enter a
large manufactory in order to gain a stibsis-

family

of

in

the

ien--i

and

earn

means

for

supporting

their

record of their experience* in
this new life, their trial-, and the victory over
adversity they finally achieved, is told in a
manner which commands attention from lirst
to last.
It i-, a hook which cannot fail to make
strong impression upon tin minds of those
who read it.

charges.

The

The Christmas issue of Harper’s Magazine
had for its opening article last year a charming
paper on Christinas by Ceorge \\ illiam Curtis;
this year, instead of the editor of the Kasy
Chair, it is the editor of the Drawer, Charles

Dudley Warner, who has the place of honor,
though Mr. Curtis gives in his own department
another pleasant study of Christmas. Mr.
Warner’s paper is on “Christmas Past,*’ and
deals with the customs of the olden time, especially in “merrie Kngland," with its usual
by-piuy of humor. Speaking of the supposed
of eating miuce-pie at Christmas-t de,
Warner says: “Then we have a certain
test of the piety of the Pilgrims to New Kngland, for they and their descendants did not
hesitate to cat miuce-pie any day in the year
virtue
Mr.

they could get it, and had so much grace that
they could take it with impunity for breakfast
on a summer morning.”
In concluding his

paper, he says with fervor: “l believe that
every year at Christmas-time the windows of
heaven open wider than ever before, and more
men and women hear the song.”
The paper,
written hy an American, obtains an international character by illustration as well as subject. the artists being Messrs. Houghton, who is
both American and Kuglish, Paget. Weguelin,
liieen, and Barnaul, the latter three having

important full-page pictures.
The Alabama claims decision of the United
Stales Supreme Court hauded down on N >v.
loth, affirming the decision of the court of
claims in the Great Western Insurance Company ease, apparently cuts off all the insurance
companies from any part of the Alabama
award.
The latest murder tn Augusta—and rum did
it—reminds us that a young man recently told
a clerk in a Waterville saloon that he would
complain of the saloon if he knew they sold
“You would get shot if you did," v,*as
rum.
the reply.
[Waterville Seutinel.
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AND GOSSIP FROM
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

WHAT MAINE PAPERS SAY.

ALL OVER TIIE STATE.

Rebel ballots have at last won a victory that
Rebel bullets could not win.
[Kilsworth
American.
“Yours for St. John and Victory.
Frances K. Willard.”
This is the way the president of the National
Women's t hristian Temperance Union has been
signing her articles in The Signal, the organ of
the Union. Wonder how Miss Willard likes
her victory. [Biddeford Journal.
To the Democratic heart it is a great and
long-delayed victory, and they arc perfectly
justitied in wearing cheerful countenances and
indulging in the most boisterous demonstrations of joy. Just think—twenty-four years
out in the cold!
Who wouldn't be happy
under such circumstances! [Bridgton News.
A man with all his whiskers under hi.- chin
went into the Bates mill counting room. Tuesday and bracing himself up to his full height,
marched up to a desk and said: “Can yer
direct me, sor, to the proper man to apply to
for a job as watchman in the mill whin Misther
Cleveland comes in?” We presume that he
was referred to
George William ( urtis. [Lewiston Journal.
Of course we gi\c it up.
We gave it up
when Henry Clay was beaten in spite of our
first vote. We gave it up to Andrew Jackson
when he went into political immortality; later
to Martin Van Bunn; and lastly, to James
Buchanan, when we verily thought everything
had gone up.
We are Used to giving it up. We

AND GENERAL PROSPERITY.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER *7. 1884.
L. M. writes to the Boston Journal as
follows: The farmers of Maine have enjoyed
PUBLISHED EVERY THUR8DAY MORNING BY THE
a year of good crops and general
prosperity.
Tin hay crop in many localities was short,
owing to dry weather early in the season, but
a> a
rule this wa> made up by an abundant
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.EDITOR.
amount of fall feed, ami iu many localities a
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.
second crop of grass was cut and cured, so that
on
he whole there was little complaint. Hay,
however, is considerably higher than last year,
Single Copies of the Journal
and this will compensate in a great degree for
may be had at the following places:
the shortness of the crop. The grain crops arc
Belfast.—.Journal Office. J. S. Caldwell & Co.,
M ain street. M. 1*. Woodcock & Son, Main street.
reported from all quarters in the State to be in
excess of those of last year,
1>. 1*. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
except in Aroostook county, where the corn crop was conSeaksport.—At the Post Office. Mr. C. E.
Adams is authorized to receive subscriptions ami
sidered a failure. As a rule the -oil of Aroosadvertisements.
took county never fails to yield an abundant
Buck sport.—R. H. Emerv A Co.
return for whatever work i- bestowed upon
Winter port.—E. M. Hall.
r, and one farmer at lloulton i- reported to
Camden.—F. Lewis.
have obtained an average of seveuty-one am
Houlton—Geo. Carleton.
oue-tourth bushels of oats per acre from a sixteen-acre piece he devoted to that staph'. Such
State of Maine.
a yield, with the prices to be obtained for the
"aine. must excite the
envy of Western farmBY THE GOVERNOR.
ers, w ho obtain only about thirteen bushels per
acre, and for that obtain but a -light profit on
A PROCLAMATION.
the work given to the crop. Tin potato crop
<>ur most pleasant religious custom as citizens of
is a good deal lighter than in INS*, owing to
a Male, are those which
originated with our New
rotting of the potatoes in the ground. The inEngland ancestors. The important instructions
creased acreage that has been generally re" hid] the\ gave in the primitive home are
among
ported has. howoxer. kept the figures well Up,
our best memories, and their carlv customs have
>o that from estimates obtained from all secgive it up now a- unwillingly as ever. But we becop'e National: especially thatof returning thanks
tions of ilie State the Journal's representa- [ always accept tlie inevitable with our best
after! he harvest. 1, therefore, in accordance with
this venerated custom and the proclamation by the
tive estimate- the decrease to have been oniy i philosophy.
[Wuterville Mail.
About the most exasperating thing we have President «*f these United States, by the advice of
about 23S.OOO bushels. In Aroo-took county a
the
Executive Council, do set apart Thursday, the
encountered
as
a
of
<>f
result
the triumph
larger number of March factories were operated yet
this vear than ever before, and it is estimated tin* Democrats, is the suggestion that Kbcn 1''. 27th day of .November, Instant, as a day of public
amt praise. For the manifold blessthanksgiving
that from Won to 10,000 ton- of starch was
l’illsburv is likely to come hack to Maine to till
ings of the closing year, let its, as a people, unite
manufactured, an amount about equal to the the position now occupied by cx-Gov. Connor in one universal thanksgiving to Him who
holds in
1 .it the
avei. ge manufacture of pota'o starch in the
bead of the pension agency at Augusta. hi- hand ‘‘the wealth of nations.” Let the hearts
entire country elsewhere. The starch was also
The idea of putting such a bitter, nasty copper- of the poor he made glad by the sympathy ana
of better quality than la-t year. and more was
head. as l’illsbury was. in charge of a pension bountiful gifts of the more favored. ‘‘He that hath
obtained from the same number of bushels of bureau, of all offices, is outrageous, if Gen. a bountiful e\e shall be blessed, for lie giveth of
his bread to the poor.”
potatoes. Root crops are also reported a- hav- C<-nnor. who was a brave soldier, as bis bullet
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
ing vo id'd large return-, and the apple crop riddled body bears ample evidence, lias got to
eighth day of November, in the year of our
i- excessive, many farmers hardly knowing go. as of course he ha-. why not till the office
Lord one thousand eight hundred'and eightyw hat i" do w itfi the
four, and of the Ind- pendence of the United
products of their orchards. with some good war Democrat? [Biddeford
>tate> of America the one hundred and ninth.
The following table of estimated yields of Journal.
Frederick Robik.
the grain and potato crops has been compiled
I ll K \1W YOHK COl’N'T COM I'Ll'IT!I >.
By the Governor.
from returns received from about oue hunw
The
NYork Board of S!alt*•* has
.Joseph O. Smith, Secretary of State.
dred correspondents throughout tiii- State:
allowed Mr. Blain<* IT \ otes in Delaware county,
<
\\ (lent. ( '>ru. I’olali e".
It".
which were due him <’ii account of the rejection
A I! iiv'ggiu.I Jo,422
Thanksgiving.
Ifi.-’OA
7s.'-*n>
•J4'>,'2>s of Ballots
supposed t«» he detective.
Ai"u-iM.ik... .777>,(Mio
2.!7‘. f"i
At noon Friday the footing* of the table*
t 11in!•! r.aii<i.U'».7>4
This i> t he day when people go to church and
.v.i,
lnj.704
2.>,(i4
;:s .*;■non
Franklin.l.V.i.usvj
I'.w.iti'i \m re announced as follow*:
have roast turkey for dinner. No need to tell
il l.
candidate f«»r electin’. Mr.
.{-2.1M0
7'.5
-k.’.4,'"HI
7*..'"Hi
the New Englander how the custom originated,
k'mu In i'
.'M‘2,7'.'l
MM'.'U 2.’i.5.'i,'ii
.*••><i,7»>4
Knox. j’.iklKH'
..min
2.i.iimi
‘.in.iiOU
Highest Republican candidate. Mr. Carson. or to till a column with the literature of Thanks• 1,4'.*'.'
I.iii'oln.
i».4*»•!
-ii.iimi
ls';,s77>
li' 1122
.I'1.7>:*7
47..Hi:
J.'.l.mio
giving. all of which is many times more than a
Democratic plurality. Ilia.
IVnoiis'H'l.o21,'2l'' 11'.ills
‘.'75,1'! 1
7w.'»o7
I„o\ve*t Democratic candidate. Mr. Ottendor- twice told tale. There are some whose habit it
Fix-al .'I'.iis
114.17*.
iU.i-ii
27*7»,47H
fcr. ot
>4 •*.
.:.
7.• 71'.',‘.i7'i
'2s.i>27>
is always to look on the dark side, and who
7->,7*m)
Sagnd
Lowest Republican candidate. Mr. Haines.
-2
».'J..*41
.Somerset .:i«;t 220
lot ,;»23
may not find auy reason for giving thanks, to;.v>
Wald
’.
:
...14
eiii.hTl.
'V ashiugion.
41
;
is.'k'.t
nil.141
Uttendorfer** plurality. 1077.
day. hut really we all have much to be thankAm k
..71 ,<Hi‘.i
17.nl4 177,411
4f»7,7»4
Highest Prohibition candidate. Mr. Miller, ful for.
•Jb.ix »ti,
Totals..2.'.'!2,22‘i 7.’-1.:>-».> J,17*4,>77. •*\77»o,(i;»i
I .owest rrohibitiou candidate, M r. Ellsworth.
Country Journalism.
These ligun s show aii increase of 1.70.507 24.14S.
buof oa!' over Iasi year. ‘*7.7t>7 bushels of
Mr. George II. Watkins, for the past ten
Butler candidate. Mr. O’Donnell, 17.Il'giast
win
and 53.200 bushel' ot corn, tlx' potato 004.
\ears editor and proprietor of the Oxford Demcrop
viug a decrease of •Jo''.000 bu.-he.s. as
Lowest Butler candidate. Mr. Campbell, 10,stated above.
ocrat. and who. we are glad to learn, has reconIl is estimated that about lift}
Tol.
tons of ho
have l»etu raised in northern
After this announcement the members of the
sidered his intention of leaving journalism to
Aroostook t!t' \a ar from Joo acres, for which
board signed the tables and certificates.
engage in other business, addresses “A Word
an avt ragi j.u ee of a shilling a pound has been
hi: klkctokai. collkck.
Personal” to his readers in a recent issue of the
realized.
Throughout the country, at the capitals of tlie Democrat in which he sets forth some of the
tiOVKHXOli AND COI M II..
sevf ral States, tin* Presidential Elector* cho*en
difficulties which beset the path of the country
at tin* recent election will meet on the afternoon
Tin- Governor ami Council were in session

GOOD CROPS
<

Republican

Journal

Publishing

Co.

the traitorism of St. John and the
error of judgmeut of those who followed him.
Temperance is one of the fundamental principles of the Republican party, and it will continue in the future as in the past the enemy of
the rum-power. But hereafter, unless we mis-

those who assume to represent all the temperance sentiment of
the State or section; no
placing upon the statute books of laws that are
not and cannot be
enforced; no enactment of

contempt and thus encourages rather than prevent the evil at which it is directed.
We supported the constitutional amendment
when it was decided to submit it to the people
because we believed its defeat would be a blow

temperance, and not because we thought
there was anytbiug to be gained, practically, by
its adoption. It was not necessary for the people of Maine to stand up and be counted on this
question. They are a temperance people, ami
may always be depended upon to maintain this
position by their votes. We fear, however,
that many were impressed with the idea that
to

adoption of the amendment would put an
immedi ate stop to the sale of liquor; and if so
they have but to look around them to see how

greatly they

were mistaken.
It is well this
should receive attention, lest temperance workers rest on their oars with the belief
that their end
attained and the milienium
matter

s

will be doomed to disappointment. Cnder tinrules of the Civil Service Commission all applicants for places in what is known as the classified service have to undergo an examination.

-'

publisher. Mr. Watkins finds that there is now
due him. for subscriptions, etc., a sum larger
than h«* paid for the establishment ten years
In other words, his capital has been
ago.
again and vot« by ballot for l’resideir and Vice
absorbed by accounts which are now
President of tin I'nited State*, one of the*e per- wholly
due and over-due. This is probably the experson-. at lea**. not to be an inhabitant of the same
State with themselves. They will name in their ience of a majority of country newspaper pubballot* the p. *on voted for as President, and in lishers, and it is a matter which demands herodi*:inet ballot* the person voted for as Viee
President, ami they will make distinct li*ts of ic treatment. Few. however, like to weed out
all pt rson* voted for a* President and of all their lists of non-paying subscribers; but this
persons voted for a* Vice Presim nt. and of the should be done in justice to those who do
pay,
number of vote- for each, these list* to be signed, eertitied and transmitted, under seal and
direct by special me**eitg.r to the President of
tin- I'nited State* Senate.
srui:

i.Noi’iHi:

and it is
costs

wiikjik?

The Boston Journal says: The opposition
upon the part ot a portion of the e.ir«etors ol
the Boston and Maine to the term* of the proposed lease of the Eastern, referred'»» yesterday, has found xpressiou in a ••om,nunicati"U
from cue of the board in behalf of this opposition. The fact is very apparent that tin Eastern director' proposed terms to the directors of
the Boston and Maine that it w;i' expect' I the
latter hoard wouid refuse, hut very much to
their surprise the terms wen ae •• pled with
little discussion. While the -ml one wa> much
in favor of the interest.- of the Boston and
Maine it is evident that the boot is upon the
other leg under the new agrceim nt.
<

be true of all the Maine papers, many of
them having enlarged and made other expensive improvements within the past few years,
li i' impossible for the local papers to compete
in

••Appomattox
toe-

in

a

avt

Demo rati,

nged” was one of the motprocession at Richmond.

mat is

sibh

<-hope to xi* Jam* (i. Blaine ami John A.
Imgan nominat' d for pre-ideni and \ ice president t u! \cars lienee. [Bridgeport. Cl.. Stan\\
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OF

A

it

is

equally nnpos-

in

i

Another

Crippled

Cause.

It i' generally admitted that the part St. John
and his deluded followers took in the recent
campaign has set back the cause of temperance
twenty years; and in view of the action of the
W.

<

T. 1'. the cause of

woman

suffrage

must

suffer. The Union decided at their National Convention to support St. John, and
their influence was used in securing votes for
that Democratic side-show.
These women

also

called it standing up for principle, and no
doubt thought their attitude was heroic, patriotic and commendable. It is another illustration of “didn't know’ it was loaded.” The
St. John gun laid low the Republican party,
the party of temperance and the only party iu
this country that has ever done anything for
the cause, and opened the way to the White
House for the party of free rum, the party of

saloon-keepers, brewers and distillers. If
this is an illustration of the political sagacity of
woman-kind, there certainly will be as little
disposition to give them the ballot as there
would be to give the right of suffrage to babes
in arms. Politics in this everyday world are
too practical we fear for the women who eleetioueered for St. John in the recent campaign;
and surely they have little cause for pride in
the part they played, or for congratulation on
what they accomplished.
the

Kl>

from

State (Massachusetts) was carried (for
Blaine) bv a meagre plurality only. [Harper’s
Weekly, Nov. 18.
Blaine’s plurality in Massachusetts was 25,000.
Cleveland's plurality in New York was 1000,
New Jersey, 4112, Connecticut, 1200, Indiana,
Tin*

|

0000; total, 12,312.

Thus

the

plurality for

Between 300 and tot) employes of the Bran- Blaine in Massachusetts is more than double
ford Lock Works at New Haven wen' out oil a that of these four combined Northern
States,
strike Nov. JT to resist a reduction of 10 per and
twenty-tive times that of the State of New
cent, in their wages.
York, that elected Cleveland. These figures
A reduction of 10 to 15 per cent, in the pay
of tlie operatives of the Great Falls, N\ II.', ! tell their own story, and they make a bad
cotton mills is announced; also that the mills
showing for the so-called “Journal of Civilizawill run on two-thirds time for the present.
The mills of the Sharon, I’a., Iron Co., em- I lion.” “Tell the truth."
plo\ ing 500 men, closed dow n Tuesday on account of lack of orders.
We recently published an item from an exAt a conference of representatives of the
! change to the effect that the Maine Central inleading rolling mills in Philadelphia Monday, a tend
building a hotel at Bar Harbor. Although
| reduction of live and four-fifths percent, in the
wages of puddlers and other working men was the report has not been contradicted we believe
agreed upon. The reduction will atfeot about it to have originated from the fact that the
5,000 workingmen.
Meriden, Conn., will sell $750,000 less of company are to build a large hotel at Mount
goods between this and January 1st than were Desert Ferry (Hancock Point) on a tine loca*old
last year. The plated-ware factories are lion
I
I
quite near the present railroad station.
running only half time with reduced help when The need for a hotel at
this place in connection
they usually run extra help J2 or fifteen hours I
a
day at this season. Building is falling oil' with the passenger traffic has been demoustratalso and money is scarce.
i ed, and it would prove a popular summer
About 000 men, mostly Poles, employed at
the Oliver Chilled Plow works at South Bend, resort.
lnd.. have struck against a reduction of 25 per
cent, in wages.
United States Senator Lamar of Mississippi
The ingrain carpet manufacturers of Phila- has commenced suit in the United States Circuit
delphia. have agreed to reduce wages from 10 Court against the government to recover $100,to 20 per cent.
This cut affects 20,000 people. J 000 for cotton taken from his plantation in 1805.
Ninety per cent, of the fine paper mills will
So soon? But this is only the foreruuuer of
shut down the last weeks in November, Dethe Southern claims for millions of dollars that
cember and January.
| will be brought against the Government when
All along the world’s highway is the evidence
it passes under Democratic control; and the
that J ad win’s Tar Syrup cures all Coughs, Colds
and Consumption. Sold by all druggists.
! payment of the rebel debt and pensioning of
Confederate soldiers will be next in order.
In Bkikf.
Grand Commander John 8. |
Kountz G. A. R had a graud reception in
Congressman Cox promises that his party
Portland Monday night. A campfire was held
will build a navy. But in the present Conat Mechanics Hall. Gov. Robie was present.
Commander Kountz was in Lewiston Tuesday. gress the Democrats refused to make an
appro....A squad of the Salvation army has camped
in Portland and begun a campaign against the priation for guns for the new cruisers, and
wicked of l hat city ....Hendricks is said to have seemed to have au idea that it was commendbeen snubbed by Cleveland in a recent inter- able economy to build men of war and leave
view.
them without armaueut.

j

j

—

1

it is far better to be poor and possess a bottle of
Jadwin’s Tar Syrup, than to be rich ami not know
how to cure a Cough or Cold
25 cents and $1 per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.

There will not be over two-thirds the lumber
on the Kennebec this season as last.
The
low prices received for the product the past
season huve had a discouraging effect.

cut

The most reliable of all Cough Remedies is .Jadwiu’s Tar Syrup, so say the doctors. Sold by all

druggists.

It is decidedly unjust as well as unwise to
find fault now with the National Itepublican
Committee. That they did their best according
their judgment must be conceded, and that
is all that could reasonably be expected of
them.
to

The Democratic papers are devoting themselves to arithmetical problems now.
They

trying to divide the spoils among “a very
hungry and very thirsty crowd.”
are

All the telegraph wires to the westward were
blown down by the gale last Sunday night. In
Boston the velocity of the wind was 34 miles an
hour.
A dollar bottle of Jadwin's Tar Syrup
to a Cook-Book containing 500 recipes
of Pills. Sold by all druggists.
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Cincinnati Enquirer says Democrats
must be provided for first. The mugwumps
will have to take the leavings, and they are

not likely to get fat on them.
The magazine illustrations as a rule are wonIndications multiply that in the coming Adderfully good, but in one of the December
monthlies the rocks in pictures of mountain i ministration the tail will wag the dog. The
Hendricks crowd are in the saddle.
scenery look as if made of cotton wool.
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\V< print on tin* fir.-t page the annual report
of the I'nited Slates 11 \ drographie office, of
which the Portland Advertiser well says:
The fact that the American merchant marine
engaged in the foreign trade is small, does not
diminish the value of the work done by this
office. The merchant marine w ill he larger in
the course of time. Kven if not a single vessel
sailed the high seas under the American flag,
tin* work of locating rocks, reefs, and lloating
dangers, observing winds, currents and water
spouts, reporting changes of lights, correcting
charts and doing other work of the same
nature, would he a duty to humanity. Ilunfinds ot thousands of Americans annually
trust their lives or property to the sea, and
millions of others are indirectly benefited by
the work of the office. This work appears to
have been extended, systematized and made
more effective than ever under the direction of
Commander Bartlett, and Congress should see
to it that means are furnished to carry his
recommendations into effect.

maehine at th- He ib
one of the workne u
with the oil can h
instantly kilie.t.
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The Washington correspondent of the BaltiAmerican, who went to Albany to call on
bov. Cleveland, thus records his impressions

Tilt- Philadelphia Record of Saturday morning hud un eight-column article -howim: ihat
tlit* State of Pennsylvania C losing

!

the

-ii-jm

u-i »u

of unihraeiie

coal mining, ami £!>.:M7.0i 1 yearly through
railroad pools, discrimination^ >\ n dilutes, etc.,
in the hituminuus region.
The estimate for the increase of the navy
one eruiser of 4 ~>0<I tons, one cruder of *>100 tons, one
.Inputeh Vessel of I-'joO toils,
two heavily armed gunboats <>i l.'»ou j«,n> each,
one light gunboat of ToOtoii'. one
light gunboat
of 000 tons, one steel rani, one cruising torpedo
boat, two harbor torpedo boats and one armored
vessel of n.”>00 tons.

provides for

In 1SS> Paris ate 04So horses, ;}u7 asses and 40
mules, or not short of a.ooo.ooo [khiihIs weight
of horse, ass and mule iin-at.
l’lie explanation
of this increase is tile hLdi juice of beef and
mutton in the French capital. While tin arti/an
enn purchase a horse steak at less than twv Ive
cents a pound, he has to pay three times as
much for a cut of beef or mutton.
United States Commissioner Shield iti New
has decided that Ah Kcc. a Chinaman
who shipped at Calcutta on the hark Richard
Parsons as cook for the round voyage and return to Calcutta but who ran awa\ from the
vessel at New York, must leave the country
immediately. The captain of the Parsons is
held responsible for Ah Kee's departure.
\ ork

more

of the President-elect:
1 had an excellent opportunity to watch him
as he moved about the room,
lie is not as tall
as l had thought he was from casually
meeting
him. He appears to be about live feet nine,
Neither is he a handsome man. liis campaign
lithographs Hatter him as much as Blaine’s do
New Hampshire experienced a slight earth- I him injustice. Ilis face is what a barber would
Judging from the New York papers Sullivan
the slugger is just now engrossing the atten- quake shock last Saturday, but it was not equal call a hard face to shave, and its general appearj at ice indicates a man who either eats too much
tion of that city to the exclusion of everything to the shock of Cleveland’s election.
or does
not sleep enough.
The front of his
else.
Prince Albert coat protrudes considerably beVVe print in full this week, on the first page,
the
and
his
trowsers are inbuilding line,
I yond
I the speech of Mr. Blaine when serenaded at his
clined to feel themselves above his shoes. His
Carl Schurz will not be likely to get a job mivoice i* neither harsh nor musical, and his
home in Augusta last wTcek.
ller the new Administration. The Democrats
manner i.» decidedly ordinary.
say they have had enough of the bloody Schurz.
The Bourbons to the Independents.—“Virtue is its own reward.”
The women employed in the l S. Treasury
Bostou produced 5,000 tons of candy annualin counting greenbacks ami bank notes contract
ly, but it has few caudid newspapers.
From a political point of view this is the
disease from the arsenic used in the manufactwinter of our discontent.
To the question what is Butterworth, we
ure of the money. No editors have been known
The Vassar girls painted the coll ge red for to contract this disease.
reply—Commissioner of Pensions.
Blaiue aud Logan.
The Washington Evening Star will twiukle
The Democrats made Koine, (N. Y.,) howl
for Cleveland.
last Thursday.
Congress meets next Monday.

yearly, through

|

An article relating to Claus Spreekle's sugar
j business was published in the Chronicle of San
Wednesday a son of
| Francisco, Sunday.
[Spreekle’s called at the ottiee and shot M. H.
the
proprietor of the paper, twice.
; DeYoung
| the shot taking ell'eet in the left arm and shoulder. DeYoung is a brother of the man who
I
j was shot by the notorious Kafloch a few years
ago.
A

|
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among those who are to eontrihuu* stories to t.ood
Cheer the coming year-Congressman Milliken
leaves on Friday for Washington. Ilis daughter
Maud will accompany him as far as New York.
(»eorge K. Brackett, of Belfast., («rand Secretary,
left on Monday for Norridgework, where he will inDistrict

Lodge of (iood Templars for somcounty has nineteen lodges hot
no district lodge-Frank C'onant. of Malone, N.
Y
is visiting in', parents here and will remain
over
Thanksgiving.Mr. and Mrs. 1‘ldneas
Adams, of Manchester, \. IF, are in Belfast to
spend Thanksgiving with Mrs. Adams mother, Mrs.
Morison—Ira O. Cammett, of Colorado, formerly
of Belmont, arrived in Belfast on Saturday. % II is
The

j inches of rainfall a year; all the water you get
we send down to
you in the Missouri.” “Water wife is in Canada. Mr. Cammed is east on busiin the Missouri from Montana!” said the Dako- ness
Kola rt White, of this city is to have comI
I tian, “when it reaches us it is nothing but a dry m ind of ship Ivanhoe, now at San Franciscoravine with a cloud of dust in it, and all the
.John I>. Bust, of Roekport, was in Belfast last
water we’ve got will only serve to make mud of 1 Col.
it.”
week....Capt. 11 II. Blanchard and family have
returned home from Boston. The captain is ill
The republicans of Boston have renominated AuIt is very delicious to the taste, and can be ad !
ministered to infants without the slightest danger. gustus I*. Martin for mayor. Mayor Martin’s father
Jad win’s Pine Tar Syrup. Sold by all druggists,
j is a resident of Montville.
—
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Ellsworth, and < apt Byron Hart
took his plane, ( apt. Ryder has recovered surtici
entlv hi he nut-Hon. J. H. 1 n umiuond, of I' n t
land, who with his wife has heei. visiting' in M- ni
ville, was in Belfast <»n Sunday.Mr. Ralph
Finery. of the linn ut >wan A Siblc\ Itrus., ut this
city, left on Saturdav for a two weeks’ vueatiun,
and will visit Huston, Albany, New \ ork and I‘ldl
adelphia_lion. E. Cushiug and family left Cam
den Monday l'or Boston, where they will remain
for the winter. Mr Cushing's business hea spoilt
ers will t»e at Railroad wharf, Portland.Vmong
those prominently named for Department Commander f>t the Maine <■. A. it for the next term,is
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present low rates. The opinion, w as declared that the result of the election is a our harbors adequately against for. mu in\atrouble is they are too good to live and ought however, is very generally express, d that, had vindication of
the Southern Confederacy; ami nearly twelve hundred b g guns are net u d
Blaine been elected, there would have I. cn no
to die.
(»o\ ernor Fourn >.r pt, >.I. F i■! I h
Northern whit-- men \v< re notiti*‘d that fin s
.; ;
cut of wages in Philadelphia. The iron men
are all strong protectionists, and felt confident
MIST
go.
The article doses with a final ed lion. Wiliiam P. sin im d of \ vv port,
The Evening Record remarks that the “stuthe Senate, to sin
ed the tale >••11.o o \ u ?
that there would be a general revival of trade
y
■“Veil"
pidity of a Maine community is remarkable.” in the event of tin* success of the man who
until the assembling ot iln legmlatun
is.
repThis is revengeful, an 1 may lie attributed to
>•
w
t.e
session,
when
nator
resented that policy. Pennsylvania proteciion;d
•January
the fact that the morning edition of the Re- l
The 1). moerals an* trying to steal a Sciiaists have no faith m the Democratic party, am!
cord has lost quite a large number of subscrib- j
A fifteen-year-old boy .a- turn'd on at >'.
fear further tampering with the tariff, alt hough
in
Illinois,
and
indeed
have
virtnails
torship
ers in Maine since June.
Catharines, UnL. who -ays that lie i-Cha; >
[Boston Journal.
j succeeded,
| they like Uov. Cleveland.
although the end is not yet. The lb»ss : was s oil'll by gy p-i. ami I as been \*. pt
The morning edition of the Record is the
ll is now in order for the Herald to eat its
near London.
lcin tor the past tiv.
hit.. by
Bangor Whig appropriately terms it—‘•(iarccDaily Advertiser, and we hope Maine Republi- words.
Mr. Ho-.- has been asked to g<> .m
years.
louisin in Illinois." The Legislature is so close there.
cans will not forget it.
Judge Peters, of Kansas, a strong friend ; I hut one Senator turns the scale and decides
The tot:d vote of I>ako!a Territory
1
A man went fishing in the Minnesota River prohibition, says that the Sr. John movement the ejection of a I'nited Slates Senator to suc- was
j
47,485. indiealing a pi ula
anti
hooked
a
He
recently
large wall-eyed pike.
has almost destroyed the twenty years’ labor ked lii n. Logan. Brand (Deni.) was counted The vote this year indieat.
245.500 in >omh
j
began to play him, when t he fish, running under
'and 175.0(10 in North 1‘akota: 120.000 in tin
the boat, capsized it, got In himself, and. put- ! of the prohibitionists of that State, that the in over Leman (Pep.) and although the evi- whole ten
i neai y ls4.oo(
itory; u i non is<
no*
d*
of
was
fraud
on
conclusive
the
man’s
the
started
for
New
for
will
have
to
be
over
ting
County in two y ar>.
fight
overcoat,
temperance
gone
Orleans. [Exchange.
Board
of
Canvassers decide*! that it could not
again, and that it will not he possible* to secure
Charles A. Hill, of N< vvton.
i-s.. in pay
This is a recent effort of one of the mugwump the
necessary legislation this winter to ram go behind t; «• returns and that the vote would mint of an election wager, au at Young’s
writers who was detailed to get up stories
have to stand as
returned giving Brand, Hotel, saturday afternoon a r..a-t -tilth d
w.
into effect the constitutional amendment.
for him, at..1
against Mr. Blaine during the campaign.
1 >< m.), a seat in (lie State Senate, and allowing Tin* bird wa- prepared esp. .-iali
was, all hut the bone-, vvhoiiy d.-\ nr* d, m t he
We have received a tine lithograph illustra- the Democrats a majority in both Houses,
presence of a number of friend.-.
Considering that the la de dab Independents
tive of the editorial, business and mechanical leaving the S< mile itself to decide as to the
Cleveland
because
he
is
a
reformer—
supported
din* ranch of Richard King, tin- ( at:..* iviiiL
lie.
that is, in a political sense—it seems rather out departments of the Baltimore Sun and of the ijticsii-'U of fraud in the returns. The matter j of Texas, the large-t owned by at.y iici
; manner of its
in tin* Cnion. i- located in Nm -v < nm
distribution
to the people. Tin
w ill be taken to the courts and it is to lx* hoped,
n.
of place to discuss the question as to whether
I
Hidalgo and Si irr eounti.
and has a fron ag.
is one of the most successful newspapers
if nothing further is accomplished, the followhe will observe the civil service rules. But that Sun
on tie Kin tirande of
seventy-five mile-, ami F
is a very interesting topic just now, with some in this eouutry and it honestly earned and j ers of (iaic* Ion who forged tlie returns will stocked with over 40,000 liead -..f horses and
150.000 head of eat tie.
richly merits its success. Long may it shine.
| receive the punishment they merit.
Of the recent predictions of the over-weatherwise the Waterville Mail sensibly says: ”lt
is well to prepare for a cold winter, which we

of the

snow

Frank Field has

an- vv«• '*t

Tii'-

our agricultural department,
Fattening Sheep, will be published next week.

on

night the lSllh, and was suftielent to make indifferent sleighing for a day or two.

the euinam* of >i!\er dollar*.

A Newbury V 'i
* inoii f,»r u
I»r<»k11
ttint at this rat*.* her l*.•

proved; and it contains besides a
stipulation against the imposition of new exha> not Ic

disturbance of business eatised by the triumph
of the free trade Democracy, and in the same
issue with this editorial had a Philadelphia desa

hor»

it is estimated that tin- payment" from the
1 reasury during the pi -.cut month m,
>nnt
of pensions will amount to t:- arl> >>1 ;.niio.noii.

the coasting
special privileges for
commercial travellers, reforms in tic Cuban
customs regulations concerning fines and the
n spotisihiliiy of vesstds for errors when fraud
trade.

Herald give the lie to its editorial page. It
had already recorded the reduction of wages
in many mills and factories and the genera!

to

with

Treaty

hauled up for

is

Democrats attended

number of Belfast

a

the Searsinont celebration

Oi' the domes of large building* in the world,
the dome of file l luted >i:d»s Capitoi ranks
tilth in height and fourth in di me ;• r.

This year we gave
John had is votes.

making till oilier fees the

and

goes

a

patch relating

again*!

a

and consular fees

tonnag

in the Boston Herald captioned “Hating their
words.” As usual the news columns of the

election before lssis.

injured and

were

Boston business men ha\e resolved in favor
of reeipro. it\ with < anada and Mexico and

produce. hut also special shipping privileges
for the v -■"(
of he t wo'nat ion». abolishing all

Democratic President meant free trade,
reduction of warn*. and the si rious injury
of our industrial interests, are now regaling
themselves with a diet of their o\\ n words.
This is tin* opening sentence of an editorial

sixty year.**, the Cincinnati Enquirer,
(Dem.) says: “The Democratic party will remain in power just as long as it administers
the affairs of the Government honestly, and no
longer.” We think it would be quite safe to
take lifty-six years off of that prediction, and it
might be farther reduced if there could be an

ar-

utv

The seerelary of the navy has ordered a survey of the Fallapoos at N- vv York to determine
the amount of repairs necessary.

true

a

.1

forget the Carnival at the skating rink this

A contribution for

Uarmona, of Belfast,

.-

Many Republican organs which wviv predieting: during tlie campaign that the election

for

the 4th of March.

Twenty-three passenger*

may expert much vindictiveness and

<

II gw

One enthusiastic gentleman having predicted
that the Democratic party will remain in pow-

Europe

to

two horses were killed b\ a runaway
in Pittsburg, Pa.. Friday night.

treaty of commercial rel/nited States and Spain
lor * nlui and 1’orlo Rico has been cabled from
.Madrid. It mhraecs not only the exchange of

have to encounter ami overcome. tin- 1> moeratic leader* should earefmly strnh thi> ail*
».lress of tin* defeated Kepubii -an candidate for
President.

of
the

after

soon

summary of tincipi.i.-ity between the

ship.
U

ranging Ids affairs fora trip

A

the part
Republicans which the Democracy can only meet successful!) by the exerof great discretion and superior statesman■

gu.^d showing,

Hut to have

A

cise

vJ!

understood that President Arthur is

It is

and tried lead r of
Mr. ilia hie’*, ability and brilliancy set aside for
a man as
( !• v.-iand C
'iisad eoinmcntary
on Democracy and a Republican form of (Jovrnmeut. The old copperhead element is warmini! into life, and is as vindictive as ev.-r. It
now comes to tin
front and with its coni-derate allie- will crowd out the younger or reform
elcmen! n tin I>cmoeratic party. So therein
little to hope for during the next foil:
ars,

of the

Ill

Fanteux, a convict, broke jail from a Canadian penitentiary, and wa- shot dead by the
guard sent to capture him.

deem it expedient
present.

a

Don’t

I evening.

tion.

Edward Darlington died. Friday, at Madhi,
I*a. He was in his Doth year and was the oldest
living cx-eongressmau.
The Canadian government ha> de«.-tiled that
the time i* too short for it to take
part in the
New Orleans Exhibition.

gave (lartieid so plurality.
Hlaiiie
plurality and Sr.

badly.

man

policy

three-fourths

a

A Connecticut iady has left ^-Je.oon for a gateway at the entrance of the Cedar Hill < emeterv.
Hartford.

part of which. at
lea*!, we place to your eredit. 11.id then- l»een
elected ;< m:.h In ing ■>'!<>,■ character, a hi I it \ or
>-\:•* riem-c. we should not have felt quite as

A man's conduct in defeat is a sure test of
his quality. Especially is this true of a man
whose temperament is neither dull or sluggish,
but active and v ivan ions.
People said of Air. Blaine, when the returns
began to indicate nis defeat, it will kill him;
he is a sick man, and will never get over it:
this will be the end of him.'*
Doubtless man}
of hi* friends feared that these predictions
would he veritied.
But they are pleasantly disappointed. Air.
Blaine made a speech at Augusta on Tue-day
evening which shows more ability than anything he did during the campaign, proves that
he accepts the result of the election in a maul)
spirit and vindicates his title to be regarded today, and in -pile of the result of tic election, a*
one of the foremost, if not indeed the v< rv loremost, of the leaders of the Republican party.
Of course we do not agree with the views
which he expressed, but that is no reason why
we should not recognize their impurtam e and
significance. 'The ideas in this add re** me sugto form the basis

to

A1
l'lli! ad* I piiil a Wealthy lad* who has
hitherto moved m high >o«-ia! nvlrs thon- was
eonvieted of pilfering trilling arii.-i.-s from a

sav

pays the following tribute to the foremost
of his time :

vig-

a

etc.

Henry Ward Beecher lectured in Music Hall,

Boston, Thursday night,

Stalwarts does not
With verv few x-

tie-

to

waging

are

gamblers, thieves,

war on

i

The Interior of the Post Office lias received
needed repairs and a coat of paint.

ex-

up their own errors.
r'-ptioiis tie' Stalwarts were true, and did as
well as 11: -y enuhl with all the slanders and ignominy lifaptd upon them hy those who elaimed to he of their own party. In thi- town we

This i>

atements contained in

doubt correct in

treaeln-n

■v< r

refute his arguments.
There is one notable examong Democratic papers. Tin New
York Sun, under the caption “Manly in I)efeat,**

gestive enough

eharge

to

and
no

orous

tind perhaps ii i- better to make improvements than to tear down. Their attempt

ception

hurting themthan the target for their
are

now,
per
duty
paper, he
imports paper to this city and undersells Holyoke mills. The reason i> because lie pays his
employes so much smaller wages than are paid
here, making the cost of his product very much
less than it costs to make the same good.*, here.
He pays girls in his mill 30 cents per day and
men are paid 50, <50 and To cents per day.

er

si

house.

I be authorities of Denver

Vicinity.

the winter at Fairhaven.

Ouite

A man died on Wednesday of yellow fever in
New York sailors’ boarding house.

Belfast and

of

Thanksgiving-.

is

The sch.

is

attended

was

through the form of voting, while we
really fought the oattle. When we compare

a

now, ami

The Democratic and mugwump pie** howl
“bloody shirt,'* over Mr. Blaine's recent speed),
but they do not question his fads or attempt to

The Holyoke, Mass., Transcript tells this
Democrat ha> not attained a circulation of two
story, which in itself is a complete* exposition
j
thousand.
It is certainly deserving, as are
of what free trade means,
it says:
most of our Maine weeklies, of a more liberal |
The proprietor of the New England Paper
patronage; and although the Journal has little Company’s mill at Point Neuf,
province of
cause for complaint, it speaks for itself as well
Quebec, was in the city Friday. He said lie
was hoping for free trade because lie could heat
as for others in urging a better support for the i
I American paper-making competitors easily,
local paper.
Even
with 20
cent,
on

Company.

!

private citizen,

tit;-

for business.

Powerful whisky and railway lobbies are
pected in Washington next winter.

down the house that didn’t piease tliein every
>ear. then trying to huild it over, they were
Tilde to he out in tin- cold. hut they can see it

ing that
the defeat of the Republican party -tic part}
of protection to American industries— will
“prove to be a great blessing:** but i! vvih be a
great ble»iug to British manufacturers, and
not to our manufacturers or workers.

plication to the next legislature fora charter.
I”Aroostook Republican.
We hope he may. If Aroostook is developed
as it should be it will have a city before long,
and Presque Isle may enjoy that distinction. At
all events we are glad to see the spirit shown
by the Herald, and trust it will he emulated by
the Maine Press generally. The building up of
local industries is the way to prosperity, in
which ad our people will share.

taining. Much space lias been given to local
history as well as to the local news, and yet,
with eight thousand voters in the county, the

WADES.

men were discharged on Saturthe Singer Sewing Machine Works at
Klizabeth
Our report savs it i> announced
that live hundred more will he discharged this
week, and that the working time of those who
then are left will he cut down, of course with a
corresponding reduction of wage-. Winter is
close at hand, and all thi- means great misery
to hundreds of families of honest mechanics.
[New York Herald.
1 he ikiiI and iron manufacturers of Massachusetts have made a reduction of JO per cent,
in wages, to take effect Dec. 1st.
Notices to
this effect were posted Nov. IT iu the mills of
the following companies:
Bridgewater Iron
t o..
Weymouth Iron Co., Robinson Iron Co.,
Wareham Nail Co., Hast Bridgewater Iron Co.,
Tremont lion Co., Fall River Iron Works

wnite.

clining.
Mr. bright is

The Belfast Journal suggtsts that Bro. Hall
of the Aroostook Herald i> “humping tilings.”
lie lias already started another railroad, a Mate
Normal School, a third term of court at Presque
Isle, and a Savings Bank in Presque IdIn
addition to all these major enterprises, he nas
commenced a Pail factory and a Last factory.
At the present rate of business. Bro. Hall will
make a city of Presque Isle m time to make ap-

try papers out of existence, local interests will
be poorly eared lor. eventually.”
Tin- Oxford Democrat under Mr. Watkins
management has been clean, able and enter-

six hundred

day

not

significance: The
intensify in bitterness

some

venom.

exponent and advocate of local interests.
well conducted newspaper is certainly a
great help to its constituency in many ways,
and we agree with Mr. Watkins that: “If larger papers, with larger capital and better facilities fordoing business are to crowd the coun-

on

Dt'l I

usually

for the

a

selves however, more

A

..

CLEVELAND'S ELECTION FOLLOWED BY

weekly editions of city dailies,

a> an

1

Last Maehias rir« r. and not an average on Mach ias liver.
Pink-eye has appeared among the street railroad hor-es and in private -table- in Portland.
The small streams and ponds in the upper
.part of the State are frozen over, and main ot
the saw mill- are shut dowu for the -eason.
The lighthouse board in ii- annual report
ask- for the following special appropriations
for Maine station-: Lubec Narrow-. *-lO.OtH);
Green Island. *12,000.
Mr. Plume has rented the hoti-e of ex-See.
AVindom on Massachuset’.- av* nuein Washingtou and is expected lo occupy it in about two
weeks.
Miss Nellie A. Blui-dell, of Baugor, one of
the leading soprano singers of Eastern Maine
has been married to Augustine Bidden, a leading merchant of St. l’aul, Minn.
Abner Klee the oldest male inhabitant of
Thomaston, aged 9*2 years, was found dead in
his bed, Thursday morning.
Mr. Kice was a
native of Massachusetts and came to T. to live
in 1819.
The Merchants' Marine Insurance Company
of Bangor has notified the public that because
of the depressed condition of navigation and
and unfavorable prospects in marine insurance
it will discontinue business.
In the Herald, a new temperance paper started at Portland, Neal Dow says there are in the
city “fifty grogshops, more or less, not counting the hotels and apothecary shops, and these
places are well known to the’poliee.”
I uder the act of March 3d, 1883, providing
for readjustment of postmaster's salaries, 100
Maine postmasters get £0.094.
The readjustment covers a period of 10 years from 1804 to
1RT4.
In one of the Cherrylield schools the question
was
recently asked a little seven-years-old,
“What islands lay southeast of Cape Cod?"
“Nantucket and Martha’s Barnyard!" was the
quick response.
8. L. Boardman, Esq., and daughter, have
gone to New York, Mr. Boardman to negotiate with a prominent firm for the publishing
of a valuable work which he has been engaged in writing for some time past.
The governor has appointed Hon. S.
Hatch, Hon. A. E. Crockett, of the council and
Hen. John L. H dsdon. Hon. Rufus Prince and
Fred W. Ritchie a committee to examine the
accounts of ihe State treasurer as provided by
an act of the last Legislature.
The mechanics of Maine will doubtless be
interested to know that, according to Gov.
Kobie's last annual report, the expense of maintaining each criminal now confined in the State
Prison averages about ninety dollars a year
more tliau he earns.
One of the handsomest monuments ever
turned out by the Bodwell Granite Company
was shipped recently.
It was ordered by A*.
8. Rice, Esq., of Rockland, for his father, the
late Judge Rice of Augusta. The base is of
Jonesboro red granite, and was polished to perfection at the Granite Company’s polishing
works.
There is an active spiritual awakening in
Washington county. Since conference six have
been baptized and twenty received into the
Methodist Church at Harrington. At Columbia the Methodist Church is in the midst of a
revival. Already twenty-five have been hopefully converted. Last Sunday nine of them
went forward in baptism.
The vote cast upon the Prohibitory Constitutional amendment, as tabulated lor the Governor and Council, was 70.887 affirmative, and
23,811 negative. The towns of French vilie.
Hersey, New Canada, Winterville, Stow, JDeunicetown, Baileyville and Jonesboro’ reported
no votes cast upon the
question. Lubec returned one vote as scattering.
The next quarterly convention of the reform
clubs of Maine will be held at Gardiner, Wednesday and Thursday, December 3d and 4th,
1884, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m. Free
entertainment will be provided by the Gardiner Reform Club for all who
may attend the
convention. Arrangements have been made
with railroads for reduced rates.

simply

weekly to compete with the
country weekly in giving the news of its locality : and, what i* no less important, in serving

dard.
The .lemoeralir paper- are already beginning
Jd.
to publish lis's ,,f po-tina-ter- whose commisS I ILL A XI H HKli Mt'KlMlL
sion- will expire soon after the 4th of next
A
horrible mu nit1 r occum-tl al North March, together with tie -alary attached to the
La-t c urn, tuf. ii,
ollice.
ii-.m tin- head «»l Moohead Lake. on 'Tuesday evening tlit* lh.li iu-I.
The rcusu»-hows that the pci relit age of ilIi mom- that a \oung Indian named t harle- literacy in the Blaine -lutes i- 4..V.1 as against
Nicola- and a man naumd .iohn Bridge w»h- at -'»•-** in the Cleveland -tales, and that the
a house owned by out* Lur«
playing t*anl> and eighteen Blaine state- lvpre-ent nearly 1*200
drinking. A di-pute arose. and Chari*** Nieho- million- more valuation than the twenty (.'lev
la- attempted to whip Bridge. but m tin* light
land -tales.
wa- whipped himsi It. Tom NieMas, tin* \ouug
Th«* Washington Republican say- that John
man*.- father. wa-pre-eiit. ami-eeing t h* t-nil
1\ St. John"- -mi liaveled all the way from
of tin- row. pickt*d lip hi- rill*
wont out door-,
Washington to Kan-a- to vote against his fathpoinod tin* rith‘ through the window, ami -hot er. whom he all'-etionately characterizes as a
Bridge «it*ad. I'iie next morning he started blanked old fool.
.'he pa-sage in the speech of Hendrick- in
through tin- Wooti- and mad*' hi- e-rape. Newof liit- atlair wa- carried through tin.* wood- «,
which he characterizes the • xi-ting civil serKim-o. Charles Nicolas came to Greenville. an*i vice -ystem a- -chooluia-t« rs’ examinations,
started Saturday afternoon on tin* train for and advoca’es a return to the spoil- method,
(ddtown. At Dover lie w a-arrested b\ Sheriff has renewed the alarm of the Government
Poole and iit*!<l for examination. Some think clerks that the removals will he sweeping.
that young- Nieoia- i- the guilty party, anti that
There vs ill he in 11 it Senate, on and utter the
the old man thd
-hield him. Then* were no 4'h of next March, forty-one Republican memwitm- to tiit- a flair, and it i- \t-ry hard to bers. counting Mahone and Riddlebergrr, and
obtain atn evidt-nee. Bridge was itnman i* d.
only thirty-live Ilemoerats. The Republicans
wii! -tand at least four votes better in tin? next
< 'Ll VKL VXD IS Kl.iI i:i>.
Senate than they do in the present.
The Kennebec Journal -ay- in its report of
The Lt w i-ion Mid at Lewiston. M*
w il. go
the I lemocratie celebration in Augusta Friday
on two-thirds time soon.
: F. 1
night
Riii-lmry came from Boston on the
Then* ha- been a eut down in wage- at :ne
> o'clock train and occupied a barouche in the
tannery at Norw n. -a\-the Advertiser.
proce—ion with -'.-veral Augu-ta Ilemoerats.
The Lo' kwood
*>., Wa-len iIie, ha- po-led
notiee- in their mills of a eut-down of Id per !I sat facing a transparency <>n which win the
inscription: "Maine's Idol Son, K. F. Billseent.. beginning with D eeinber 1-t.
The Uiddeford -love foundry -hut tiown bury." IIis-< -were frequently heard from the
i.l as he rode along.
Monday, throwing do men out of* employin' nt. crow
I he.idore Roosevelt -ays he i-glad that RosThe suspension wa- forced by the general decoe ( onkling, "that flatulent
pouter-pigeon in
pression of hu-int --.
i-out of the Republican party at last.
Operatives in the Farweil mill.-. Lewi-ion. politic*,
It
is
immense
for
one
to
talk
of a Republiany
have been nolilied of a reduetion in wagevarying from ten to fifteen per rent, commenc- can legislature joining with the Ilemoerats to
send
him
to
the
Fnited State- Senate. There
ing the first of next month. Tim ll.il and An- is
no danger of that."
droscoggin mi l- will shut down next week.
Mr. Blaine is receiving upwards of a hunIN liKNKIJAL.
dred letters a day from every portion of the
of them are from prominent
About forty of lie -tudfnt- of the Maine country. Many
men. and they almost unitorinally express the
State College are t<* teach during the coming
admiration for Mr. Blaine and the magnificent
winter.
campaign of which he was the leader. The reGov. liobie ha- re-appointed
Dr. I.. A. sult is ascribed to an
accident.
Thompson, Dover, trustee of the Slate ip form
School.
‘■Good Timas.’*
There will be but little
done

lumbering

the

to

who are hounding Mr. Blaine now that the
election is over, and the defeated candidate i>

whose matter is transferred from the daily, so
that their only expense is for white paper—and

il an

the grounds of the opposition ot sonic
of the Boston A Maine people to the new lease
of the Eastern !<> tie
Boston A Maine L the
Eastern's contract with the Maine < ntra! Railroad to earn the Maim C« ntral passengers
from I’ortland to Boston for 61.oO.
Tim Knox A Lincoln Railroad Cotupati} will
hold it 'annual meeting at Damai iseott a! Dee.

price with

with

seems

The Picayune is in full
accord with the mugwump press of the North
whose chief characteristics are want of veracity, manliuess and common decency. The
assassin who stabs in the back is always a coward. and a coward is always vindictive, carrying animosities even beyond the grave. Those

this to

POINTS.

re nee

journalists elsewhere.

than they were ten years ago; larger capital is
used and more money invested in material and
machinery. Witn few exceptions we believe

Mr. ('iewiaiid will write his message and
resign lie (iovci uorship of New York in .1 an-

ol

in accord with proper busiMr. Waikins says truly that “It
to make an acceptable paper than it

years ago.” With the lower prices of
white paper now prevailing, but which must
soon advance, the
running expenses of the
Journal are fully tweuty-tive per cent, greater

cratic paper iu

dill-

many of

Lancaster, Pa.,

at

them, and m every State carried by the Republi<*an<. there is not even a whispered suspicion
that any man was in any way prevented from
voting a> he chose, or that his vote was not
counted as he intended. The enemy started
with a Confederacy of 15 states better organized than it was from 1801 to 1805, and merely

the assassins who were used to destroy the party by the more far seeing N. Y. Times and Harpers' \v eekl\ which were then preparing for the
tarifl’baltle of this \ ear. I never wa> a S:al wart
was always an opponent of Conkiing—but these
men and newspapers have tried to keep life
in those old factions, 11» punish or t»rroriz the
part\ \vhit*li made them what they an-. They
had not sense « nougli to know that by tearing

the recent letter of John bright, lie asserts
that wages have risen more in America than
England: that American workmen are much
better otfand that tens ,»f thousands of Kmrli-h
artisans are thus attracted to America. IF a
states that the trade of Russia, France and America. during the last 7 vears, had been rapid?)
extended, while that of England had been de-

toward Blaine since his defeat has become an
ascertained fact; while the Times-Deiuoerat
has discovered that its overthrown antagonist
possesses some manly and brilliant attributes.
[New Orleans City Item.
The Item’s paragraph no doubt has a local
bearing, but it is also illustrative of types of

moreover

more

dieting

A

ten

cost

office.’’

Picayune

methods.

ness

The Richmond Dispatch, the leading DemoVirginia. *ay* :—■••Willi the New
York Herald, the Time*, the Nation, the Evt ning Post and Jiarpcr** Weekly, all supposed to
he papers ot no little influence,supporting him,
( ieveiand
received in New York < it\ and
Brooklx n. eounted together. almost identically
He same majority (less the St. .luhu vote
w hich
Hancock received in the same eilies four years
ago.
Whenwere a:1 tie- Independents (mugWhere oil election day was the inwumps, r
llueuct* of the paper* we hav. named? Echo
answer* where?*’

IIAILKOAI’ NolT>.

Gne

Thursday. D< •<ember

4. and prepart for the
pi t<<rmane. of that work for whic h they have
inei: *e!ected. b\ electing a Pr« *id« nt and a Secretary of ach of the hoards into which they are
formed
(Mi the in xt morning they will meet
of

that President Cleveland will enforce tin- Civil
Service law, the army of clerks in this city,
who felt the consciousness that they would
have to go, now feel secure in the law which
Senator Pendleton made for the seeming purpose of keeping worthy Democrats out of

from the President. The Cincinnati Knquirer
sadly says: ‘*li. view of the declarations made

crematory

new

To-tlay

for School Director in Sail

ran

The French have extended the line of their
blockade on the coast of Formosa.

as much darkened as it was
by the huslaver, which formerly existed in those
Slates.
in thi> State tlie Democrats hid in tli- bu-hdenying their own identity and character
and sought to and did defeat us by drawing
from our rank'with the Judas St. John. Vet we
almost, succeeded and that without organization or leadership in tin* State. The masses
of the intcliigt nt citizens were with u>:
but a few politicians and newspapers who have
been doing their level best for two years to
break up the party for mercenary ends, were

A cable despatch from London under date

News

The Loudon Health Exhibition
by nearly four million people.

man

to ad. said

John Bright, in a letter favoring fr<
trade,
argues that since its adoption bv England the
prices of food and the hours of labor have ben
diminished, while wages have been doubled.
He says that, although trade in England is momentarily depressed, the depression i* fat greater
in
protectionist countries like Russia.
France and America.
II concludes by saving
that the recent overthrow of the party of proin
tection and monopoly
America may proveto
be a great blessing: and when England and
America have embraced the policy of free industry. the whole fabric of monopolv throughout the world will totter to its dov\ nfall.
The cable next day brought the following refutation of Mr. bright's statements :
Loid Dunravan lias written a letter coni ra-

ready

i* not

Nov. IT. reads:

This embraces the clerks who receive less than
S-,000 in the executive departments at Washington. the employes of the Post-offices and
Custom-houses of tin- United Mate*, and all
other officers whose appointment is not direct

The

titled to vote, and know as we do the reason,
there is a question in our minds as to whether
t y this repression of the majority
by a determined oligarchy, the fair fame of our Republic

and still it remained as before; as a la*t resoi;
a pieec of rag was saturated and thrown iid
the stubborn thing but after the rag burned ail
was darkness. Upon investigation it was found
to be a white lead keg. The look the mcreham
gave the widow was anything but pleasant.

If President Cleveland adheres rigidly to the
Civil Service rules the great majority of the
rank and tile of the Democracy who seek office

s

come

Six women
Francisco.

the returns of the total vote in many of those
Stall s with the census and Hud that only half or
two-thirds of the citizens voted who were en-

merchant carefully approached the keg with lighted match and did
his duty, but no keg burned: lie next turned a
little kerosene on it and tried the same «imr><*

come.

..

I'sett of l*ortland, appeal'd at Augusta Frida} ami laid hi' plan'
Tor the extension of the Mate House before llir
Council. Several minor alterations were made.
A petition for the pardon of the rum-seller who
sold Hie liquor to tin bo}s who did tin shotting in the ('a'tiue mur«l« r e.t'o, was presented,
he being under a sentence of three month' in
jail. The matter was laid on the table. Tin
petitioners for the appointin' nt of Jedediab
Thomas of Gardiner, special constable for the
enforcement of the liquor law. were given
leave to withdraw. Reports were made on The
election of rcprc'entatives and senators of the
State Legislature and members of Congress.
The Council adjourned Saturda\ to meet again
the 27ih, v.h’ ii the result of the electoral election will be announced.
The Maine presidential electors meet the Jd day of December. The
Council will again he in session then.

had

Ueneralities.

A national barbers’ union is about to be formed.

went

that did not go oft':
A female, a widow and a democrat, (all in
one person) who is a resident of the st reel hauling towards The Forks, resolved to have a celebration of her own. Not having a tar barrel
she had been carefully hoarding up an empty
keg, secretly rejoicing over what a blaze she
would make about the time the procession drew
near her residence. Due of our merchants. wh<>
is also a democrat, was h into tin* scheme and
to him was iutrusted the important duty of
“touching the thing off.” Wie n the sound of
the band wane d them tha! their om>oriti.,it\

me

Battle.

The following extracts from a private letter
to Hon. S. L. Millikeu, from an active
Republican of Marathon, Is. Y., are
interesting:
The battle is over and 1 suppose we will be
declared defeated. If that is so, we have nothing to be ashamed of either in our candidates
or in our conduct of the
campaign. Our tight
was fair and open, we declared our
principles
in ail places alike and stood bravely up for

and whiz it went into tin* air but it had no
sooner shot out than a scene was enacted in the
cart, that only a picture artist could do credit
to. The sparks from the rocket had ignited all
the remaining fireworks, and they w» re snooting in every direction, entirely unmindful of
the sad havoc they were making among those
in the immediate vicinity. Such a scattering
was never seen before.
When the horses became aware that something w i- wromr. away
started
they
up the street, with the burning
mass, but fortutiatelv too many years had passed over their heads to make them verv frantic
or excited and
they were easily captured opposite Coburn Hall.
The bo\ driver was the hero of the oceasion
and stood bravely “on the burning deck.” remarking when rescued: “I had mure sand than
the o her fellows.” Nobody hurt. The Reporter tells another story, as follows, of tire works

legislation one session to be repealed the next.
Such matters should have, and no doubt will
have in the future, careful consideration, and
be rejected or adopted upon their merits.
Every law placed upon the statute books to remain a dead-ietter, tends to bring the laws into

the

WHAT A NEW YORK MAN SAYS OF THE RESI I T IN THAT STATE AND IN THE NATION.

tire-works, which were to be set oft' at intervals
along the route. When all was ready for the
start it was decided to give the crowd an opening salute. The Reporter tells what followed :
A sky scraper was made ready and lighted,

take the public sentiment, there will be no
blind acceptance of measures presumably in
the interest of temperance because ottered by

....

After

Our Democratic friends met with some mishaps in celebrating their victory, which is
natural enough as it is >o long since they have
had a victory to celebrate. The premature explosion of tire-works in Searsport, as related
last week by our correspondent in that town,
recalls the printers error by which the words of
the poet
See the pale martyr in his sheet of lire
was transferred into
See the pale martyr in his shirt of tire.
iuebkowhegan Democrats had a somewhat
similar experience at their celebration. A feature of the procession was a cart containing

of

cause

Highest^Democratic

Architect I

Premature Pyrotechnics—and the He verse.

Cause.

John movement, an earnest Republican and a
practical temperance man, says in a private
letter: “We cunnot join the rum party, but
we will not cater to crauks.”
That we regard
as the situation in a nut shell.
The Repubiicau
party will not change front on this question be-

»

iasi Week.

Temperance

A friend who shares in the general indignation and sorrow over the result of the St.
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t’he p t'l season has heen the •!:.
e>l in the he-'l ami shoe manufaeituin^
business
generally that die trale lias experi miei'i formally

pa«.*ktiur

room,

Nolsvillistan iinil' helt.

this

ireueral

ilullness

kept tlieii la.'tory run
Min- all the time .m
generally ne irlv ii|» lo their
i't nisei'al.y
average proilm i. Tni- time .>t
the quietest for the tsvelse month-, ami yet they are
now paviim "lit for labor .'jt.hnon per mont.i.
<

I'm
se<

"i

>Ji>km.

ti"ii

\

Mimlay

"ii

have

a <

t.

Mine

storm

prevail'd in this
midnight

11iI;t. I’.eiween twelve

nii'l three "’clock v M., the wind blew .1 trait'ami
Ilu* raiii toll in torrents. There was l*ut little ship
plug in tho harbor ami h w casualties in that dire.lion. Vessels at tin- wharves on the west side sits
tained

no

damage.

■'

of

saw

Ilonrj, disc larging a
Pierre’s i-v wharf,
a. m. Monday,and swinging
broke her lines a »out
around went ashore on the heueh, heeling otl. The
bottom was soft, however, and she came oil' at high
water without, serious damage.
>eh. Vietnry, d
Itoekland, wliieh was anchored in tlie liaraor, went
ashore between the Lower bridge and the ling
<:

go

wharf.

dust

The vessel

ti.-h, and with

The soli.
at

H

eame

lv

here from Last

>ort

with

goods on hoard was hound
for Kilsworth. She dragged over the lecges near
the Rag wharf, striking upon them,
stie went
ashore near high water and drove up on t le boaeh.
At high water the vessel was hove otT and made
sail. While w orking otl' the schooner stru k on the
point of rocks just below the bridge and remained
fast. Tuesday night tne vessel eame "tl leaking
somewhat. A small sail boat owned by Fret Kimball
went to pieces. One side of one of II. K Pierce's
ice houses was somewhat damaged. The upper
portion blew in from the eaves, hut was kept from
falling in by large braces on the inside. Trees in
different parts of the town were blown down, and
large branches broken from others. The large
signs over James Puttee's insurance oil ce came
down and
Other

some

were

smashed

on

the sidewall below.

signs were dislodged, fences blown down,
ami tilings generally shaken up or down. The rainfall was quite large and was much needed.

I’isdcll Shaw, of this city, last week killed a pig,
months old, which weighed 575 pounds.

The

onunissioner Wilson has built a substanfront of the new building on Main

t

the Maine Central will he

on

I

Oscar and Della storer are at home I
two weeks vacation from E. M. C. Seminary.
....Frankie Match and Johu Erskine are also I
spending their vacation at home_Janies Frost
and family moved last week into the house formerMorrill.

Thanksgiving Day.
The Sunday afternoon temperance meeting will
he held at the Baptist Church at the usual hour.

•deeper X' Field shipped from this city Monday
ral barrels of live eels, caught in the harbor.
Mreet

freight trains

cancelled

thirteen

on

Brooks.

Searsport Locals.

Geo. g. Davis Post G. A. lb will have

ly occupied by

The Kent’* Hill

camp fire

a

at

Monday evening Dec. 1st.

their hali

I home and we heard him say If there is anyone
who tempers the wind to the shorn lamb, I wish
they w ould untemper the business end of my bee*.”
:inder of a wallet, containing an amount of
....Schools in session and well attended. We are
lost recently between Timothy W. Robin- i
having better schools than we had a lew years ago,
in Morrill and Belfast, w ill be suitably reand hope to m ike some improvement every year.
:«• i i»> leaving it with the local editor of this |

handsome gold beaded cane, a Christmas
re-ent delivcn <i in advance of the season.
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Hev. 1»ivi« 1 Brackett ami wife made
their friends in 1 hi-^ place a short visit last
—

I

r-»\

i. i■

marlline.

>n am

i- lot

11•»r;nt• 11

determined to have .t park where* tin* nags ran
be speeded. F. I’. Walker, Fred >. Walls, -loin,

are

••mtaining the leathers and after thev
iniriiiy renovated they are dried «dY,

••

Miss .Julia

and it seemed like old times
his eloquence.

j

to

Tuesday for about

which time he will

a

week’s

isit New 'i <»rk

city in search of modern improvements in his bu.-i
Mrs. Alexander and Miss Alice
»

fast. will

1

Union

at

Bieknell, of Bel-

give a reading and musical entertainment
Hall, JSearsport, Wednesday evening

December .‘Id.

There will be a skating carnival at the ink tins
evening. As the national craze has struck old and
young acre, no doubt there will be a large crowd

|

in attendance.
Frederick C.

Stephens who taucht several terms
high school in Union District, has associated

of the

hiinsell' with Edward simontou
broker at St.

estate

Paul, Minn.

Weatherbee and

\

lawyer and real

Ward well give the

impression
have come to stay as they are open early and
late, ever attentive to business and are slocking up
w ith all kinds of goods in their line.
the\

1

We do not

publish

"Oliver Ditsons

<

omimmiea-

tion for two reasons: 1. i’he writer’s real name
did not accompany the article. 1. The matb-r was
reported in the Journal of last. week.

Quite a stir was made Sunday night among the
mosquito fleet at the wharves by the strong southeasier, and had there been a high course oi tides n>doubt niucli damage would liave been doin'.
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I’KICKS PAID I'KOPIU.’KKS.

2bub0 Hay 4?'ton.
I2.00ijjb.00
dried p tb,
4 gb Hides p tb,
byO
Beans,p< a,P bu, i.Sb«2 no Lamb p ib,
OgO
medium,
l.7bgl.:io Lamb skins,
Sogl.Tin
yeliow-ey es, l.wbg2.IH> Million P Ib,
0g7
Butter P tb,
2o«v2 < hits P bush,
JOyds
Beet 4?* tb,
7 .ill Potatoes,
4ogbu
Barley p bush,
(ibg7b Ruiuni Hog p tb, (»ti7
C'aeese t- 16,
loa 12 Straw P ton,
<».(>»•.».7*«»
Chicken P Ib,
HulJ Turkev P tb,
Rials
Call Skins P tb
12yl2‘* Veal P tb,
fys
Duek p Ib,
2d
12g 14 Wool, washed P tb,
20 Wool.unwa-hedPtb
Egg-P >io/..,
20
E »wl Ptt>,
I0al2 Wood, hard,
4. no «a 5. On
Ge< -e P Ib,
10«12 Wood, soft,
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by tin* ^wanville Band—all in homo

eii-o.
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BBiiiJ’AST

1 ?: H»l

Brooklyn, N. V., when* he will superintend
the scroll and hand saws. We congratulate Mr.
Merrill on having secured the position, and xvr
would also coijgratuate his employers upon having
secured so valuable services in fancy sawing as
we believe Mr. M. capable of rendering.

name or na-

KKTAll. MAItlv 11.

Ume P !»b 1.
Da! .bleu! P tb,
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Wheat Meal P lb. 4g l\
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Nov. 22.
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A perfect )it guaranteed.
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Hats, Caps, ani Gents’ Fmislini Go*, Baler (Mint, fc
A. HARRIS &

Rem ber

SON,

Belfast, Oct. 2, 1SS4.—3m40

CLOSING

the

Place,

Corner

OUT

Store

SALE!

Masonic
Temple,

SPECIAL

1

78 Nlain Street.

NICE LOT OF MILLINERY AT VERY LOU
Bargain*

Underwear,

Ladies'

in

Hoods.

L# ggins

One lot Ladies' Woolen Hose at 29c. per pair.
lot Ladies Woolen Nklrts at o5c. each
Mens, Boys and Youths’ Caps md Hats at prices to Milt the lime*. A few of those
79c., and a ^reat variety of other articles too numerous to mention.

Also

L.

£.

MacCARTLY.

61

EW

Main

Belfast.

Street*

•*2.511 per pair.

STAND OF

(fonts lii(l(‘iw(‘iir!

Herveys Jewelry

We have just made a large
purchase
from tin mills and are ottering Gents'
shirts and Drawers at 25c. and 50c.

DEALER Ifc

—-

STORE.
I

each, that

constantly ad'ling all new and desirable
goods in my line, making my stock one of the
largest and most complete to he found in this section of the State. A large line of elegant

USE mi! O!
Hare just. .eompleted

a purchase of
yards COTToN and WOOL
limeades, worth d-V. We shall dose
at only I die. per yard.

loot)

GENTS’-

Belfast,

E.

.tone

Me.

of the host American makes. The

H,

McDONALD

E.

McDONAL'

FINGER
beautiful stone

embracing choice and
Kings. Plain and Engraved Baud.

Solid & Plated Silver Ware !
In fact all

Ladies & Children's

RINGS!

offered in the market,

ever

Twnpk

largest line of

goods UMially kept'n

a

and Colored

Biack

and

quality, Trecots,

Foreign
I

always keep a v» r large stock, embracing all
improvements and everything that will
bom tit the eye, and special care taken to select
and lit them to your sight.

Bargains

Prices of all
need leave my
goods as low

goods greatly reduced. No one ev« r
for lower prices
I will sell my
as the lowest price iffered by any

spire

other dealer.

-IN

Watch

Work, Engraving and Jeweler) Repairing

always done in the l>e>t

Furnitu rE
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EVERY

manner

and

at

reasonable
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and

by him by faithful at.
duties, is the univ«*rsal verdict of
persons having had hu>iness with the Probate
• otirt.
Judge Tuck’s wife died ten years ago. He
leaves three daughters. His funeral took place at
the Methouist ehun-Ji on
Saturday forenoon -J2d
birtt. The following ministers officiated at the
vieco. Hr. Stephen Allen, Rev’s Win. H.
Pillsbury,
L. L. Hanseoin, C. B. Hesse-Mrs. Albion Thom-
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with the lurid light of the torches on their faces upspeaker, w ith horror depicted on every
countenance and with trembling limbs drinkturned to the
ing

not so

many

consumers.

eloquent speaker as he
pathetically described the doings of that immortal
congress and told how heroically they threw them*elves in to the breach to save the nation, you
would have fallen on your knees and thanked God
for such

-•

marvelous

escape. Now hold your breath
w hile we inform you w hat the speaker said they
did: They took the duty all off from Quinine!
There w as not one in fifty knew what it was tiH he
told them. Not one in fifty could tell its use uni ss
a

he had been

soldier

a

sailor

or a

or a

doctor

or

had

it is seldom if oversold here in

lived in the south,
the north

hereupon introduced by the chairman when
| lie entertained the company in a highly satisfactory manner-Forty-two squares of glass was
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Main St.
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except by
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1 If procession formed on Custom House square
•"aiding up Main street, and when all were asmuled there were hy actual count 230 torches,
? rty-.-ix oi them home hy horsemen, while there
wen? at least I'M) small hoys In the ranks.
[Jour-

tiie words of the
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doctor’s
so

drink it.

is eiecieo

much

more

even a

Dem-

That is notali'

Now

bitter that
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rapid rate.

10 .save uie

What if ten

Manchester, N. tf. either cut down wages
altogether within ten days alter the

shut down

election and

more

than

a

thousand mills all

procession which paraded the principal
was over half a mile in
length, and comprised two bands, a cavalcade of sixty mounted
torcli •."■arers, over six hundred men on foot all
•'earing torches, banners or transparencies, and
several team.-, containing: citizens. [Prog. Age.
It will Ke seen that there is a wide discrepancy
between the above statements, and hut one of them
he
'h'i'i i'

length,

and

was

stated, of boys.
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made up,
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is now, but what he will be next year
tell.

no

Edgar
der, hoih of Houlton.

"My wife has been a severe sufferer with indi- f
gesiion, and kidney and liver trouoles. 1 feared it I
DIED
would terminate in Bright’s Disease, .is there were |
lll'NT’s 1
Mie eotnuieiiced Using
the symptoms.
In
Nov.
25th, infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
[Kidney and Liver] KemkijY, a.al found by Hie Use EiieuRelfast,
Sanborn, 'one of twins.)
ol only one bottle sue had been relieved.”—R. >. R.
In
Nov.
Rockland,
20lh, Mrs. Eilza Rohhi es, eldest
Arinsirong, Auburn, N. Y.
daughter of John Hall, aged 51 years, 10 mouths
and Is days.
There were 838 deaths iu Boston during the
Li Thomnston, N-v 20th, Abner Rice, aged
mouth ol October.
years, 2 mouths and Id day s.
In Rockland, Nov. 17th, Azilda, wife of Howard
Russell, aged 20 years, II mouths and 17 days.
The Crust of Tartar
In Thonia.'lon, Nov. ItUli, Eliza J., w idow of John
Speedily leaves the suriaee «»i leein upon which the Morse aged 50 years.
cleansing and preservative iullucuce ol M tZobUN J
hi Hope, Nov. 15th, Thomas l’erry, aged hO years
Is daily exerted. No form ol decay can liilesl a set
and 5 mouths.
ll has, moreof "ivories” upon which it is used,
In Warren, Nov. 11th, ( apt. Thomas Mallett, aged
over, a most ielresliing effect upon the mouth, in
widen il leaves a very
agreeable taste, besides I
In Union, Nov. 12th, Mrs. Sally Watson, aged 7s
rendering the breath lrugranl. D the mourn be |
rinsed with il alter smoking, the lasic ol the !•
In Augusta, Nov. 12th, Isaac C. Ilovev, aged »‘>t>
baeco is entirely dissipated. As an auxiliary to
years, formerly of Union.
personal comeliness il cannot too highly be extollIn Rockland, Nov. 121 h, Martha, daughterof Amos
Im4.»
ed. Sold by druggists.
;nd Ida Rotter, aged II inon hs and 12 days.
In New York, Nov. hth, Fred E. llnni, of Camden, aged 21 years and t» months.
In
Boothbay, Nov. 10th, Mrs. Bello \V Ingraham,
SHIR NEWS.
Ingraham and
formerly of Camden, wife of R.
daughter of Isabella F. and the late E. K. CarJeton.
Iti Bueksporl, Nov. 18tli, Hon. Parker Tuck, aged
PORT OF BELFAST.

ready for immediate
tre

AUKIV ED.

feller

can

7(» years and 7 mouths.

Nov. 19. Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, Hart, Ellsworth.
Nov. 21. Sells. Charley Buekl, French, Bangor,
Charleston.
Nov. 22. Seh. .1. Ponder, Jr., Welsh, Salem.
Nov. 23. Sells. K. L. Warren, Colson. Boston;
Minolta, Monas'., Boston.
Nov. 29. Sell. A. Hay ford, Jones, New York.

A SI* EC I
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donu in Lhc host

manner

ami at

be heat. All work guaranteed.
ed in the city free of charge.

prices thatcannot
All goods deliver

oi anything in the furniture
cheapest Kitchen Furniture to the
best Parlor Suit, &<*., do not fail to LOOK at our
large stock, as we can save you money by purchasing of us.

If

line

in want

von are

from the

KM HKK
tise and

a

great deal

Wc will 1*0 ALL

v\ e
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Absolutely Pore.

«»♦' purity
This powder never varies. -V
strength and wholeaomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot bo gold in comj petition with the multitude of the low tea', short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
j cans. Royal Making Powdkr Co., 106 Wall St.,
N. V.
lyr?4

or no

charge.
operation

VOX 'NG

31.

at

store

C O.

ILLUST1 { AT El).

With the new volume, bcidnning in Deeeinlier,
ILvitl’Kii S .M.vtiAZINK w ill conclude ii- thirty tilth
T ie oille-t periodical ..f ii- type, it is
ear.
t, in
eaeli new volume, a new magazine, not .•'imply i.ecause it present.-* fresh subj,rts and new pictures
but also, and Hit ll\
because it steadily advances
hi a
in the method itself ot magazine-making.
becomes more and more the
Maha/im;
the
word,
faithful mirror ot current life and movement.
Leadin',- features in the attractive programme for
iSS.j are new serial novels by < HNStanci; Fi:m
MoltK Wdoi.son and W. l>
llowt’.l.bs; a nev
novel entitled “At the lied Clove,’’ in scriptive il
lustrated papers by F I). Mim.kt, U .n\v\in oik
FOHli, K. \ A 1411!A Ii. I.IHSON, and oiln rd i. a.;
smith's “Slie stoops to ( ompieT,’’ illustrated oy
AHHKV important papers on Art, Science, etc.

Harper’s Periodicals.
Per Year
Ii \UPKU\s MAO A ZIN

UNDERTAKING
promptly attemRrd to. Especial
given to the management of
The largest and best line, of

and attention

funerals.

Caskets
carried in this eity.

ever
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line assortment of
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A
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at low

prices.

Floral

designs and cut flowers pro-

cured at short notice.

R. H. COOMBS & SON

Belfast.

20, 1884.—2ra47

By J. W. Man son, Attorney.
Pittsfield, Nov. 22, 1884.—3 w48

For Sale.

ONE

Roan horse six years

old, sound and kind,

extra roadster, weight about 1000 lbs.
One
Mar.', colt Welding), fou; yat-rs old, weight 1000
lbs. One colt, five months old, (color bay). One
pa r oxen, five years old, girt 0 ft. 6 In. One new
open buggy, one new grocery wagon. One top
buggy, nearly new. One % seat jumper. Will be
so d low by
C. M. CON A NT, Monroe, Me.
2>v48

s

VOl’Nii PEOPLE.

2.00

11A UPKU'.S EUAN KLIN
UY,

One

Year

Postage Free

States

or

sQl'AllE LUlll V(.'>2 Numbers). 10 0"
to

all

subscribers

in

the

u

>»-mi annum
oiumcs oi m.u;
pkr’s Magazine, in neat cloth binding, v\in be
sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of $3.Ui> p«r
volume. Cloth Cases, lor binding, 50 cents each—

by mail, postpaid.

Index to IIakpek’s Magazine, Alphabetic * I,
Analytical, and Classified, lot Volumes to <><>. Inclusive, from .June, 18.‘>0, to dune, 1860, one vol
Svo, Cloth. $1 00.
made by Post-Office
Remittances should be
Money Order or Draft, to avoid chance of Ins-..
Newspapers art not to copy tnis udvtrtisemn.t
ithout tht express order u/HAKl'Klt «fc Brothers.
Address

Notice of

IIAKPEK A BRO PH ERs New York.

Appointment of Assignee.

Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the twelfth day of November, A. D. 1884.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of EDGAR HARDING,
of Burnham, in said County >d Waldo, Insolvent
Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent upon
his own petition by the Court of Insolvency for the
i*\v48
County of Waldo.
FRANKLIN A. CREEK, Assignee.
At

THE

Silks and

iif vv iii
oi-Mivfiiti-rl linii-j :tn*I
fn-t* from
'.•Hit |*iv.-s or i In-t
iiii'Lit's U ;:i kit

Fancy Work, Hoop Skirts,
Corsets, Buttons, Laces,RuchToi-

let

Soaps, Perfumes, Jewelry,
Combs, Brushes, Hand MirPorte-

Shopping Bags,

monnaies,
Hosiery, Gioves,
Hose-Supporters, Darning CotCotton

MORE and FRED L CA KTEK, copartners, of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtors,
who have been declared Insolvents upon their own
petition by the Court of Insolvency for the County
2w4S
of Waldo.
FRANKLIN A. GREER. Assignee.
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lT'M'i.K have a. tile dram all- interest lli.it jovt ..ile
li' ti 'ii ran
j ossess, while tliev ale whom tree
from what is p. mieioos «,r vulgarly sensational
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ir \, i. and in tarts of life, are hy witters
whose names
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and value
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Masonic Temple,

Belfast.

■

Oct. 10. ISM.—:?m»0

An epitome of every tiling that is attraetivi and
ilesiraMr in juvenile liter.nun —Huston Courier.
A weekly least n| good tilings to Hie ixa
ami
girls iu every family which it visits— iitooklyn
l ni<'it.
It
wonderful in iis wealth of pietur. Iniortnation, and interest -Ch> istiun Advocate. V \
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THE

STANDARD
SILK
OF THE

WORLD 1
Full assortment of the above, ns well as of the celebrated ElKEK V KXITTISU SII.K. Embroid-

eries, Flosses, etc., for sale by all leading dealers.
page Illustrated Pamphlet, with rules for Knitting,

loC
Em-

broidery. Crochet, etc., sent for 1U cents in stamps.
Waste Embroidery Silk, assorted colors. 40 cents per
ounce. Waste Sewing silk, Black or assorted, 23 cents
per ounce.

EUREKA SILK GO.
26teowisl0

&

rneut

InmlllKUs.

IfltOTIIKKS. Nh\v YotiK-

Notice.
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I'll AN K TKEAT, of >.ui AmiriM-i, in th«- Si nit- of
t alifornia, h\ his deed cl mortgage *>1 ilim date,
duly » \eeuted mid in i-ord. it in the Keuistrv ot
lii t-d' h*r v\ aldo County State ot Maine, in [look
!'•
her l»v I Ik- nann- of
is*'. Page ‘>03,
mvey O'
Marion Thomas. ilie follow i11o iif*.rril>ed parei I of
I n d .-dilate in W inlf povl. in said
indy <d Waldo, viz.
Beginning on tin- westerly l*ank of lYnobsuit- of tin* Sampson
sent Uinr, on (In- norther
l.iin-; t be nee wi--t rly, iy said Line to land in
possession of William Ifoit. u; ilifi.ee imrlhi rly,
h\ said Bolton's land to the northeast <*orner I iereo’f; (lienee westerly. I»> said Bolton’s land and land
>>f Mrs Nfhfinl.di li Coif to .Wain street; tL• n«*t*
nortlierlv, h\ .Main street to land in possession of
Freeman Lilt elienl; them •• easterh, i.\ said Freeman Littlelieid's land and land ot K F. Little i» Id,
.fames Freeman and others, to lVnohscot river;
tlienee southerly *»> -aid Kiver to the plaee ot lieu-inning, together with all the marsh ai.d Hats in
That the condition in said
front <d the same
mortgage deed has been amt in »v i- lu-okt-n, wherefore she elaims a toreelosnre ot the seine
>1 \BlON BFVKltAl.E.
W N »1 MUltBAKl), her Attorney
Winu rport. Nuvemiier *2'2, l*vi —3w48
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Notice of Appointmentof Assignee.
and State of
Belfast, in the County of Waldo
Maine, the twelfth day of November, A. I) I8S4.
undersigned hereby gives notice of bis appointment us Assignee of .JOSEPH A. GIL-
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more.

NANCY J. BICKFORD,

POWDER

use

of il. C. PITCH ELt, foot of Main Street.

adver-

Notice.

son,

New Bedford, Nov. 23. Arrived seh. Geo. Sind
tuck, Holmes, Lincoln vide.
Boston, Nov. 24. Arrived seh. Penobscot, Carter,
Port Johnson for Bangor.
Chester, Pa., Nov. 24. Arrived sell. Mary A.
Hall, McDonald, Port do Paix.

LT^

IlfHEREAS, EDWIN R ROBERTS, of Pittsfield,
W Somerset County ami State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the twenty-fifth day of September, A. 1>. 1882, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Vol. 188, Page 50, eon
veyed to HARTSHORN and NANCY C BICKFORD, his wife, who survives the said Hartshorn
Bickford, now deceased, and who is the same undersigning this instrument, a certain parcel of real
estate situate in Burnham, in the County of Waldo,
being the southerly half of lot numbered one (1)
on the fourth short range of lots according to
Charles Hayden’s plan of the Plymouth Core, socalled, and the same premises conveyed to the
said Roberts by said Hartshorn Bickford, containing fifty acres, more or less; and whereas the condition of tne said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of condition
thereof, L claim a foreclosure, of said mortgage.

Holt, Bangor.
Arrived sell. D.ylight,
Baltimore, Nov. 21.
Hodgdon, Boston.
Bangor, Nov. 22. Cleared seh. Lackawaua, Clos-

French, French, Bangor.
Newport, Nov 23. Arrived sch. Plymouth Rock,
While, Bangor for New York.

,\

&c,

Cords and Tassels.

Silk

Nov.

SAILED.

Boston.
Savannah, Nov. 22. Arrived sell. 11. J. Cottrell,
Haskell, Baltimore.
Newhern, N. C.. Nov. 22. Arrived sell. Thus. 3.
May, Davis, Belfast.
Arrived seh. Dora M.
New York, Nov. 23.

Holders, &c.,

70 Main Street,

Nov. 21. Seh. Geo. B. Ferguson, Hart, New York
Nov. 25. Sen. Charley Buck!, French, New York.
Nov. 29. Sell. Jas. Holmes, Ryan, nostou.
AMERICAN PORTS.
Galveston, Nov. 19. Arrived seh. Jennie It. Morse,
Colcord, New Y ork.
Jacksonville, Nov. 19. Arrived sell. T. II. Livingston, Swell, New York. Nov. 20. Arrived sell.
Relief, Wilev, Belfast.
Charleston, Nov. 14. Cleared seh. Yale, Ilodgdon,
Arrived sell. Helen t«. Moseley,
21st.
Boston.

thoroughly cleaned ami
for $2 per bed.

the machine in

see

we

SLEDS,
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Pillow Sham
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tlemen’s Handkerchii

Hooks, Lmbroidery

short notice

beds

guarantee satisfaction

&£~Call and
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j

over

country have done the same thiug. The .speakthis vicinity. The soli. Idaho which was anchored er said the Democratic party would press gloriousin the harbor broke her chain and drifted into the
ly on and farther save the country by admitting
Ferry way but was not damaged. The flag staff of Aniline Dye free of duty, because a man at Albany
the Torrent Fngiue (Jo. broke off at the ground and
N. V. is making it and their allies on the other side
fell across the house. Quite a number of barns of the water who tried to destroy this nation do not
were blown down and other out
buildings... .Our have quite as good a chance to make money out of
can he correct.
We maintain that the Journal’s ! friend Alonzo
Colby who went to California some the people as those of our own people who helped
figures are accurate. They are based, as stated, twenty years ago, and is now of the firm of
burden it
Potter, to save the nation, ami besides! what a
upon “actual count,” by the local editor, substanunder
Colby & Co., Sonora, and who at the recent election would lift from the American people. Why
tiated l»y the count of several others. If there had
i was the defeated candidate on the Republican side j the oppressive rule of the Republican party if they
been two thousand or ten thousand men in Hue the for Sheriff of Tuolumne
county, is mentioned by a had wanted to paint the town as red as they did on
Journal would have so reported. It does not be- California
cost ten cents for a
paper as saying when lie was asked j .Saturday night it would have
lieve in nor practice misrepresentation iu recording
The points Mr. Monthow he stood : “Well, Mac and I run just even; he
package of Diamond Dye.
current events, ami during the late campaign it
far apart
gomery made in his whole speech were so
gets all the votes and 1 get all the sympathytreated all parlies alike so far as reporting their Rev. Geo. I)e F.
of this place, is
that an army wagon with si> mules attached could
Folsom,
formerly
|
caucuses, conventions and meetings was concern- now in Newr York as agent for a patent steam ; have been driven between them without hitting.
ed.
Nor can we see what possible good the
boiler heater for the Pacilic slope. His residence I j. W. Knowlton also made a few remarks defining
Age can hope to accomplish for itself or its party is at Tustin, Los Angeles county. He has just ills position, which is a little different from what
by such gross exaggerations as above quoted. The returned from the New Orleans fair on his way ; we have heard it before—A Greenbacker with
procession was not one sixteenth of a mile in : north—Oscar P. Cunningham of iiucksport has Democratic sympathies. Well! we know what he
street-The

1

j

;

return

such that

Lelfast, Nov. 27, 1834.—2w4S

CHILDREN’S

j

our com-

merce was driven from the seas by
ships officered
by Confederates, but built in British ports in defiance of neutrality laws; armed with British guns,
and manned by British seamen.
All this was
atoned fora thousand times by what the Democratic
Congress did in is70 which (let friend Montgomery
tell it) saved this country from destruction. Could
you have but seen, as w e did, that assembled crowd

determined to cook this one brown.
Es<j., led off in three, cheers each for Cleveland,
Hendricks and Redman, lion. John B. Redman

irkelmcn all say the sale will he light this year.
Tf.cv,fewer workingmen in town than last

consequently

What if

perscription and
C. C. Homer, ; live cents worth of it put into a pint of wdiiskoy

m

and

fate.

-ame

take ami

are

timed here.

K’A I

>1

11 A I* 1* I If'S 'V KKKI V ll
tii t.iiiu -i ii- 11 -in.mi

\> to

Jobs in Ladies and Gen-

rame

Blcck.

Hoods,

Leggins,

Underwear,

The process is lolttllij unlike any vasses, Card Boards, Crochet

It ILLOir C1IAIItS,

LAP

■

for their loved

s.,nth met with the

*■

year,

mo.-t

the citizens of llelfast
to avail themselves of

unparalelled machine.

MARRIED.

so he
giit Mr. Sanborn to set the cannon in the
In this eitv, Nov. 25th, hy Rev. \Y. Henry Wil
square in trout of the. Baptist church aim lire it. j i:. ui', .Mi. Melvin I* liickey and Miss Alice Si Ma
mm
b
\, both of Lincolnville.
Well, the cannon went oil" and so did most of the 1
In -Jack >n, Nov. lfith, by M. s. Stiles, Jr Esq
things on the shelves of L. L. Bean’s grocery store, .Mr. A C. sites and Miss Mary A. Tnaver, noth ol
brooks.
and the windows of tin* hotel buffered_Mr. AiIn Hope, Nov. T.'th, Oeorgo R. 1>oak, of Yinalthur Keating was in town last week lira few days !
haven, an Abide 11. ( arlclon, ot lb pc.
In Ro< klaii'i, Nov. lotli. Hugh Fully and liamiah
«.t Rlueliiil.
1*. I hallo,
A little act of kindness, like pre-enting a bottle j
In Rockland, Nov. 12th, Ceorge A. Smith and
of Ami.oruouus to a lrlend, lifted him out <>i
Lottie E. Cidev, both of Rockland.
In Sedgwick, Nov. 5th, Rev. CL W. F Hill, of
gleal agony and restored him to ills place in tie
grand army ol bread winners, lu writing lor more R lekiiind, and Helen E. Cole, of Sedaw h k
ol the “Great Rheumatic Remedy,” Mr. v\ hi. d.
In lJruiiswick, Nov. 4th, F. W Rokes, of Union,
Mosher, Jl Lii/.auclh SL., L., Detroit, Mil'll., -says: and Flora 1>. Ripley ol Appleton.
I n T oily, Nov. 22d, hy Rev. J. II. Rennet!, Mr.
"Ordained a bottle of A ULOiiloitos through a
friend. 'Id led it lor my Rneumaii.-m ami received
•Joseph I*. Munson, ol Waiervillc, and Miss Allha
great belie lit.”
Coombs, of Unity.
In this city, Nov. 20th, by Rev. J. \ Ross, Mr.
Charles \V. Brier and \ iss Emma M. Hanson, both
Bishop 1. \\ Wiley, of the Methodist Epis- < ot
nellast.
copal Church, died Saturday, til FooC'how. He
In Houlton, Nov. s, by Rev. R t
Wentworth,
was on a lour to the missions iu China and ! vir.
K. flamm and Miss Minnie L. Baelicl-

to

chance

rare

a

cn ims,

j

ones that went bravely forth
country and did not return!
W hat i( nearly the .-ame number in the misguided

mourn

who has

i. nt v

destroyed

in Did ami «».">: \A Solid >>*utli,
of til
North, and Great Britain.

itierce

lM-ni'iiTit.,

the

elected Cleveland that

11

to do battle for their

as.
resided with her sister Mrs. j. h.
“There,” said Owen
Douglass since, her return from Kngland last
G. \\ idle to the Journal reporter, on Tuesday,
died quite suddenly last Friday. .She was
iaigi number ot plump fat turkeys j spring,
pointing to
buried Monday forenoon, It v. Mr. Fisk from Banhtng. g in lii- market, “Is the handsomest lot of
Tn.vi.k-- log
rkey I ever -aw ." Indeed, it was gor, officiating-Our Democratic friends made
last Friday evening. At 7 o’clock the
a liandsoiue lot.
They were a purl of a load of things lively
di’st gnu was tired when the procession of torch
forty uu- turkey raised ami brought into market j
bv WhiUm Blodgett, of Morrill. Tne largest of lights headed by the Bucksport Cornet Band began
their march visiting most of the houses that were
them weighed lifleeti pounds each. The birds
Illuminati d. During their march the village was
w
n
Meaty, ;ai, ii. d neatly dressed. Twenty-live of
ablaze with rockets, roman candles, colored tires
me lot were -old to Kli Cook. A portion were
lc.
Many of the displays by prominent members
lipp.-d to Boston. Burge.-s& Alexander and Chas.
C iri
ti-o had a
iiaudsoiue display of Thanks, of the party were very elaborate. About all the
g:
Turkeys are plentiful, In good con- Democratic residences were fully illuminated. The
ig fowl.
dition, and retail in the market for twenty cents ; guns were tired continually up to ten o’clock. At
wliicti is less than lilt* retail price one file conclusion of the march a grand jubilee was
i*
p"uu
held in Emery hall, which wa tilled
by the faithful
year ago. The weather has been favorable for
poultry. \ man who has been iu the business and those in sack cloth. After music by the band
Thomas
Swazey, Esq., as chairman, welcomed the
say--i dry tall, like the present, always produces
tli
poultry. Geese and chickens retail for fifteen devoted ones to the feast. As the party had not
a
killed
•■i.!s per pound, and ducks for the same.
pig of this size for 24 years they seemed
The

I

1

vicinity

r

CAMP i llA1 US,

j

astonishing part of tin* speech was
Mr. Momg<ni,ery’s explanation of how near we
aiue to f.iiig destroyed by a high t a rill and did
not know it, and were saved
by the Democratic
Congress in is7l.». What If a horrid war caused by
these .-ame Democrats cost 400,000 lives in tilt*
loyai
North, made .'*U0,i t,mi widows, and caused more than
1,000,000 w ives, motliers, sisters and sweethearts to

tention to his

!

■

But

the ofliee has been honored

■

nr

allied powers

bate

teem.

up to Liberty to attend the celebration_
Saturday morning a good nalured, jolly K •publican thought lie would have sonic fun oi hi.- own,
went

navy and re-tore our commerce so that our
h-tg W nii 1 t’oat on even .-ea. W eil! That would
b* out a
imjde act of 11 lice; fur it was the same

1

Han* *ek county bar in l8.'5n and was Judge ol Protarty* years. Probably no other person in this
Mate has held a ju lieial office so long n time. That

nit a .iu-M tribute t" the memt" say mat in regret ling his
mid-t we mourn lor one who
wormy f our respect and es-

lie-"I v,;. mat w e sine< re:; condole with the lam
? t'"
ii'cased on the Divine providence to aftli-c I,.- ii. :n.'l
oiinueud them for eon-olntion to
no order- all things for the best, and whose
Him
h i.-tiseuieiits are meant in mercy.
K<
ivc'i that tbi- heartfelt testimonial of our
hi,'ainv nii'i -Trow be forwarded to the wife of
■nr departed Comrade.
L <
MoitSh, Adjt. Post No. 44.
1.1
t v, Nov
1, I"St.

nice lot of Volts ami horses in
base has a Jloek of 1 Fly mouth

dudge Parker Tuck »l;ed very siiddeni-. Tne.-da; the l>lli.
He was horn in the town
o| Fayette, Kennebec
county in ISug and ha> re.-ided ln*re thirty-nine years. He was admitted to

tfsol cd, that it i<i> ! tne deceased,
Iron!

house

It!

Therefore be it

him.

a

pull-ts hate tied out the 1 Tin ot April that has already laid $8 worth of eggs. Who cm beat this'
.Frank Nye has returned from Boston_<>. it.

Hi ner

1"

uffin has

stables... t

! two

hour, when all dispersed

(

Trial.

&n.

....

Fred

a

FULL LINE of

J

>

the grange, alter which the tim wa•
witn song.-, recitations and
-p.ai•;y tide

ILIJ

Ladies and Children’s SBerino

rail

to

purrliasliij; elsewhere.

City

Harpers Weekly.

■

BARGAINS

please them. DON’T FAIL

see ua

■

■■!

Do

lars, Cssif5 and Shirt Fronts,

..

ihe .-.-ii

Harlland,

ony, Shetland,

iBoiNnxriErsr’si

to

HuRKS'^T,

81 & 83 Main St.,

in

-AT

fail

Starligh

Shawls,

Knitting

GEO.

Laces,

Curtain

Flannels,

that eannot

;i

|-

Flannels,

\,¥hite

Vied Ea»BR0!0-F.-

and

0AUMF.NTS. and with a
S-'l 00)l on hand we certain!*
air, you at;
at tin lit !■ seDrt

• r- to at

,

Qushs,

Blankets.

Gamforterj,

Worsted

Prices Lower than the Lowest

TabSings,

Skirting,

St re

f UK \1 )Y

:lt\

sped

a

ek

fan

i.;d

Selisia

Comiir-.cs,

ike

in

MADE
i-o

Ticking,
Crashes,

Cretonnes.

Prints,

known throughout the

is

tiiat

Flannels.

Cottons,

Timels,

ED

GEO. W, BUBKETT

..

It

Plaids,

and ftmerican

Shirting
Flannels,

Good;,

White

TIEIOCY,

C.

NOTICE!

i-

IjHHj;

Brocade Vel-

vets and Saiins

vet, Cashmere in ’'very price

jewelry sP-re.

Spectacles & Eye Glasses.

I-

V

Silks,

new

Real

magnificent values

are

am now

H. LADIES' GOLD WATCHES!

,■

■

We shall also open TWO CASKS of
WIIITK anil CUKOIiKD Wan <ets
at si 00 and I t!5 per
pair. Knot at
the splendid blanket we offer at

tamp Chairs at

OODS

THE OLI)

AT

Blankets!

PRICES.
and

Mittens.
One lot Children's Woolen Hose at 2>c. per pair. One

■!

-■

We expect a perfect
stampedi tor
them, and advise all patrons to call
early ami secure one before tin. lot
is closed.

New Arrival of Winter Goods at N. V. store.

Montgomery spoke from tiie*

—

cents each.

-ALSO-

It. I.

.1

■

tlie remarkable price ol *~7'>Y?
I)o not think the} tire
worthless, for we WARRANT ererv
one of them and guarantee then to
he standard goods and worth S do.
at

Oil Cloths & Window Shades!

Carpets,

Providence,
1>27

...

Biiiings, for

WILL OPEN THIS I)AV

Ready Made Clol llillli, Rubber HircijD^rs!

We shall continue to

of

complete

a

Mens, Youths, Boys & Children’s

PRICE SI.25.

LOINS
OR

Belfast,

'•

lii. Ji

;
Dray has contracted with W. II. Mover of West I
SPECIAL NOTICES.
whom
!
was the tir.-t
i.ciii
i:•
plallonu in front of Fred Knowlton’s store, and iirooksville, for the erection of a new house on the I
wedding ainmer- j
-oldicr to <lie that weni trom tin- t-nvii. The PM
was i: troduecd i•> J. W. hnowilou—a Greenback- | site occupied by tin? one which was burned.
«
l'
5• l:;. i• ii• loor- were opened wide, and
i< in quite a pro.-j.erous
•ixliti«m. It will have an
1.
Mr. M. proceeded to tell some wonderful
Frank Webster, lately in tin employ of C. F. Hon y
‘-eti*'i
■! g-.-nia! l.
t and amiable
gn.
an I rhri.-tmas tree_Valley lodge
nieitainment
!d! y-, the first of whi< h was, “Why Cleveland was
A: Co., Boston, and Charles Hooke, a reporter lor
«■’!«■*
w» i-.>ni*
to their delightful
I- (V '•
I
ad an uj.cn meeting a11*t nj• |>er last j *•' ted." Said the
"Witt!
lieW the Hour -i ;>.• asHIlI inletspeaker: “The l£-*publleaiis .-ay the Boston Globe, both young men of this place,
Thursday eve. which was enjoyed hutli by the :
have gone to Chicago to engage in business-11 n*
it wa- tiie independents who did it: but it w a
11",i■;
i:.:
ug. and merry
ami a goodly number of vi-itniM Then- w« re
I"'ly'
led them.
•a*!
to the i.otmtilul feast
They say that it was the prohibitionist- i Good Templars hold a box festival at their hall on
Would announce that MR. ASHKR, repre'ic.-lan.-itinus, reeiia:i- a.-, -wire; readings, mu-h-.
that di 1 it; but it was not them.
lieI he regards of their
They say that it j i uesday en-ning, which is tiie same as the basket,
eninilldt UIHS, efe. Tie slipper \VU> ail that e..u,.|
senting the Manhattan Cloak A Suit Co., of New
a a- the
Coakling stalwarts that did it; but it was 1 festival so much in vogue this fail.
::i,mer<»us appropriate
ue desired.
Ti i.- lodge i- in a very prosperous
York, will lm\e another grand exhibition ot Ready
0
t '.hem.
Bui, said he, elevating his voice which
.ii* i-ai.ii-i-g w I.i.■ fi were a very hami>kausmont.
The heavy gale of Sunday night
M .do < Jarment.s on
<*«»!*• lit ;on. h is initiation.- e\
meeting and an avei- i- H fluti p naturally, in a
ped ei it re taoie and a beautiful
very high key, it u a- | did some damage in this town, it blew down tin
;«a'*aitend: n e >1 ai<'.uN."> The officers f• »r
thisquar- «.
;•
ii:
in oe-t uj-ue.- t a large circle of
Almighty Him o:d it. The voice of God is the j storehouse lately occupied by Dickey A; Brow n tor
!ia arc W
I
I mi ham W
« l.-,ia
el.-r
V. I
•■•■of truth, an
im'l -poke through tin? instillw
M:
Mrs. •>inal! as they onstoring lumber-Mr. Linery Upham of ( a 1. was
l*i. k> y H
A. H. Mraitard W f.
Mrs. idlnnae;
un ntaiit;. *d ni- 1 ho.-cn mini.-ter, the Uev. Dr. BuraaJf *t tin see »n decaile of mar
j in town for a lew day s last week accompanied by a; our store. The public are cordially invited to inW. I-. m, (
E. 1 dtriiam W T Mary (larlan W. M.
'diard, and -aid ih.it theBepublican partv were 1 Miss >,irali Mu/./.y ...The Democrats had a .ioll:ti
speel his goods, and tin; samples will be. for sale
( la k
"altei
W
I. «... I;.. Durham... .The
cation here la-' Friday evening. It was very or!'
!
at reduced prices.
lw4«S
I A S111. >
Mali;
"talc Grange. Pal
Demo rat- had a .-mali i: uadnaiion ta-re Miturday
1
and every one seemed to enjoy themselves.
derly
| OEO. \\ Ill UliETT.
r*-i.- •! i'
ire
s.i-l
their annual meetIt l.- said d s«ma- of them
night aim air. danec
Belfast.
Dt inocjaiii- parly i- in favor of the above mcn- The celebration consisted of a torchlight proees- i
Ii »uIt-’r
11-•• •• -in H-r
and 17th. Ticketthat ihey don’t l.-ifh the around when they walk,
liomal If-,
ii may In- presumptuous lor ltcpiib- si'-n beaded
by tin Lincolnville Band, Ldward
wi;l
at n-iiiic-t r.u.- lor the round trip,
lit just skim right al-mg. Hut no wonder tin-j. feed
d' aiis to iaia* is-uc with .-uch high authorities,
Packard, marshal, lire works, cannonading, illumTO (OXSlMETIt ES.
t
leave mi all regular
_•••*•
trains ot December
• dated.
It is their lir-t aan.e in a ioi.a while....
but we do so, first admitting that the statement j inations, and
speeches by W. J*. Thompson, L~q
J "a
i'.i
.iU‘
;7iii
rin* grangers of Freedom are J N. M< iieiin>-v will put he erew in tie- woods this
The Advertiser having had placed in his hands
in 1 -iatn-.i to the first and third K is ivnvi'i. j and it. F. Duntoii,
l.-q.ol Belfast. Chas. Baker ot the Eormuki <>i a Simple Vegetable Renn-dv for the
lin-tmas ti ee. and invite all t‘-join them
wc.-k to get mi logs and hark...\ \ailety wedIn relation to the second K we repudiate the -tah
cure of < oii'iimption, Caj1 Belfast, was chairman of tin* meeting-Mr. Lb- speedy and permanent
-o
uu
lime.. .Mar G Progress Grange. : ding look place at tin* house ot
in! :*n, Idoiiebitis, A stlnna and alt Throat aid knn;r
Beverly Maples j~t nient. The ltepublieau party lias never opposed
ward Packard has bargained bis farm
Mr. Her
bad
Alf.-ejion-, after having thoroughly tested its wouvery pleasant meeting last Satui
week. Lots «-f presents and a good time was the
If m.iiii.-ui, farther than to protect itself, except
bert Holmes-Mr. Taylor Gilman lost a very nice deriul eui. uve powers in hundreds of cases, feels
v
••vi iiig,
'i
ing- tier occasion of ore of those
* "i ail is
V
result-<
going i<• Bangor to enthrough tin- Madigan •■ireular-, w ritlei. by a man in
it iii' duly to make it known t » those w ho may need
horse last week, valued at two hundred dollars.
'•'.••His know a to Patous as
the “Harvest gage in the ale m agrienliurn!
p
implements in tin- "i’der to secure l.i election to < ongress: and lie Within the he t six months Mr. Gilman ha- lost it. 1 lie l-ecipe will he sent Fijkk < >F ( IIA Hi if, to all
who desire it with lull directions lor preparing and
! •:•-'.
over one in.iu'i'-l members and invited
store formerly oeenpied hv Hardy A Bartlett, and
wc.s such a thin skinned Itepuhliean that he left
three horses, ail of which were line animalsusing. Addres', I’rof. VV H. Ak.msthom;, 7-57 Race
-at. «|ow
to the bountiful repast prepared by
_■.,..
A lien I loi in-.- v\
1 a ke charge of hi s tarn. in-r.
binds
the party a .short time after, and has been a saint
Saturday evening about twenty live from this place si., Fhila Fa. MENTION THIS FAPKH.
;.1

Row,

Astonishing Bargains!

It i3 purely vegeable .and cures when
other medicines fail.
It ia prepared ex,i y for these disrises, and has never
beer, known to fail.
On? trial will convince you. For salo
by ail druggists.

GRAVEI.

Clotliing Store,
Proprietor,

New Goods!

b’
d is purified.
It is pronounced by
undreds of the best
oetorstobo the ONI: Y CURE for all
in da ot Kidney Dia-

LIVEH
BLADDER
AND
URINARY
ORGANS
DROFSY

'•

1

\

Adelaide,

ascertain the vessel’s

t

m

Flioenix

11

••r.rodiiy regain tlieir
;tro n :r th, and the

KIDNEYS

-.

j

■

••

i

Lw

could

lai':s—•trido Ire'll ea.'b*rn arc in moderate
-•apply am! .'oilnig tairly but .'nine of tile cusp n.
loreliiiaht pp"*e snni, led i«\ tin* .x»uth M'Oitville
?. astini..
h*id l"!> are the poorest in the market, and an
The Normal ■schoolelo-i d on Wedues.
1’rices unchanged. I Jest tie'll
Band, tire w- k.-. illumination of houses, a big lire day last, for a vacation of tw o and a half weeks-j almost Hi*" 11;t! 1
eastern -J!•< ; choice Canadian 2T<*; fresti western
on Hay
k a oiiutain, and a short speech by .F. : During the gale ot
< llojee western iililetl
1 litia; lain;, at 2n<*.
Sunday night the sell. Lmm.t |
H. M nig-Min iy •! Camden. From the prepara- Green dragged from h
anchorage in Henry'." ! I’i»tan»i;< -l'oiatoes are in lull supply. Choice
rose ami neurons an* in sleatly demand, nut Bur
lions made, *it:d the noise and !-luster attending < o\c, and barely
escaped going ashore on liamey
■tio.' ami
are niov i;._
| e. islowly. V- i,aotSen. Fierce, lumber loaded, went aurili
them, we were led to believe that it was to be a 1 poiut.
j ilile ell tnge ill prices.
In
\ns—Tin*
whim
niaiket
for
beaus is'lull and
tremendous alTair, and tlu* II-publicans had been
from tiie same place, and brought lip near Wasson’- I
it is otilj nil efleeting sales at full prices.
w hart', narrow ly missing the ledges which lie in !
bracing up a!! tuc wet k that liicy might be ready
\ n
l.' -Apple*'are in heavy supply and trade
\v 111 * s-1; 11»«l the-hock.
Hut come to get down to it
that vicinity... .On Monday morning there wen
It iik-' strictly ehoiee earetully packed
i'<jui*i
't• eIs I-- bring I nil prices.
it was but a laim allair. The pr-•<•■■--,1,11; numbered
shipped by steamer Florence from this place ver
H w v.Mi Sti:a\v—I hoice hav is steady with a
U to relies and at least -Jo of tin m were carried by
beO gallons of scallops, !•> he forwarded l-» the N» w
quiet bii'ines'uoiiiir at adouf previous prices. Rye
e.
'Iraw is quiet a illi pri a
>.-me d ilie bouses were finely illuminated,
York market
,>< almp li-hing is getting to he quilti.oeuaugcd, the best e us
liiiiy; as wanted at ls« p.i p- tun.
tin- Sanlord in.u-e and that of Mrs. .lane Gilman ! a business in this vicinity, and with the smelt lish
attracting Ike 111-*-t attention. Tiie band played ; cry brii.gs m quite a revenue from abroad
Mo-.

via.

ti.f

ei.

LI 1’.kki v. Tin* Democrats of Liberty and vicinity eel-.lir.-le-l tin* election of ( levelaud & Hendricks at tuis village on Saturday evening by a

a

dug of the lJtii
earn|dire in the town hali «m ii.e
tin- hero, while sur
which was iargi !\ nttem •: b\ t;
wive-, mother-,
of army life, oy his Christian ;
and ianghtfcrs of tie meinoer- >d the l’o-t. It wa;.
'.no
ids nearing wm. promotion and
•• '•!•;•
ei }<> a: e
occasion.
After a picnic supper
in
It i> a i»o*»k especially adapted to
sonn- iiha* mii-ie was rendered
i»y Miss Maliie
and
in- mi excellent holiday
wui
present,
Webber and Mr. A-hle\ Webberami remini-eeiea
-v
,a:ii
Mr
library
d
the war were gen m.- Mr. 11. Wingate and
t at the Maine -t.de college, is
I
-ta 1otlvr-. Thf eamptire closed with a song by Mi
a
W
am a-s
1\ m)\
ii. 'Mist
and Mr. Webber. Before supper ;t beautiful ban:• and $1
nook l>d
.1
1 H- pri'-*
ner given t*y tin* ladies ot tne vicinity, was pn>ent«-d t" tIn Pm in a few appropriate words '.\
Will

\.

ni.iii'

at Nexv York

W. F. Merrill ha- obtained
mill

oeeasj.-n, am 1
pleased to see the‘Democrats enjoy tin* fruits
their hard earned victory.

; "l

next

n-ld

hauling

felt

-hurt-of", for C

begin

|

It

oats:

tionality.

Australia m Dark (
Nichois left .-aim* dax to join her iiu.-band who ha i
recently taken command of Bara Herbert Blaek !

(.

pnbiii-ans gatbere-l

son

Monday.

a.

the

ol

....

in

came

W.

tin* sire. ts

went

up for the wia
is in waiting for a

found

family left Moo lax
ork, xvho i- about t<» -;-i;
D. Bryant. Mrs. Amo-

1

Tie

Mattie

Merryin

hay....The -L

cargo of

d -J-" pages, handsomely
1. and teli.- the story of a soldier
Wiiile tlie names are liclitious, the char•■■1 bad tin;:.trod
counterparts in tin*

ji

and Kate Walker

.The seh. Fllen

ter...

were

't

for

following

distance irom the liouse.

V

Beef, corned, p lb,
7g!'
Butler Sait, p box,
2U
administration business in that
u
ati omul A 'so.-iation as we shall be favored vvitn [
Os
Corn P husli,
line w ould be very dull for some time.
(.'•racked (.'"i ll P hush, OS
lectures by lion. V \. Lu *■, s. >. and B* v. T. it.
Meal
(is
Corn
p
hush,
•Joseph Held and wife left by steamer Tuesday
i.ivgory of lie!fa.-t, Nov. 2-Stti ai 7la r. M_I>r.
12.. Hi
CheeseP tb,
for Bangor where they will -p- in l’nanksgiving
Lew i- U Lliingw "<-*i of Lri.dio-n, .Mr., i3 in tow n.
Cotton >ced P cw t,
l.bn
vvitn
their son. Mr Field’.-- anxiety for the -t< uut y0
Codfish, dry, P tb,
He i' here to attend the funeral of ids mot In r, Mrs.
P
12«lb
(’rauherrie.-,
.|t,
I'oat
company was manifested, tor notw ilii-tand- i
1 *i:11:• •« <». Khiiigwood-Mi. Lilibeus ( lia.pin had
h*\i r seed P tb.
12y22
tlien.nl
weather which was blowing wli n th
ing
Flour P :<In.
asev.n- an'
;».7bg7 no
langcrous attack «d hemorrhage last I
boat left he kept his post at tiie weather rail until ! H. C. s. ed (• l.li, 1.0ng2.no
wee;..losiai Nic kerson and /.. L. Downs ilium
Lard P ll»,
10gl 1
ail the iines were securely housed ami every tiling
inal*-i Li -1 week. >«»nu* ten--r twelve voters and <
|
made snug, and then east an anxious glance aft to
li 11<o-ii ur twenty l.oys gathered a* the Mill were
Boston
see that the float's stern swung <•!<• ir of the wharf.
b rined in line iE. W. Ellis and marched through

broke from her mooring-and

Moyv

up into the do- k. smashing up in r bo;,;
Ahbie Thaxter dragged Iter inchors and

missing artieles

at

uiiiiiugliam place some six months search of more orders for Hm iliread mill, lie
found
they have made many friends j business at a stand stilt, and no more orders to be
in lids vicinity-Il is imped that the people*»f thiobtained. The superintendent of the mills informvicinity who led an interest in the cause of dura- ed him ;is there was much
uncertainty about the
tion will give a lull house at the meeting of the L I- j
course ot the new

on

went

the
morl

join

un-uecessful in

<>a the

her husband

>iiav that lime

ago.

Democrats celebi ated the

There is no need for
-iiilty
ashore on the Jlats but received no damage
private property to celebrate a political ! The schooners f airfield, f orest Bell. \i.

r-.g

w

S‘*h.

j

a

were

the thieves.

ol

•

Mr-. J. H. Coleord and

The remains were taken to Knox lor
.Mr. V\ »»
purchased and took possession

burial.

...

i- appears, was unable to prevent
of properly nut they mu-t know

puisuil hut

or

the road

get .-omc articles that
tiie Lodge immedi-

-m

Nov 21st.

Tuesday evening of last
.i- whose outbuildings and other property
week with an illumination, torch light procession,
to :, t-« 1 the Dein*-eratic bonlire iiavegoo*!
etc....The storm on Sunday night did ••"ii.-idernaiti-i tin ijy and the taxpayers will have ;
ahle damage about town, breaking in window.-,
ids.
lt seems as though the pei.-onblowing the tops off chimney.- and rai-.-d .jtilte a
■.
1 mis property and consigned it to the
commotion among the vessels at the v\ etrve-. 1 he
to- id* nulled, arrested and punished,
e
sell. Connecticut broke from h.-r whai
-ni.U
ink the eity government owe-it to itself
one li-hing boat and seriously daimued aiekhcr.
to to. taxpayers that this should be* lone, j
(
•i'.

ti-i in

o

scan ii

i--

tr

supposed tii.ai upon seeing Elbridge enter the
liouse iijey dropped the artieles in or-ler to make
go* -i tl-eir escape. It seems they had some chona
as tlie*,
passed through several rooms and took a 1
valuator lordlier boil, «Ve. Suspicion points to certain parlies and measures are being taken to secure
tiieir arrest
.Mrs. Mary, wile o .ludson It. Weed,
a Lely ol much worth, after a lingering illness die-1
j

—
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\ part'

is

his

port.

st

house

me

rgoth-n.

morning part
near

in

now

-i

turm

i-

tiieir

i
putting
goods....11. I>. Black \ Co. will soon put in |
goods for the Ifolidav trade
Capl. A. V. Part
lb
liaples ot tli.1 srh. Balatka, ridge, formerly of Stndv Point, has lea-ed tin*;
I
.-m.d lie-real* in* mights and he thinks he
Merrimai' House, a large hotel in Lowell, Ma-s. for
*■.e I up at that port
i.i
Capt. •) W. a term
years. We wish him sucec.-s in his new j
>■:
Faiiniv A. Gorham, writes in the
eiiterpri-e-During the gale d Mindav night a
: siig—**sts the hauiingup of his vesmin a
large schooner was blown ashore, on the Hats in I
A large I Fort Point ("U, and is still thereat this
ill get rid ol his crew.
iil g .U*
writing.
of vessels are in port. without charters.
-Capl. ( L. Stowers and L. K. Perkins have
*
1'.
oi
-eti.
harlolte
I
B.-irtifti
-ibley, gone to Boston to join the Brig David Iiughee
tn u in- -.*•<•!!red a treight of iusnher for New
nouud fur Barbadoes.
M.
It was
a rate not less than $u..‘>0 per
man

:.

ly

ati

•-immon.-, .>t Bn uer, teacher. ;i4-i -i
daughter.. .Miss Marv French iirrived
from Me« I fora on ^at unlay, and i- with her sister,
Mrs. n p, •slower-.. .Gertie Maple- ha-- been visiting trieiids in Wint.erp'-rt.... Miss Mary Watt-

Mi Burkett also announces tiiat
row, Mr A slier, representing the
oak \ >uit Co. will have a grand
ready mad.' garments at his store,

ho

weri

.-n

his

’-iiios
I

he**

Monditv. Mr.

aim

M

h-ool in Di-t. N

s»

Goods

me.

MARK ANDREWS,

By the use of this
Tt". iIEDY, the Stom-

CTTB.E8
ALL
DISEASES
OP
THE

1

i.e-N

GOODS !

purchase any of the above goods ran SAVE MONEY by buying of
warranted as represented or money refunded.

PLEASE CALL AXD EXAMINE GOODS AND PRICES.

>

i,-

FUKNISHING

GENTS’

N- w York for Yokohama. Nov. lb, lat. 3"> 30, Ion.
74.3n, Inig L. Staples, Stowers, from Arecibo, P. 11
for Boston.
Steamer state of Maine was launched from the
railway at Bath 2oth and taken to the Goss Lon
works, where her machinery is being repaired.
>'• i. W i I lit
Luce, lately ashore on <JM Man ledge,
has discharged and gone on the railway at Rockland tor
pairs. Her cargo was take by the sehr
Stephen Bennett
Sch. Hampton, of Belfast, lost davits and sustained other da mag by e dlision with sch. Chattanooga
al A mliov *201h.
slap Anicnrn, Hernman, Irani San Francisco for
Antwerp, put into Rio J.tm iro previous to Nov. 21,
leaking twelve inches per hour.
At Thomaston, Thursday, Dunn & Elliott launched a three masted schooner "I <572 tons register, to
be commanded by (..’apt. Robert McFarland of
Thomaston.
ship Alert, of Boston, ('apt. J. C Park, from New
York, Oct. 2b, for Shanghai’, with 400,000 gallons
case oil, w:.- struck by lightning and iaimed. Date
<
not given.
apt. Park, officer- and crew were sav'd. The intelligence comes nan Pernambuco, 20th.
The Alert was a good ship of 1102 tons, taiilt at East
Bo-ton in J>74, owned b> Messrs. A. & E. F. Littlefield
; Bo-ion .Journal, Nov 21st.
Sell, fhebi: small, of Ipswich, (ib ton
has been
bought'a parties at North Haven at $JJO0. ( apt.
Hir im P.
late of the Amy Wixon, is to command her. Tie- North Haven mackerel licet now
numbers 1(5 vessels.
Th»- i-Msf of the schooner Rodondo, an Ellsworth
yc-sel that was run down near Thatcher’s Island,
is rather a peculiar one. The captain and crew
W' tv picked
up by the steamer New Brunsw ick and
•■arried into Portland Saturday morning, where
they reported that the schooner sank ten minutes
at ter they left lu r.
Saturday afternoon, about four
0 V a irk, ho
wever, the vessel was discovered by the
mg ii'-ai storm King which towed her into Boston
with her entire cargo of lumber oi. board.
During the storm at Ell-worth Sunday night, the
l".
wing vessel.** were driven ashore: sclisyAtlantic, Aitigail Hayne-, Euclla, Red Rover and Bangui’. an i all sustained more or less damage.
The
< its of Ellsworth was
damaged by a vessel which
broke from her moorings.
All came off without
damage except the Red Rover, which was in a bad

week.
American (’hied, from Wcehawkcn, for
Rockland, and tb-’ Ily lie, from Amboy for Hath,
reported last week as ! la oar report of the orthvrs elect id the Ladies while
in tow tug Kinkara, collided and went ashore
having keen injur--I l-y being thrown from a car- ll'dicf Corp
we
•m Hunt Point.
are informed b\ holies of the
The American Chief lost jibboom,
I how.' ami others have formed an assoeiatiou. ami
riage coming from Freedom, i- now convalescent.... assoi iation that we omitted, to mention the ullice of hca igcar, stove boat, and came off leaking 1,000
ui
a!iul-t and good a- originally
strokes per hour, she was taken to City Island for
the first three are a tuilding cmnniiUee
\ site has j I •sepii viywar
a young man from this town has
i>
which
lilh-d
(i.
W.
N
chaplain
by Mrs.
oting.
repair-. The. Iluic had monkey rail stove and susmi-. >i
ut iii another column.
a
been eho.-en about one and a half mile- irom the gone I"
tained some other light damage.
Poughkeepsie, N. V t * attend the East.
Ecxi Trendy
just reeeixed two cargoes of
-I. Burgess, lessee ol the Belfast ! harbor on a level piece •.f meadow. It will be a
The dercli-’t Maggie D. Marston, of Thomaston,
\\
m:
15n.-in*.— ( oil* go-Mark I*. Palmer raised
lumber
from
a
Mr
which was abandoned la.-t January, on the voyage
Bangor.
large
inindy keepm.>
!;.i- tilled up the restaurant in the
half mile track, the usual di-fama- of trotting
212L i-iisheis of wheat on h acres of land this year.
j
troiu Kernandina
» Washington, was towed into
stork *d lumber of all kind constantly on hand,
oi !.11lt in lirst-elass order and will
parks-T. Lyons, K.lwin Koherls, ( baric-Ucaiv
near Bermuda, Nov. btli, by an English
Mv.wvii.i
While the family were at Swan
which i- highly appreciated by our citizens who ! Hra-sy Bay.
V and A. \{. ( hu k liave rettum
,:si• i.i> .i:11i:iii
inures in lie hall.
t'roti. Washington
gunboat.
I ::ke L !g«- Salur
v cuing. N*>v. 2in-!, at about
have hern without a !u
New York. Nov. -4. Seh. Mary A. Hall, McDonbn yard for several years
where they have been at work
i.•.
ivered bridge lead*' directly from the
the Wa-iiing;"n
'*•, -ok lie
aid, at Port de Pai\ for New York, lost one anchor
(•i*.
I we 11: *.g hoii-c of Mr. Kdvvin
pa<t.
The Good Templars’ lodge is dm-w
i:,.
met -•’> fathoms chain at Port de P,.i\ N >v.
dining room, which has been newly monument
-1
i■
w a
ei.;- la
bur.: 1 tr-, a whole hed with
Newborn. VC,. Nov. 22. sc I*. Thus. J. May, Davis,
Among 11c• arrivals the past week are (./apt.
M,i-in ti witn twenty-i -iir tables. The "'eil. Nine were initiated at the a-t meeting and
l-' wing- and an exiru pair ol blankets taken
bound from Belfast, Me., to this port, was caught
r
Leroy Du and son, Mrs. Unas iK-ho.i, (,. L i in a hurricane
inviting appearance. The kitchen its many at the previous oih-_Bev. Mr. W n
off Body’s Island on the Kith, and
Mrs. <»’- .-ilk dress was dropped near the door.
N. Myers, (.'apt
man preached here last sur.oay.
Merrill. Dr. J. A. Beecher,
He was settled
!urnae* are below.
off her course, sustaining trifj was blown 200 miles
Tne prohabiiiiies a.re that the robber; wouhi have
ling damage. On the evening of l*th. in bit. Jb.lb,
(. has. E. Nichols, l'hinca.- P. (iritlin, Opt. iimotlix
here some years ago ..There will be Thanksgiv\\
trade
the
ui..
astonish
in.iKlo-day
beet, mon extensive had il not been for the tinu !y ;
Ion 7 5 Jo, sighted a foreign brig of about 200 tons
j ing services at t!ic Fnion
Pendleton. ( apt. A. T. W hittier, John F. ( u vei, ;
.•hmvi.llemy \dual
register, on lire and abandoned: remained oy In
rubber circular.- at seveninlerleren- of h -ridge It., a son of Mr. Grvley,
j. i,in- liw i'.imlloscoe Carver, Edward Small.
for some, time, lmt saw no signs of her crew- or
raised this season seventy-live turkeys
-w-.
.-aa* h.
As there will he a rush at ids
ail

Hals k Caps, Boffalo Boles, Horse BMats, Ms, Valises,
»
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I

nigui.

some

Sunday

once more to

preached at the Methodist

Dr. P. P. Nichols left

A

ivi"\,

Ilanscom

I vacation, during

night.
good deal of damage
fences-Some 2a feet of r »of of Ed.

-m.-

j

Children, Boys, Youths and Men’s Wear.
ALSO A LARGE STOCK OF NEW STYLE

Saajna,

Charles W. Webber and Frank Pease, l>t and -2d
oflicers of Bark C i). Bryant, left for New York
thi> week where they will join that vessel.

llin and Mr.

ale all

twen-

markets.

our

their trade.

at

Rev. L. L

Humps were the best looking men in the proees-don-The heaviest storm of
tain and wind for years was felt hereon Sunday
Right. ! i.« rain fell in ton <*nts and the w ind blew
«

to work

ton

l’ul.

Tin* whole aifair passed off pleasantly and
wie-'ii!
Mr. Collin treated the band to a
bu-he! •! oeam:t>. It was the unanimous opinion

schooner Sallle I’on will ho launched

pound in

For

and sch. Fred A. Carle.
Barhadoes, Nov. f>. Sailed bark Carrie E. Long,
Park, Portland.
Port de Paix, Oct. 13. Arrived ..eh. Mary A. Hall,
McDonald, Dt marara.
Nanaimo, Nov. 6. Sailed ship Henrietta, Blanchard, Sun Francisco.
Nov. 11. Arrived sch. Moses Webster,
RhoiWs, Alexandria, Va.
Melbourne, previous te» Nov. 22. Arrived ship R.
R. Thomas, Nichols, New York.

Spoken. Bark Hudson, Carver, from New York
Augustus K. Mosman and Frank ;i. Park have j f«*r Adelaide,
Sept. 30, lata V, Ion *io W. Oct 14,
lat.
3 S., Ion. 26 W., sh p Win. H. Connor, from
and
oilers
Ibisare
to
advantageous
going

bidding-«>ur new $20,000 iron bridge nl Rockport
so lar
completed that teams now pass over it.

Annie

|

received

i-

edge will have a supper one week from Saturday eveuing. It will be ’:ie Lodge aniversarv.
...» hir Hand boys went to .searsmont, last 1 riday !
night to play for the celebration

sa\ s.

-team

1> M

trai

>>i

a

W

1

G., 1. W
making repairs

K.ii>worth, have opened
in tin* II. c. rusher building near the

V'
1

had

want

M.

...(

ro

mi

A

Those in

li

-u.

Lamb;
Lamb; W.

C-i.ai.t, of Monroe,
valuable horse- and stock, car*

h-

iv

W

Temple. Belfast, has
havelry, silver ware,

--ost.

ai

i■

k of

-to-

a,.:

1

week.

next

brief visit to Bath

Searsport Holiday Review.

—

>

a

C. II. Monroe exhibits enterprise. Among oilier
novelties he issues a holiday paper entitled The

Republican friends, the most of them, have
swallowed the election dose; but in some cases,
like the Ghost of Hamlet, it will not down at their

to the Hub and surrounding !
rii'iHMMKi The hull ride agreed upon between
•singing tuts- formed some weeks since,'
towns, and report having had a good time.
While !
I). Humps and Alonzo Collin on the result of
leadership <-i Prof. George, meets weekabsent Mr. Banton met with an accident which
s'l’iv evenings, at the Fniversalist Vestry,
j the election came oil' at this place on Wednesday
might have proved fatal, and is still somewhat ; N »v. 10th. I'.i't!; men were as good as their word
r- -n- interested in singing, are cordially inlame from the efforts of it
lb* was knocked d<»w n
and when tin* l»ull was led forth by Mr.
Humps,
with tin- -lass ami aid them in their j
by a loaded team while missing the street.... Mr. Collin walked boldly up and mounted his back
The Good Templar’s Lodge here is doing well. Mr.
amid cheers from the assembled crowd, and ihe
\l> \ander. of this city, is a second \>usin
F
II. Banton gave them a treat last .Saiurday
ion marched up the street escorted by
;
Fnity
\. I.oo.ir., lab- lb publican catniidate for
nighi —Those on the sick li>t are improving...
t-band. When they rode to the head of the
I.og:,n*s mother was a sister of
Mrs. Fannie Biadford has gone to WalerviJio b*
■dt’cet agreed upon they turned bark and as
they
1
irramltaiher—lolin Alexander. John
!•:* :‘d umkr the Cleveland Hag the animal was
I.-'.'.'in was named for his unde John
Lim’olnvii.i.i:
Misses Jennie Lamb, Annii* brought to a halt for the purpose of some remarks
Drake, Jennie Calderwood. Alice 1» er and Annie! and rlie. v- by the Democrats. Hut in the mean
the I'nitariun Society will give a
Fernaicl arrived from Castine last Thur-dav... Miss lime a large ey.. d of Republicans had assembled,
Peirce"- Parlor I’heatre on Thurs- I Laura
as the procession had halted one of
Gilkey i* teaching school in tin Youngtown ami as
1>« i'. t. Supper, consisting of Coffee,
them |m*>|M'<•■«! three cln ers for Alonzo ('■ Hin who
district-The «dlicers of Central Lodge, I.O. G I
! rk« v, s.-tlad'. Meats, Cake ,Cc., will be
bad
id.-.* the bull so nobly, and the cheers were
were install* * la.-t Saturday evening.
Tin > an- a;it< r which there will be dancing, sale «>f
follows
w. <
W. \. T.. given with a will. The Democrats !hen tried to
I
Willi* Harvilb
X
Particulars will be given in
get up s-mie en;h.usia-m but were not very success
Helen Martin. V\
K. M. Heal: W. A. s., Jennie

\\

new
noon

ty cents per

turned from their visit

1

The
about

Our

re-

home lor Thanks

Wednesday Dec. 3rd.
Thanksgiving turkeys have been selling for

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Camctl of Hreckcnridge Colorado
are in town and will
spend a part of the winter....

..

are at

Capt. B. F. Pendleton made
last week.

the late Elisha

have been

ers

students

Endorsed
by tnyBicians.

Tlur'-y
Years Hecorc,

Singapore. In port Oct 6, ship Win. McGilveiy,
Dunbar, lor Liverpool; bark Edward Kidder,
Griflie, for New York. ClearfcU prio* to Oct. 2, bark
Robert Porter, Nichols, for New York.
Buenos Ayres. In port Oct. 16, brig Amy A. Lane

giving.

Merriam_Tnreshquite generally and re-livct.
Waldo. More new buildings being built than i port the yield of grain good. Much mixed
grain
W. C. Tuttle, on Wednesday, photographed the I for a number of
was sown this year, hut we hear of several
years, which is an indication of
pieces
I
nksgiving display of turkeys at O. G. White’s prosperity-C. A. Walker is building a two story ! of wheat which did
exceedingly well, yielding *2n
hen palace, and intends to go into the business on
bushels per acre.
Fi iik. The house and barn of Abial Gay, one a large scale ...The gale of Sunday night blew
Camdk.v. The Grammar .Scnool gave an interdown fences, unhung barn doors, &v. Neighbor
iron) Poor’s Mills Belfast, burned Wednesday
esting entertainment at the Hall Tuesday night,
Harding’s bee stand and bees blew over, and we j
morning.
consisting of broom drill, readings, sinning, stasaw him in the early morning raising them from a
ongresMuan Millikeu slipped in bis stable one
tuary, etc... Masked Hall at Mtgunticool; Hall (toThe bees were at |
last week and sprained his ankle, and now I horizontal to a perpendicular.
night; Thursday-The horse tamer is in townwalk in

,i

FOREIGN FORTS.

on a

<
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F. A.

DAVIS, fti. D-,
Homeopathic Physician & Surgeon.
UfHrron Phoenix

linn, formerly occupied by f.

P. Huzeltlnc.

Residence at Mm. K. Beaman's 120 l burr I SI.
lyrlS.
Mpht rails answered from residence.

‘The

Master

B\

undoubtedly caused by impure blood.
Hence a medicine which purifies the blood

Is

cause

Catarrh
Is

permanently cured by

Sarsaparilla lias helped me more for catarrh
and impure blood than anything I ever used."
I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for
catarrh, and think it lias done me a great
1 recommend it to all within

good.

deal of

Hood’s Sarsapaiilla has been
reach.
I
nn n IX iionworth everything t«> me."
J’.ins, East Thompson, conn.

l'>*

breaking down your health.

be

ise

w

the nose. 1 ingingnoise
in the ears, pain in the head, Inflammation
of the throat, cough, and m vous prostration
l’s Sarsapaiilla.
tuk H
ed if \
fi

w

:r.

1: mb’ d 1 y general debility,
by catarrh ami humors. Hood’s Sarsaparilla proved just thetliing needed. 1 de-

I

had been

caused
rived

Sarsaparilla

Dollar.

One

Doses

Gems

of

(’hestel

kind

Thought.

A

Bilious People.
of a W it ness.

Albany. s. N
/;
Dr. Davit/ Ainui, V }.
I >»:ai: "ii;
About
ieht \ears aim i Virtu l«»
mifl'er from a I.i^
dilli
During tin- alia -!;'
1 e\peri* ti« <"! M vere p in. a'-ooiiip-ini;w ".■!
1
< .lllliol '!■•>( li'iM* belli
than i.\ e-il.ina it
■lruir',i,i;
til -eir-ainm
T'n' ;yi*n\ •it wa- aimo-t la von
endurunee. None •*( the u-nul mediriue- ernpa
<*« 1 in -ueh I'asf's had any e fleet
From
upon :11■ *.
time to time I \va~ laid up and unable I attend t
I a period
Tillm
till\ 1.>j-il.
a yep-.
FinaiK Mr 1 ! -vd.
driugl-t d this cit' ,-im
.-lien?
p-led y ur h AN OL1 H. UL.M Fi *N athin^ f< rt.he Liver. ! had not taken the whole of
tile tirst bottle before 1 Joiind mo-t drehled i*»•!i• C:
the pain pa--ed away, an s n mv deViM ! regained
the power to eido\ and digest my !'...•■! without the
former di.-lre*\ mire seemed ji lie s.
_--’inu
nr. -ippreeiatiou of
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N airs truly.
Dhl’x >\.
J.’-.’ A lexander A enue.
Mr. I'e|iMtiii oik'iiI A !'-aii\'-**!d Mid res pee ti d
resident-, and eonsents to tin pidoieation of the
above letter.
Dr. David K:-m.e iy. I’iiy-: i
and Mirgeon.
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PHYSICIANS ENDORSE IT HEARTILY,
“Kidney-Wort is thtHnos^meceksfu^remedy
I ever used.”

Dr. P. C. Ballou, Monkton, Vt.
is always reliable.”
Dr. Ii. N. Clark, So. Hero, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort has cured my w ife after two years
Dr. C. M. Summerlin, Sun Hill, Ga.
suffering.

“Kidney-Wort

THOUSANDS OF CASES

it has cured where all else had failed. It is mild,
but efficient, CEKTAIN IN 1T8
ACTION, but
harmless in all cases.

it makes
i! doubh-x that

vaetium

Tin*

s'w

KsLUMCI

MIC

•]

"make ii warm” for their husbands.
What

is

is because

imaginable

long. 1 be season's product of the Juliesport Barking Company will not exceed boob
eases owing
entirely to tlie scarcity of ij>h.
Tbo-e engaged in long shore and hank lishing,
I *' v1 generally made good fares, but
prices

OEE,

“Rough

A carefully selected anil desirable

of

assortment

Hops'

Baleoin. ( dais. A L. Young,
(ireeubush. and John Mead. Bridgeton, have
been appointed Kish
Wardens.Only one of
tin- sardine factories burned at Lubec will be
ivbnilt.Tliecanning factory at South MouldsA.

h.

r

ME

it
b>

Agoll ?

Split or Single
Sr. per ounce.

Half ounces

Germantown
17 cents

SI.,

O

llHi'ast.

GLADNESS!
A Safe. Sure and Pleasant

Remedy
fo all internal and exfernnlpatn. Try
for N uralgi*. Toothache,jliheuniatilmi, (holers Morbus, Sick Headache
Sprain*, Hums, etc. It is not greasy
and sticky or ill-sni'-lline, but has a most delightful odor, at d is sold with the understanding that
it exceeds its recommendations. You can purchase it
any druggist or dealer in medicine.
*
26c., 60c. and $1.00 per bottle.
L.
HAM, Proprietor, ALBANY, N. Y.
1 y r4 r>

W. A. CLARK,
MAM'FACTUREH OF

File Flannel Over Sturts!
Shirts made to order from any shade
of flannel desired.

High St.,

opp. Phoenix

$23.00

or

quality

3m4.r>*

House, Belfast,

Me

REWARD

WILL he paid by the

for information that
ff
will lead to the arrest ami conviction of the
persons that broke into either of the N'orthport cotta ges owned by N. & A. P. MANSFIEDD.or that of
It. II. COOMBS.
Belfast, Nov. 4,1884.—45tf
owners

At

a

Democratic

meeting at

Selma,

Indiana,

Thursday night, a man cheered for Jeff Davis and
a tight ensued with pistols, clubs and hrieks in
which 100 men were engaged. Several persons were
badly hurt.
The Louisiana Democratic Committee have issued an address congratulating the Democracy on
their “glorious victory,” and declaring that “the
management of the country will return to the
methods of 1800.”
X. <). City Item:
An old darkey wood-sawyer
declared to an uptown housekeeper: “We done
had frost; now ’possum he fat and sweet haters
plenty. Clebcium can’t take dev tings away from
de darkey nohow.”
In New York as in Boston, there appear to he
too many Democratic papers for the Democratic
consumers.
Therefore the New York Times declares that it is Republican. Jt is a Cleveland and
out and'out free trade organ.
It was only two years ago that Grover Cleveland
carried New York by 192,000 plurality. He telegraphed from Albany a day or two since, “1 have
carried New York by at least 1000 plurality, and am
elected.” Even if this is true the loss of 501,000
votes in two years means something.
The Alabama Constitution admits that there is a
vague panic among the Southern negroes so serious that it threatens to disorganize labor.
The occasion of this panic, as another Georgia Democratic paper is frank enough to state, is the
“thoughtless” boasting of the whites that the negroes now will be sent back to slavery.
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Sawing1

lie!fast. Me.

IV. o. POOKA

Something
thirty
four years ago the senA Son

began selling anti manufaetbring furniture In
Belfast, and never in all
that time have such
beautiful goods been
shown or such bargains

At

ent time.

In

everybody

to

J.

Four round
case

beautifully

make.

: i,

II.

L.

a

low

Carved

legs.

Fine tone.

price.

Rich dark

-a

son,

Aim

at

one

Style Hat Rack,

good as new, at HALF 1'RICK.
Belfast, Nov.fi, 1884.—4w l'»
as

EAST'MAINE SEMINARY,
BUCKS PORT.

CATARRH

for

Oreat Balsamic Distillation of
Witch Hazel, American Pine,
Canada, Fir, Marigold, Clover Blossoms, etc., called Sanford’s Radical
Cure, for the immediate relief and
permanent cure of every form of
Catarrh, from a simple Cold in the
Head to Loss of Smell, Taste and
Hearing, Cough and Catarrhal Con-

TIIK

by

(Jroeers

I

<

Send

Nov. l*>, 1884.—3w47

We Mean It!

sumption. Complete treatment,con
stating of one bottle Radical Cure,
box Catarrhal Solvent and one
Improved Inhaler, in one package,

Thompson

he had of all Druggists for
$1 00 Ask for SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

Will

mav now

give you

a

&

large lot

iii\k

i.v/>

Send

1:4
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England,
matUiu, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
insuring
J. W. BLACK. Agent.
Coughs, Colds, Weak I tack, Storn- | elsewhere.
ach and Bowels, Shooting Fains, j
Searsport, July 3, 1884 tf*27
Numbness, Hysteria, Female
Fains, Palpitation, Dyspepsia,
C. P.
Liver Complaint, Bilious Fever,
Malaria, and Epidemics, use Col/ E LtCTRI C\\ lias* Planters (an Electric Battery
combined with a Porous Plaster)
Corner of Church and Spring Nts., Belfast.
and laugh at pain. 35c. everywhere
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LOMBARD,
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PURGATIVE
MAKE NEW, RICH BLOOD.

ADAGnE- Biliousness, and all LIVER and ROWEL Complaints, M AL ARIA,
POISON, and Skill Diseases (ONE PILL A DOSE'.
For remold Co"
’lus
have no equal.
“I find tlnm a valuable Cathartic and Liver Pill.—Dr. P. I\1 Palm e. .'I onticr 11". IIn my practice I use no other.
.1. Dennison, M.D., DeWitt, Iowa."
a here, or to:,’
Sold ev,
man tor J5 ctB. in
Valuable iutormation FREE.
stamps.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON. MASS.
It is a well-known fact that most of the
Horse and Cuttle I'owder sold in this country is worthless; that Sheridan's Condition
Powder is absolutely pure and very valuable.
Nothing on Karth will make hens
lay like Sheridan’s Condition Powder. Duse. one teaspoonful to each pint of
food. It will also positively prevent and

I

MAKE HEN
cure

CHOLERA,

Hoy cholera. Arc. Sold everywhere, or sent hv mail for?'"-,
stamps. Furnished in laru'e cans, price $1.mi; c% mad.
Circulars free. I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Boston, .M i-
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in the County of Waldo, deceased, by <rivin.ir bond
ns the law directs; he therefore requests ail persons who aiv indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ltflADFOItl) O. BL ANCilAUD.
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There is continually on hand, at the
Searsport House stable, for sale or ex30 horses, suitable for drivers or
\
change,
[
*1 workers, also some matched
pairs.
W. GIUNNKLL, Prop. Searsport House I
Searsport, Maine, Fob .*>0.1884.—tfS
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The Most Wonderful Family
Remedy liver Known.
ttiyCUKES Diphtheria.
Croup. Asthma. Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Ha- king Cough,
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for Sale,

two

A new two story house situated
in Belfast about one.tbird of a mile
from the Post oilier.
\ \ <> the
house situated on North street
knoA’ii as the Miller llou-e.
\p
FOULER or to Mrs. K. II. COLBY.
July 17th, 1884.—2i)tf
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To Coiisumpthcs. Many have been happy to
gi\<- their testimony in 1 :i\ <*i* .»t' the use «»t
II-//< >il and Lime."
Lor's Pure < d Lin
Experience
has proved ii to I• a valuable remedy for < onstimption, A>1 hum. Diphtheria, an.1 all diseases of the
Throat and Lun_~.
Manufactured only bv A. B.
Wli.in('lieiid-l, Bo-ton. .Sold In- all druggists.
1 in 47
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COMPANY,
201 Main St., Rockland, Maine.

Babbitt Rfietai tor Machinery.

to Market street, near the I’-.-i
Office in Belfast, ami known as the
ALLARD property. The above property is owned
by parties in California and will be sold at a barC. HK11YFY.
gain. Apple to
Belfast, Oct. 22, 1ST*.—4 5
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Meals and Refreshment-, served at short notice.
Parcels left safely eared for. < all and see us.
Uni.'SO*

TIm; story ami a half house with
ell ami barn attached, tool house,
woodshed; good cellar and •rood
well of water, on Waldo Ave..owi>
ed by I>r. A. s. I) \YIS. There is
about four acres of land, ami some twenty tmil
trees, pear and apple. 'Phis is a wry desirable
place, built by l>r. Davis for his own u-e. ami will
be sold at abargain. Apply to
A. A. iiOWFs.
lielfast, ay I, ISM. ttlS
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NK MILLER,
Respect fully informs his friends in Belfast,
esRockland, Camden, Hope, Appleton, A*pecially tlm-e travelling via Boston A Bangor
Steamship Line, that he has taken possession of
the saloon known a- the
Bangor Exchange.” on
Foster’s Wharf, directly at the .steamer Landing.
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Watches cleaned ami warranted one year tor *>0 ds.
Main springs of all kinds for "»0 ds., and warrant
ed. Watch glasses 10 ds. All other work at reasonW. 11. GORDON.
able rates.
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Rogers ami Bros, best goods i>» getting up Hubs
lor our TEAS
A Tea Net of 11 pieces sent Tor a #10 order.
\
handsome Hanging Lamp Tor a #l 5 order,
v large
Oinner Set or an elegant French China Tea Set Tor
a #20 order.
We send BETTER TEA than
aii3 compaii) in (he country and as good premiums.
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canvass

everybody. Spiritualists
offer. No competition. Popular price, $1.2‘>,cloth,
(iilt stamping; :no pages. Big commission to agents
and steady employment. Kndorsed by the hauling
papers and prominent men. With my plan of selling you can make more than you can selling any
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BOSTON AND SAVANNAS
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Buying Agents Wanted.
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Acknowledged the “STANDARD”
Of LAUNDRY SOAP. There is hut
One. Every bar is stamped with
a pair of hands, and no Grocsr should be allowed to offerany substitute, in the use oil
i WELCOME
SOAP
realize ‘'VALUE RECEIVED" and
(5discover that superiority in
QUALITY peculiar to
a this Soao.
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ATHLOPHOROS CO.. 112 WALL ST

Hop Bitter-

e.-e *■!
same time

::•••

sluma-ili.

you cannot

it from

Saved.
t:t♦

*.

■

Skein.

a

Skein,

a

Rheum, with its agonizing itehI^C'XEMA,
I burning, instantly relieved by
intr

'‘/.asters

Baby

Midnight Yarn,

Positively Cured.

“The only absolute specific we know of.”—Med.
Times. “The best we have found in a lifetime of
suffering.”— Rev. Dr. Wiggin, Hoston. “After a
long struggle with Catarrh the Radical Cure has
conquered "—Rev. S. IP. Monroe, Lewisburgh, Pa.
I have not found a ease that it did not relieve at
once.”—Andrew Lee. Aran Chester, Mass.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

Aui.urn, V ’i

cards free.

DON'T
Main
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rrni-: >ti.m, stack, hi:.\dim;. -isi\«,i.k
1
and Long Lumber .Mills, of If. PU'MMLU A
M)N. l’assiidumkiaig, Me, log-a her wit is
booms, and privileges, steam dry-h.-u-e, -hop-.,
store houses, large hoarding house and
11:i.•. n ni
houses, store and between one and two li.-ui-oe
acres of wild land.
Tin* aoove mills are -11110.1.•<
on the Fasssnlumkea.* stream a .out
|u, n feet fr-on
the mouth.
There is a large ipiautip. ->f limber laud ii:H;vieinity, and can take Limber to tin* mills
1 r--in either tin- 1‘assailumk- aig
1 *• *i.-- l>-c- 1
« onneeteil to tin* mills i- a l.-ve! -Ii
i
or-i a
>
s acres, ha\ing to U. li. ti.n k> pa--iug tin01..
so
tween the two mills
that lumtiei
1or from ears at either mill.
The aIm»ve mills are w ell supplied w ith m
n
and belting, and in lii’st class running' >-r-h
d arnow running -lav and night.
Also a farm of .*>11 acres, with Inm-e ami new barn
situate-! within lw<• miies of Pa-s i-iumk. ag
I*, *
The above mill properly will he so hi w ith <-r w it hout tin* wil-i lands <-r farm 1-- suit the pun-ha-. r.
lo ason for selling is the ili health --t 'he m
ing metnbi-r -i tin* lirm, ••liiiging him t-- e!ia again, ate. Lor schedule, piic«
ami further parti-11
!ars, iiapiire ->f
If. FLIMAILK A SUN. S’assndutnkcug.
Or if. FLI MMKIi, West Wintrrport, Me.
t im

.He.

sox,

150

]

wharf, Atlanta Avenue.

(/aimnm. Tn-a-d

—

\

!

Wednesday night Hoy. St. .John and C. M. Stone,
editor of the St. .Johnshnry Caledonian, and candidate for governor on the Independent ticket, were
| hung in effigy from a telegraph pole ai St. .Johnsbur\, N't.

ii11 «:>

•,

ia

From Ban.or
op.ten. M int, p or. Bm-l.-.
port ami xv.r-porf, Mon la;- *. UV.Im
F riil i\
at 11 oVlo.k \. \i.
a
ill*ri< <•- of -1a!.to >mi;
.•«• *i
r::
re.lif -.1 to $l.no a no <1 ■" •;. I..
IF LAM
\iteni, Belfast.
( AL\IN U MIN. tierseral Freight \urril, Hus >•;».
JAMF,* LITf LF'.FIF LB, Pen. stipt.. lii ton.
WILLIAM Ii HILL, Jr., Btmerul Manager. Huston.
Belfast. Oet. I- I'M.
lyrl

hundreds of

Athlopiiokos has cured

Uoi-klami

rom

at
ia II

I.vman,

Mr.

F’"-t(

dnesilay.- ami F rni.iv;.t .oV|..ek

Wi

diiys and 'alurday

others who had be n similar, v atlllcfed. The
matter of personal and particular importance
to you is, that it will cu e TOP.

.*.ts w.

t..

New VorL GiiUo, -S:i 15roadway.

M. P, WOODCOCK & SON

get prices.

vear-'

Oriieral Cilice, I lion, X. Y.

Every Species of Itching
and Burning Diseases
or

iii>•

me

ti<>p Hitler-, i-.ey
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F

s

one

am

a

Athlopiiokos cured old
of Wtlliston, Verm< mt. He is

m.

i.. i.i.s.

..one, -I...

>

ot

e

M<>mlay-,

Rev. w. p. (.'orbit, of New
Haven, wiio had suffered
with Rheumatism so that
he had lo.-t
p amis.

I

-i,.e

as

KKTUIM.Mi TO BKLF.VST.
From Bo'Pmi

ATHi.omoitos cured the

e

Belfast, Aujr. 2S, lssj.—tf:;r»

search.

and

ir,

ISS4,

follows:
For ( annum, Itoekland and BOSTON Momlavs
Wednesdayand Fridays at 2..5) o’eloek i\ m., or'«m
arrival ot steamer from Baudot*.
for Sear.sjM*rt, Bmkspoit, \VLuterport,
Hant|)di i.
amt I:.ii.mm. Tii'mIiij
Thin-days amt Saturda*.
o’, lock a m
at (alt.uit,
or upon arrival of steam
er from Boston.

cured the Kev.

>s

1.on

October ‘itt.

Steamers wiil leave Belfast

Dr. Dennen.of New Haven,Conn.
who had been such a martyr to
Rheumatism that lie could not

.1.

SALT RHEUM

long sci it s of \ears, with the number of
v**»els -mil men employed.Tlie prices of all
kinds of fisJi at Eastporl, Maine, and on the
N- \\ Brunswick roast, are lower Ilian for
many
years.\ carload of young carp is on the road
Mom Washington io >upply applicants in tinNorthwestern States and 1 erritories.Each
of tlm schooners James Myer ami Mattie 1*.
Myer claim the lionor of bring “high line" of
the Maine lied the past season.
Their stock
will net between $14,000 and $15,000_The
I'ortland Mutual Fishing Insurance Company
closed up its business for the season Saturdav.
it insured vessels and oulliis aggregating
$333,000, and the losses aggregate $0,500.

Am

wi‘

by

Ken.

Commcnciiitj

of recent date

are

longstanding,Athlopiiokos
go throe ii them. Perhaps

will
you may doubt this, because you have tried a
great many other things which have failed.

.>

rife

a

tifn. Pass, and

and Neuralgia
or of

"o. Bloom ! No V l.l.l1., O., May l.'T',
-I ha e Imti
ill'.
|. u
at
{ fra 1
yettr !P p I’.iitci -, aiat il doe. me mote _■.*••-{ ii an
all the doctor-.
'll--.
i;«a>ni

the

JAS. F. FURB.ER,
FLANDERS,

ly rAJ i D. J

Wide Awake

•.

a

Week to Boston.

a

hers and will cure you.

ot

Whether your Rheumatism

>-

CALL.

A

I!o.r lit.

brand] of the business, and two
pictures, showing lishermen in the act of
Mining and trawling, besides drawings of the
i'"*ding kinds of tish. On a large canvas will
be riveii the eatdi «»t mackerel and eodtish for

*•

3 rrips

your

!i.i.jt:*»r ;uhI

ARCHIE NICHOLSON.

My hoy, if iliou hast of this world’s goods, beware of he professional beauty.
Beauty i- always
looking afier booty and you tnav, perhaps, reward

putting up dams.Tlie Massachusetts
industry will be fully represented at the
w Orleans Exposition.
There are exhibits

boro i'
fish

slow in «it*\ *■ I jmnent. puny. s.-t\y.
use
Wells’ lit .dill Uenew.-r."

delicate,

FOK

loir as the lowest.

as

GIVE

FaifiF FalfflS!

and

\Childrcn,

and

lias cured

sIUs

RAILROAD.
Elegant Cars, Fast Trains.!
riMiii'- Irsm* Hilton fur Portland at !»
! *2.-50.
and 7 P.M
Station at llaytnnrket
Boston.
i;; i,::

aches,

nervous

had suffered for years with RhGUia lis a, and
was relieved in 24 hours.

H. J.l

Low Fares,

Ilupe of the Nation.

in

TIME.

If Neuralgia and Rheumatism liave
IT. afflicted you or your lnl Imate friends, you
I I have a personal interest in knowing what
K

Lost.

t
Korop, i-iat
good than our Pottle

“mss, -ii’e|»|t

BOSTON & MAINE

three or four hours every night coughing. i>h immediate reliel and sound rest to. using Well-’
a
Uough on Coughs.” Troches, lor., 'falsam,

n-ene.

branches, done with
Haidespatch.
attention jiaid to the petti up IIJi of

'kS'" 1‘eiees

rej
B2

THOMPSON & SON

“Rough on lleh” cures Illinois, eruptions, ring
tetter, salt rheum, frosted feel, rhiibinin

worm,

The

ti nil nr

CONSUMPTION Cl BED.
An old ph.-ici.ni, retired from practice, having
had placed in hi- hands hy an East India mission
ary the lormula of a simple vegetable remedy for
fh ..iy and permanent cure of Consumption,
Bronchili-. < ilarrli, Asthma and ail throat and
Cong Affections, also a positive and radical cure
tor N« rvous Helriiity and ail Nervous
Complaints,
afier having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousand- of cases, has felt it hi- duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human
suffering, I
wili
nd free
I charge, to all who desire it, this
recipe. 1., Cerman, French or English, with full
directions :or preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addre.-sing uiih stamp, naming this p iper, "
A. Nu YKS, I -li* Poicer's /{lock, Rochester, X. Y.
2(1 teo w 42

Island, arrived home (letober 24, havii:- been employed in the lishing business live
m nths and twi
nty davs and during that lime
lauding 3021) barrels of mackerel storked $ lb,24 7
-! "'s and is
probably high line of the eastern

“A tour

Ami Ifar< i/oar HiKjijmje ('luwherf inf teat/ «>/

Iteh."

on

siek d

OF

sleepless nights!

your

Story.

All my nei-.!. -*r- a
Mus. Fan mi

‘also cure*I my wife

Catarrhal Throat Afterlions.
lu-oat.
Hacking, irritating Coughs, folds, Sore
cured I>> ‘‘Rough on Coughs.” Troches, l.V. Liquid I

a

seen

Hop Bittci

“less

I.adie- who would relain freslue ss and vivacity.
Don’t fail to try “Wells’ Health Renewer."

“Rough

sio;

$3,000

cents.

lyrd

for several years has gone to (Hand
Lake to the salmon works there.Schooner
Miaiitonoinah. ('apt. Charles L. Staples, of

look

REMEMBER TO CHANGE CARS AT

Toothache.”

on

I have

.•te.

Instant relief for Neuralgia, Toothache, Karoache. Ask for “Rough on Toothache." ir> and

says, “No thoroughly-occupied man was
ever miserable.M
Wc don’t know about that. Mr.
>‘iiii.un can keep a man verv busy andverv mi-irahle.

matters

life, try “Wells’
weak spots.

your

In all its

Castoria.
" hen I»aby w as sick, we
gave her Castoria.
"’hen she .vas a Child,she cried for Castoria,
"da n she wa- a Mis.-, -he clung to Castoria,
When -lie had Children, she gave them Castoria.
>■ "m*

on
to

pains,

o

Take the Maine Central R. R. Train leaving Belfast at «.30 A. M.. arriving at the Boston A Maine
.Itim-iion at Portland in season to connect with
train leaving tin- Junction at 1.05 I*. M.

Life Preserver.
11 you are losing your grip
Health Renewer.” Coes direct

Telegraph Building.

li i.- reported that a Michigan woman has shot a
hawk witii a liras.- collar, on w hich is engraved the
date 177-;. ljueer tiling t o shoot a hawk with.

tided low.Business is brisk at theOrlami
Salmon Works.
About titty salmon were
Birin d loose in the river, instead of
being confined at Mead I’m k, as usual,
hoping they
might he taken this fall for shipping purposes.
-M 'sj ot tin-m have been secured and the
eggs
taken.
Mr. Charles Atkins is giving Iris personal attention to this business this season.
Mr. Harry Buck who has superintended then*

nervous,

Druggist".

£1.

Your

rheumatic sufferings, your wretched days,

Buadfokd, Pa., .May s’, l-7a.
11. has euri
me of
vcral di-ease-, -ic h as nei vJiisncss, siekiu-- at ih<
l.onet. !,, monthly tn.uMrs,

Boston,

and

out

CHANGE

preach.

Lawrence and Lowell to

neatness anil

concede that yeast fermentation in the preparation of bread touds arc less healths than wnen
rai.-cd by the use of pure Bi Curb Sodaor.sour Milk.
I'lic <iohi Medal s.ida or Saleratus are Superior tor
their purity and hcallhfulness. Cooking raised by
using tin* (iold Mt<la( will lie found more tree l'roin
the lain! of alcohol than any other. Ask vour tiro,
cer lor it until you get it.
‘ly-l'.i

be lore

Saco, Btddetord,
Salmon Falls, Great Falls,
Cover, Haverhill,

Cough,
and the many Threat All'eetions of children,
promptly, pleasantly and safely relieved by “Rough on
Coughs” Troches, l.V.; Italsam, 2‘>e.

Card

(Yn’f Sleep?

>ti*a i:ut

now

dosing up tl»«ir business j«»i th< year, and the
uiher two factories will probably follow suit

Only Route by which cars are run through
the Manufacturing: (’Hies of

The

Postal

C?o.

WBXBMBEBn;

1 was affected with kidney and urinary
Trouble—
“For !\v« Ivc years !”
Alter trying ail the doctors and paten* medicine- 1 could hear of l Used two botlit <,t Hop
“Bitter."
And I am perfectly cured,
i keep ii
“All the time!" icsprctfuliv, B. K. Booth.
Saulsbuny Teun.—Ma\ 1.1SK».‘

KERNEBUNK £ WEILS BEACHES.

health and

U.8. A.

Cur. Mail ail Uli Sis.,

man
man

Ii e ,n hardly be credited except by those who
human soul has t!„. germ of some
downs within: and they wouid open ii they, have tested it. What a vast amount of pain and
sallering may be saved by its use. Clean, pure and
could only tiud sunshine and free air to expand
sun
For internal or external pain. Howes A < o.
it.
I always told you that not having enough
sol! .-tacks of it and will give a sample bottle tree
sunshine was what'ailed the world.
Make the for trial.
people happy and there will not be half the
The invention of the drum is ascribed by the
(ptai reliing or a tenth part of the wickedness
Greek'- b» the god Bacchus
Whence, undoubtedly
there is.
[Ly dia Maria Child.
arose the expression,
Tight as a drum.”
It takes a touch of adversity to show whether
How About the Horses 1
a man is a man at all,
just as' it needs the touch
of frost to bring out the glories of the trees.
if they have heaves give »\ care’s Heave Cure.
lAc n on a dark day in October, how
royally 11 they have worms, appetite is poor, are out of
tb
woods flame out! I’nder vvhai glorious -orts and need a tonic, give Wcare’s Condition
Foi\ der«-. Wearc’s
No other. Sold in Belfast by
hauners they march to meet the Winter! What
A. A
Howes A Co.
unmatched splendor*, riel) as sunset ski* s.
tender as the rainbow, shine out over the
‘•h. yes; there are peaceable Indians; but those
whole earth ! Those -pieudors are the treasures of them who do not stand in front of cigar stores
are sleeping in the red man’s burial ground.
that tin trees were silently laying up when the
summer's miii Hooded them all
day long: and
A ( A HI).—To all who are suffering from errors
-hail a man m his time of
prosperity lay up no ami indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, ear'tor, «.f su.i>biiie in his inner self,
whereby, ly decay, loss of manhood, «&<•., I will send a recipe
when d irker days come on, he shall he lumithat w iiieuiv you, KBEE OF (JHAIttiE. This great
remc ly
w;i> discovered hy a missionary in South
i.ous with courage and good cheer!'
\mcricn. m-nd self-addressed envelope to Kkv.
•h»>i;i'n T. Inman, Station l>, Xew York.
lyr2U
1' is)? *. M » FIS111 \ i. The
lishing business a{
li i- said lii.it polar hears are worth $1,000 each.
•I 'ii‘ sj,(,i 1,-t* been the dullest for
years. Owing Tii’..- high price will necessarily prevent a great
maia poor l.unilies from purchasing one this winf<< the scat cit
y of herring tlie sardine factories
ter at least.
ha\e been compelled to remain idle a
portion
The Best Authorities in Hygiene
of the season.
William I nderwood A: Co. are

The Whigs in 1*40 were* the first to introduce
noisy demonstrations as a factor in a political campaign, and with processions, torchlights and music
i shouted and sang Harrison ami Tyler into oflice.

SCAREORO', OLD ORCHARD.

Pretty Women.

Heaves” is the only
Sold by A. A. Howes
Im40

reason wives make the tire
uii/iu the greatest pleasure

restorer

A

Bangor

8l(‘iinislii|i

(TRADE

Hr. Agoii’s Fills reach the very foundation of
vital action. Sold in B< Hast by A. A. Howes A Co.

gives

Kcnewer”

Mothers.
failing, broken, worn

NEWST

1

rrj i

VIA

Boston and

“Kough nil Fain’’ I*oruu>ed Fluster :
strengthening', improved, the best for h.iel a-he,
pains iu chest or side, rheumatism, near dgia.

ImiIi with Ci TH'i'KA Soap, and a single
application
f Ci:ththa. tin* great skin Curt*. This
repeal id
daily, with two or time doses of Cl Tict ra Resolvent, tlif Now Blood Puri tier, to keep the bloo.l
cool, the perspiration pure and unirritnting, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active, will
speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ring worm, Psoriasis IJchen Pruritus, Scalled Head, Dandruff. and
PRICE, $1.00 LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
The Last ot' the Season.
every species of Itching, Scaly, and Pimply Hum
Dry can be sent by mail.
ors of the scalp and Skin, when the best
physiWELLS. HICH VHOMIN' A CO.Burlington Vt.
cians and all known remedies fail.
NOII.S OK THE KATE
VMI'WOS.
Will McDonald, 2at2 Dearborn St., Chicago, grateDuller was hung in clligy in Newburvport
a cure of Salt Iiheum on head,
*
Thur.-oay.
I ially acknowledges
| neci,, face, arms, and legs for seventeen years; not
A nervous New
Jcrsejunan v»»11*«1 a festival eir- able to walk except on hands and knees for one
i year; not able* to help himself for eight years; tried
j i‘ular on election day.
hundreds of remedies; doctors pronounced his case
I lie (1 v<>t«* of Pennsylvania shows a major- !
Jvrli
hopeless; permanently cured by CUTICURA Resolity of m»,:».*«i for Blaine.
vkn r (blood purilier)
internally, and CUTIclJRA
1
and (.ii'Ki,' it a Soap (the great skin cures) externIn nearly every Western State tin* Presidential
ally.
ticket runs ahead of the local Republican tickets.
(lias. Houghton, Ksq., lawyerTljs State sc, |;«,sI'he brewers generally voted for Cleveland, and
ton, reports a case of salt Rheum under ids observaiiou for ten years, which covered the patient’s
| now there is talk of taning oil’ the duty on beer.
body and limbs, and to which all known methods of
1 ue Presidential electors will meet in the several
i treatment had been applied without benefit, which
I Stales to vote for President on the
third of Decern
U ;1S
completely cured solely by theCl'TICURA RemHave secured the agency for the sale of the DO.
kiuks, leavini’- a ejean and healthy skin.
Hon.
F.
Kdward
II. Drake, Ksq., Detroit, Mich., suffered unMcPherson
estimates that the next
MKSTKj PAPER PATTERNS, and will present
told tortures from Salt Rheum, which
I Congress will consist of ls» Democrats, 111 lb-.
appeared on
his hands, head and face, and
to whoever may apply a catalogue showing latest ; publicans, 1 Greeubacker, 1 Fu-ionist.
nearly destroyed his
eyes. Alter the most careful doctoring and a conI
Senator Beck of Kentucky says Carl Sehurz canstyles. We shall he pleased to furnish any of the
sultation of physicians failed to relieve him, he
not have a place in the Cleveland cabinet. He rethe Cuticijra Remedies, and was cured, ami
j used
patterns represented at the catalogue price.
members Schurz’s decisions in favor of the railhas remained so to date.
roads.
Mr. John Tliiej, Wilkesbarre, Pa., writes:—1 have
m. r. woodcock a
There are hut two parties in the United States. j sutiered from Salt Rheum for over eight years, at
limes so had that 1 could not attend to
One is tin- party that has been in it good while, and
my business
29 Main St,,
Belfast. the other is the one which thinks it better to have a tor weeks at a time. Three boxes of Cuticura,
and lour bottles of Resolvent have
cured
change.
[Gath.
entirely
Nov. <>, 1S84.—4w4f>
nie of this dreadful disease.
Down with a fair ballot and an honest count,
Sold hv all druggists Price: Cuticura, ">0
I
cts,;
says Mr. Hendricks, who announces that the Fed
Resolvent, $1; soap, 2f» ets. Potter Drug and
oral protection of the ballot, boxes must be done
Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
with
at
once.
away
j
Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases."
On receiving the news of Cleveland’s victory,
; Town Talk, of Alexandria, La., remarked: “We
PMTIlutA WAr. An exqusite Toilet,
make your purchases of Ft RNITURE until you
<‘ire nut very big, but we feel this morning like
1 B Hath ami Nursery Sanative.
Goliah’s ulster wouldn’t make us a vest.”
f^*It clean***# the- Blood and Strengthen# and
give# New I.il'e to all the important organs of
the body. The natural action of the Kidneys is
restored. The Liver is cleansed of alidisease,
and the Bowels move freely and
healthfully.
In this way the worst diseases are eradicated
from the system.
2

BOSTON

People.

If you are
use “Wells’ Health Renewer.”

I Aery

Ia

or

Whooping

lyeo\v(»

limn every

AND BLOOD DISEASES.

\

*. 1.1. OTHER KOIMI.Y FAINS A NO ACHES.
Druggists nml Dealer* everywhere. Fifty Ceuis a bottle.
Directions in 11 Languages.

Eoe Men null

Mrs. Kale Gannett Wells says, “Never think you
km ss a woman until you have served on a committee with her.”

'v
have certain work to do for our bread,
and that is to he dole- strenuously; other work
to do for our delight, and that* is to be done
heartily : neither is to he done* by halves or
shifts, but with a will; and what is not worth
this ttbrl is not to be done at ail.
[Uuskin.

-M

CONSTIPATION, PILES,

IN

a

[Frank'in.

d’-et.Henry

|

more

"Wcare’s Sure Cure for
known that will cure.

happy yet, nor will tiling
nature' to produce ! A Co.

wants; instead of its tilling a
one: if i 1 s.itistie- one want
want another way.

KpraiiiM, Uruinc%
1'i'OKt Kitei,

»i« orge— Yes, a ‘‘complete letter writer” is a
hand y volume to have, but make sure that your girl
hasn’t the same book.”

iieea.

nothing

never

Throat.
MSiariiN. NfuMtt.

should be pure, ri h. and strong, without which
there can he no health. To purify the blood Sulphur Bitters is incomparably the best medicine that
it is possible to obtain —THE Editor.

'-wan's

D..

1*

Soid

FATHER
<>1 all diseases is impure blood, when loaded with
tou! humor. How important then that the blood

he thankful to a friend for a few
little money, and yet for the freedom
and command of the whole earth, and for the
great hem tits of our being, our life, health and
reason, we look upon ourselves as under no
We

“Wells’ Health

AM)

THE

acn s.ora

■

<•

remarkably hand-

a

a

[Plutarch.

•>

-r-

dog for

Hard

vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Headache, Nervousness.
Debility. $|.

WOOLEN GOODS

strange

\
Milwaukee g.sr 1 married a bald-headed
and her lady friends are wondering how she
ages t‘> make him stand around.

hu ge sum. cut ort* hi< tail. “This
1 do.*' said he. “that the Athenians may talk
about it. and not concern theni'clv.-s with any
other acts of mine.*-

Clear

to

lethiades having bought

some

“Well, I
a

Emulsion of Pure
Cod
Liver (Hi,
Midi Hypophosphites.
Very Palatable and Efficacious in Wasting Diseases.
Hr. C. T. Bkomskk, Rochester, N. V., says:
‘‘Alter having used Scott’s Kniulsion with decided
henelit upon myself, 1 have taken great pleasure in
recommending it since in the various conditions of
wasting in which it is indicated.”

[Lmerson.

PAIN.

Lumbago. Backache. Headache. Toothache,

Sort1

Scott's

Urooks.

the earth !

Right Thing.

Tesiimoti)

“Is your liushand an O ld Fellow?”
should imagine he is; never saw such
man in a y life.”

tiehl.

Nature, an enormous system, hut in mass
and in particle curiously available to the humblest lie. (i of the lift 1<- eta attire that walks on

urism? fro’n an impure state of the BL< M »D.
from any of the ills pecuTo wuni**!! who .‘h
liar to their sex it is an unf tiling: friend. Ail
Dollar
a b"tt
or address Dr.
Druggists. One
David K unedy. Hondout. N. Y.

cure.

TO

*•

15e. Quick,
soft corns, warts, bunions.

Thin

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,

hacking cough Is

.,

is

[l’hi.ip

Forthe < ure of Ki'lney and Lirer Comi. 1
nil d'Oi tiers
plaints* Constipat ion.

Sense Talk

friend,

He
knows It.
Hi ram I) M a xlii'ld, formerly of Silver Springs,
It. I has no doubt about the wonilerful curative
powers of KMuey-Wort. He was so nlUieted with i
Ki ii\ Complaint that Ik* eouhl not stand on his ;
fori from pain and weakness. As soon as he com- !
moored using Kidney-Wort he experienced lmine- |
diaie relief and at once began to grow strong and
wa- relieved
>t all pain and unpleasantness.
He
sn\ ?
“I know 1 have been cured hy Kidney-Wort.”

good for it* to think that no grace or
blessing I- truly our- till we are aware that <b»d
ha- l)iess,d some one else with it throng!) ti-.

REMEDY

’utn

FOR

you to consumption and the grave. Do
not louver delay. Procure Adamson’s Balsam at
once.
It is an unfailing remedy for coughs, colds,
and lung disease.

very
It

“Rough on Corns.”
Wells’“Hough on Corns.”

“Rough on Pain” Poroused Plaster;
strengthening, improved, tin* best for backache,
in
chest or side, rheumatism, neuralgia.
pains
CURES

that nervous,

dragging

Your **fe\\ things** may he v *ry few and
stmt.I things, hut He experts you to he
\cry faithful over them.

VV*0
tom

complete

developed.

[Addison.
Honesty sometimes keep- a man from becoming rieh. and civility from being witty.

KENNEDY’S

Do the

Ask for

a

Kentucky luck has three feet, all fully «ie\dope I. A Chicago duck has two feet, awfully

heerfulncss i< tin hot promoter of health,
and a- friendly to the mind as to the body.

DAVID

THE ONLY ROUTE

Health Renewer.”

A

i

DR.

Heart Pains.
Palpitation, Dropsical Swellings, Dizziness, Indigestion, Headache,Sleeplessness cured by “Wells’

constitutional remedy like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which acting through the blood, reaches
every part of the system, effecting a radical and
permanent cure of catarrh in even its most severe
forms.
Made only bv C. I. Hood & (Jo., Lowell,
Mass.

Kvi-n tin- ben. win n il drinks water, looks
toward heaven. [Turkish Proverb.

1 yrn

on

very

rc<j uires

Woman's Suffering and Relief.
Those languid, tiresome sensations, causing you
to feel scarcely able to be on your feet; that constant drain that is taking tram your system all its
ormer elasticity;
driving the bloom from your
•becks; that continual strain upon your vital forces,
:enilering you irritable and fretful, can easily be
removed by the use of that marvelous
remedy, Hop
Hitters, irregularities and obstructions of your
system, are relieved at once while the special cause
>f periodical pain are
permanently removed. None
receive so much benefit, and none are so
profoundly grateful, and show such an interest in recommending Hop Hitters as women.

Rats/’
Clears out rats,
lice, roaches, flies, ants, bedhugs, skunks,-chipmunKs, gophers. l.'»c. Druggists.

prevalent and exceedingly disagreeable
disease, liable, if neglected, to develop into serious
consumption. Being a constitutional disease, it
a

Coughs.*’

on

“Rough

I bachelels.

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO.f Lowell, Alass.

IOO

‘‘lions'll

Ask for “Rough on Coughs,” for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Hoarseness. Troches, If»e. Liquid,2.jc.

Catarrh
Is

—

If. Y. Mili.ett, Boston. Mass.

Hood’s

COOLIlKfK.

■

immense amount of benefit from it."

an

MS AN

In various shapes He comes.
I
When life grows difficult., and cares wax strong.
Miss Tucker, a Texas girl, followed her lover
And pain and patience prove too hard a load.
boon miles and married him. She must have been
And grief makes sorrowful the fairest noon.
Tuckered out.
And sorrows press and crowd, an armed t hrong.
US‘All Ladles Should know That Hoods, scarfs,
And tierce temptations lurk aiong the road.
1
ribbons and all fancy articles can be made any
And ua\ is hot. and night falls all too soon.—
• color wanted witfi Diamond
Dyes. All the popular
Mill iu these grievous things Himself we see.
dors. |o.\ :i| druggists. None equal them. Wells,
And puzzled, trustful murmur. “It is lie!**
Richardson A; Co Burlington, Yt.
iL glad because Hi* comes!
The reason why some men do not marry is beThat His blesi visits are of every day.
en) sc m w bonnets cannot be bought at the five-cent
To sweeten foil, to give that toil reward :
And wlu n the summons soundeth clear and
i'oit (.M iNsv Soke Throat and Diphtheria we
have
ie mtrovertable proof of the great curative
Let u* rebuke our lagging sou *, and say,
virtues ..t Ham’s “Oil. ok Gladness.” Full diI i—oh, wondrous thought!
it is the Lord ! red ion*, for its use in these diseases accompany !
each bottle.
Who deigns to claim tin help and sen ic so!
If '{nick, my sou!, nor martin high estate;
single gentlemen are called bachelors and single
I hy Lord and Master calls, let Him not wait.**
l.eiie- must not be called old maids any more, but

Catarrh
May

The annual report of Fifth Auditor Alexan- I
der. which was submitted to the Secretary of
the Treasury, shows that the consular feescollected during the fiscal year amount to $895,j
7*0 and consular expenses aggregated $872,345, I
being an excess of receipts over all expendi
tuies of $23,432; vessels fees collected, includ- I
ing extra wages, amount to $124,870; disbursement > for relief of American seamen
aggregated $307,302.

for

**

my

in time! That fi.

Calieth

Yes, every day He comes!
Not in the earthly form that once He bore,
Nor in the glorious shape which now He wears:
in mean attire, and toil-worn painful guise
He stand* and calls beside our path, our door;
Weary and spent lie comes. His wound he
bares.
And bend'* on us His deep, appealing eyes.
Which, voiceless, find a voice, and speak and
say,
’Tis 1 who call thee, child; wilt thou obeyy'’

Sarsaparilla.
Y.,says: “Hood's

Hood’s

Ball. Syracuse, N.

Air. A.

and

Not only once He comes.
In that dim hour. When, life and death between.
Floats the half-liberated soul, while far
And faint the nearer lamps and voices prow,
And farther, fainter, rather guessed than seen,
dimmers the light of heaven like glimmering
star,
And sounds the summons which the d\ing
know
To be IIi> voice whom spirits all obey:
Not only then, dear Lord, but every day.

of the disease and opens
tlie way for a thorough cure. This is exactly
what Hood's Sarsaparilla does, and it makes
the cure complete by giving the system health
and strength, and enabling it to throw off the
depressing effects of the disease.
the

Como
Thee.”

Catarrh
removes

is

frolics of Foreclosure.
here >v -iv»* notice that W< >OI thTU Y lloOk.ot
seaisiinmt, hy his ..(gage •!«•«*<i d *f«•. 1 .lime Is,
lsTf, ami recorded in Waldo Registry, NOiuiiie H»t>.
Rage 11", conveyed to me in mortgage a certain
parcel of land situate in said >earsinonl, being lot
numbered *U in the second ilivision ol lots in said
town, containing one hundred acres, more or less.
That the condition in saitl mortgage is broken, ami
that hv reason thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of the
N EH KM IAI SMART.
same.
l>ated this isth 'lav of November, ISM.—3w4T*

J1

